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ABSTRACT

Katja Lyytikäinen
Removal of xylan from birch kraft pulps and the effect of its removal on fiber properties,
colloidal interactions and retention in papermaking
Lappeenranta 2017
105 pages
Acta Universitatis Lappeenrantaensis 774
Diss. Lappeenranta University of Technology
ISBN 978-952-335-165-3, ISBN 978-952-335-166-0 (PDF), ISSN-L 1456-4491, ISSN 1456-
4491

The  aim  of  this  study  was  to  investigate  the  effects  of  xylan  removal  on  characteristics  of
bleached birch kraft pulps and on the behavior of such modified pulps in a papermaking process,
particularly from the chemical retention point of view. The two methods used to reduce the pulp
xylan content to an intermediate level between paper-grade kraft pulps and dissolving pulps
were alkaline extraction and enzymatic treatment with endo-xylanases. The resulting changes
in pulp properties were evaluated and, for the xylanase-treated pulps, the changes in pulp filtrate
properties were also monitored. The wet end retention behavior was studied in the presence of
typical papermaking additives in both laboratory and pilot-scale environments, making it
possible to assess the effects of applied pulp treatments on colloidal charge interactions taking
place in the wet end section of a papermaking process.

The effect of xylan removal on fiber characteristics depended on the pulp treatment applied.
Alkaline extraction of dried pulp resulted in a 25-45 wt% reduction in the pulp xylan content
together with altered fiber dimensions, increased water retention value (WRV), accessibility to
high molecular weight (HMW) dye, and a lower total charge of the pulps, particularly of the
fines fraction. The apparent surface charge of fines was lower in the alkali-extracted pulp than
in the unextracted pulp but there were no differences in the surface charges of the corresponding
long fiber fractions. The xylanase treatment of never-dried birch pulp reduced the pulp xylan
content by up to 24 wt% depending on the xylanase dose and dosing strategy, resulting in pulps
with slightly modified fiber dimensions, lower WRV and lower drainage resistance. In addition,
the xylanase-treated pulps showed an increased accessibility for HMW dye together with
ballooned fiber sections, confirming a loosened fiber wall structure. The negative zeta potential
of the pulps obtained from streaming potential measurements decreased as a result of the
xylanase treatment with the simultaneous release of negatively charged xylan-based substances
into the pulp filtrates.  The alkaline extraction increased the nanoscale surface roughness of
fibers whereas the xylanase treatment had the opposite effect.

The removal of xylan from dried pulp by alkaline extraction was found to be beneficial for the
retention of filler, starch and alkyl ketene dimer (AKD), which was attributed in particular to
the reduced charge content of fines. A similar behavior was observed with the xylanase-treated
pulps after washing, i.e. in the absence of dissolved xylan-based residues, but the presence of
large amounts of these residues interfered with the retention system and led to significant
retention losses. Therefore, the obtained results emphasize the importance of re-evaluating the
retention system and strategy when using pulps with a lower xylan content for papermaking.

Keywords: xylan, alkaline extraction, xylanase treatment, retention, colloidal interactions
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The pulp and paper industry is continuously seeking new opportunities for the more efficient

utilization of biomasses and for the development of more sustainable solutions, driven not only

by the declining paper usage but also by the desire to reduce the environmental impact of

production processes. An integrated forest biorefining (IFBR) concept where novel biorefining

processes would be integrated into existing pulp and paper production lines is one possibility

to further increase the degree of utilization of wood-derived biomass. A potential value-added

product from such IFBR is hardwood xylan, which could be exploited in its native form or after

derivatization in various end applications including papermaking, paper and board converting,

fuels, chemicals, the food industry and even pharmaceuticals (Aaltio and Jouhikainen 1958;

Lee et al. 2009; Deutschle et al. 2014; Miletzky et al. 2014; Deutschmann and Dekker 2012;

Sun et al. 2004; Ebringerová 2006; da Silva et al. 2012; Fuhrmann and Krogerus 2009).

Xylan-rich side streams could easily be isolated from an industrial hardwood fiber line by

relatively small and simple process modifications using existing pulp mill equipment, basically

requiring only an extraction or hydrolysis step together with an additional separation step, e.g.

washing. It would clearly be possible to integrate such a xylan removal process in almost any

location within the fiber line but the advantage of using bleached pulp as a source material is

that the resulting xylan fraction is relatively pure and not contaminated by e.g. lignin and

extractives. However, when separating a side stream of any kind from an existing fiber line

producing paper-grade kraft pulp, it is also important to ensure that the processability and

quality of the residual pulp fraction are maintained and still applicable for papermaking

purposes. In this regard, the method of xylan removal is expected to play an important role.

Besides the IFBR approach, another motive for removing hemicelluloses from kraft pulps is

the desire to modify pulp composition in order e.g. to upgrade the fibers to an intermediate

between bleached paper-grade and dissolving pulp grade. Hemicelluloses are known to

contribute to certain fiber properties and e.g. to change the response of pulps to mechanical

treatment. The controlled modification of pulp composition allows the engineering of fiber

properties to better suit them for their chosen applications, and the adjustment of the

hemicellulose content can lead to novel pulp features and open up new end uses for paper-grade
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kraft pulps. It is for instance known that the reactivity of cellulose towards oxidation, a

commonly used pretreatment method in e.g. the production of nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC),

is hindered by the presence of large amounts of hemicelluloses on the fiber surface (Pääkkönen

et al. 2016).

The contribution of hemicelluloses to pulp and paper properties is quite well documented in the

literature, but the behavior in a papermaking process of pulps with reduced contents of

hemicelluloses has been less studied. So far, the dewatering properties of such modified pulps

have been assessed (Blomstedt et al. 2010; Oksanen et al. 2009), but there seems to be a lack

of understanding of the behavior of these pulps in the wet end section of a paper machine. Since

xylan is the major source of ionic charge particularly in bleached hardwood kraft pulps, a

reduction in the pulp xylan content can be expected to significantly change the electrostatic

charge properties of fibers, and subsequently, the colloidal interactions between the fibers and

various wet end additives.

1.2 Objective of the study

This thesis aims to clarify the effects on the papermaking process of a partial removal of xylan

from bleached birch kraft pulp, predominantly focusing on the retention of filler and other

additives when using modified pulps in papermaking. Alkaline extraction and enzymatic

treatment of pulps with endo-xylanases were selected as the two methods of lowering the pulp

xylan content to an intermediate level between that of paper-grade kraft pulps and dissolving

pulps. The alkaline extraction was done for dried pulp prior to refining whereas the enzymatic

treatments were done for never-dried pulp after refining, or the pulp was refined during the

enzymatic hydrolysis. Subsequently, the resulting changes in pulp characteristics were

investigated, with particular emphasis on those factors that are expected to be important for

colloidal interactions, including electrostatic charge, surface structure and accessibility of the

fiber wall. Retention and papermaking tests were carried out in order to reveal how typical

papermaking additives interact with the modified pulps. In the case of xylanase-treated pulps,

the possibility of released xylan-based substances complexing with cationic additives was also

studied. Both the pulp treatments and the retention tests were first conducted under laboratory

conditions and the results were later verified in a pilot-scale environment. The effects of xylan
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removal on the physical properties of the resulting paper products were not considered in this

work.
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2 METHODS TO REMOVE XYLAN FROM BLEACHED HARDWOOD KRAFT

PULPS

2.1  Hardwood hemicelluloses

Hemicelluloses are a heterogenic group of polysaccharides that form approximately 20-35 wt%

of the dry content in all wood species and are the second most abundant biomass-derived

polysaccharide in the world after cellulose. The term hemicellulose was first introduced in 1891

by Schulze who found that in cellulosic plant materials there are polysaccharides that are

chemically and structurally related to cellulose but which in contrast to cellulose can be

extracted with the aid of dilute alkali and are prone to hydrolysis. While cellulose chains are

formed exclusively of D-glucose units, hemicelluloses typically contain several types of

monosaccharide units arranged in varying proportions and with different substituents. The

principal monosaccharide units are D-xylose, D-mannose, D-glucose, L-arabinose, 4-O-

methyl-D-glucuronic acid (MeGlcA), D-galacturonic acid, and D-glucuronic acid, whereas L-

rhamnose, L-fucose and some O-methylated neutral monosaccharides are found to a lesser

extent (Timell 1967; Whistler and Chen 1991; Sun et al. 2004).

In all hardwoods, the primary hemicellulose component is O-acetyl-4-O-methylglucuronoxylan

which is usually called simply glucuronoxylan (GX) or xylan (Fig. 1). It represents 80-85 wt%

of the total hemicellulose content (Timell et al. 1967; Willför et al. 2005). A xylan molecule is

based on D-xylopyranose units linked by -1,4-glycosidic bonds. In native hardwood, the

average degree of polymerization (DP) of GX is 150-200. Some of the hydroxyl groups,

preferentially at C-2 positions in the straight backbone chain, are replaced by acetyl groups

which are found on ca. 7 of every 10 xylose units corresponding to 3-5 wt% of the dry content

of the wood and up to 17 wt% of the wood hemicelluloses (McDonough 1998; Sun et al. 2004).

In addition, approximately one (1 2) linked MeGlcA group can be found per 10 xylose units

with a random distribution along the main chain (Timell et al. 1967; Whistler and Chen 1991).

A minor hemicellulose component in hardwoods is glucomannan (GM), typically less than 5

wt% of the wood dry content. Hardwood GM is composed of (1 4) linked glucose and

mannose units in a ratio of 1:1-2 and has a linear backbone with an average DP of 120. Unlike

xylan, GM is unsubstituted and does not contain acetyl groups (Alén 2000; Whistler and Chen

1991).
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Figure 1. The chemical structure of glucuronoxylan. Sugar units: -D-xylopyranose (Xylp),
and 4-O-methyl- -D-glucopyranosyluronic acid (GlcpA). R is an acetyl group
(CH3CO) (Sjöström 1993).

2.1.1  Ultrastructural arrangement of hemicelluloses in the wood cell wall

The ultrastructural organization of wood cell wall, where hemicelluloses are primarily located

in the thin primary wall (P) and thick secondary cell walls (S), is shown in Fig. 2. In addition,

a smaller amount of hemicelluloses can be found in the middle lamella (ML) that is located

between the parallel fiber cells and has the function of bonding the cells together (Alén 2000).

Figure 2.  Structure of wood cell wall showing the middle lamella (ML), the primary wall (P)
and the secondary layers (S1, S2 and S3) (Sjöström 1993).

The smallest fibrillar units in the S wall are elementary fibrils that are composed of 36 hydrogen

bonded cellulose chains and have a diameter of 3-4 nm. The elementary fibrils are further

arranged in aggregates, often termed microfibrils or microfibril bundles, having a diameter
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ranging from 12 nm to 35 nm (Fengel 1970; Sjöström 1993; Chinga-Carrasco 2011). According

to an early model proposed by Fengel (1970), the hemicelluloses are mainly deposited around

the microfibrils, but a minor amount can also be located inside the fibril aggregates i.e. around

the elementary fibrils. A similar type of ultrastructural cell wall organization has later been

suggested by Fahlén (2005).  Of the two major hemicellulose species,  GM seems to be more

closely associated with cellulose whereas xylan is preferably associated with lignin (Salmén

and Olsson 1998; Wigell et al. 2007). The ultrastructural hierarchy of polysaccharides in the S

wall is expected to be fairly similar in all wood species.

2.1.2  Effect of pulping and bleaching on carbohydrate composition of wood

During the kraft pulping process, some of the hemicelluloses become degraded and dissolved,

and the carbohydrate composition of kraft pulp therefore differs from that of native wood. Of

the major hemicelluloses, GM is physically dissolved in the beginning of the cook, after which

the removal is accelerated by a peeling reaction at elevated temperatures, so that up to 67 wt%

of the GM is dissolved (Sjöström 1993; McDonough 1998). In addition, the acetyl groups

attached to the main chain of xylan via ester bonds are very susceptible to alkaline hydrolysis

and are typically hydrolyzed in the early stages of the kraft cook (McDonough 1998). On the

other hand, the xylan molecule is stabilized against alkaline peeling due to the partial

conversion of MeGlcA side groups to hexenuronic acid (HexA), which is unreactive towards

alkali (Buchert et al. 2001). Thus, the removal of deacetylated xylan during cooking is almost

solely based on physical dissolution and is accelerated by the increasing alkali concentration.

Some of the dissolved xylan is further degraded to aliphatic carboxylic acids and

oligosaccharides while some of it is re-adsorbed onto the fiber surface during the final stages

of cooking as the alkalinity is reduced (McDonough 1998; Yllner and Enström 1956).

The re-adsorption of xylan causes the radial distribution of cell wall hemicelluloses to change

during the pulp manufacturing process and several studies have reported that the xylan content

on the fiber surface is significantly higher than that of the bulk in both unbleached and bleached

kraft pulps (Luce 1964; Suurnäkki et al. 1996; Sjöberg and Dahlman 2000; Dahlman 2003).

The re-adsorbed surface xylan typically has a longer chain length and lower uronic acid content

than the inner xylan (Dahlman et al. 2003), but the mechanism of xylan relocalization appears

not to be completely unambiguous. It has been proposed e.g. that xylan can co-crystallize with

cellulose (Yllner and Enström 1957; Marchessault et al. 1967) or with itself due to the cleavage
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of side groups allowing strong intermolecular binding of linear chain segments (Linder et al.

2003). The formation of xylan aggregates with reduced solubility in aqueous alkali is expected

to facilitate their adsorption onto the fiber surface (McDonough 1998; Dahlman 2003; Linder

et al. 2003; Danielsson 2007). In addition, the removal of uronic acid side groups can be

expected to reduce the negative charge repulsion between the fiber surface and the xylan

molecule, further favoring the adsorption of xylan onto the cellulose surface (Walker 1965;

Linder  et  al.  2003).  It  has  indeed  been  shown  that  the  sorption  of  xylan  is  facilitated  by  a

reduction in pH and an increase in ionic strength, both of which are known to reduce the

repulsion forces (Ribe et al. 2010). The formation of globular xylan aggregates seems to be

favored by high temperature corresponding to the industrial cooking conditions, whereas at

lower temperature xylan seems to sorb preferentially as individual chains (Ribe et al. 2010).

Further enrichment of xylan on the fiber surface may occur in the pulp refining, which has been

shown to release xylan entrapped in the cell wall pores to the external liquid phase with

subsequent relocalization on the fiber surface (Fardim and Durán 2003). In addition, the xylan

content of chemical pulp fines, originating mainly from ray cells and broken vessels in the case

of birch, has been shown to be significantly higher than that of the whole pulp (Suurnäkki et al.

1996). The chemical composition of the outer surfaces of fibers and fines is of utmost

importance e.g. for fiber-fiber bonding and for the ionic interactions between fibers and

papermaking additives.

Besides cooking and refining, oxygen delignification (O) and bleaching of kraft pulps are

known  to  cause  some  dissolution  of  hemicelluloses.  During  the  O  stage,  xylan  that  is  2-

substituted with MeGlcA, and possibly HexA and/or linkages to lignin is dissolved (Laine and

Tamminen 2002). A typical elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleaching sequence readily degrades

HexA but the residual MeGlcA is relatively stable during the bleaching (Buchert et al. 1996).

Thus, MeGlcA is  the  main  acidic  group  in  the  EFC-bleached  birch  kraft  pulps,  but  its

concentration is significantly lower than in native wood. For xylan isolated from fully bleached

birch kraft pulp by alkaline extraction, a ratio of xylose to MeGlcA of 99.4:0.6 (based on weight

percentages) has been reported together with an average DP of around 70 (Teleman et al. 2001).
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2.2  Alkaline extraction

Hemicelluloses can be extracted from lignocellulosic biomass with hot or cold solutions of acid

or alkali, or hot water. Of these, alkaline extraction is most commonly used for the isolation of

hemicelluloses from wood and holocellulose (Whistler and Chen 1991). Its main advantage

over the other methods is that the cellulose fraction remains undegraded under appropriate

treatment conditions, i.e. a sufficiently low alkali concentration and a low to moderate

temperature. Alkaline treatment also produces polymeric xylan as an extraction product

(Fuhrmann and Krogerus 2009; Sixta and Schild 2009; Hutterer et al. 2016) whereas oligo- and

monosaccharides are formed in the acid hydrolysis of hemicelluloses (Wyman et al. 2004).

Alkaline extraction has been said to be one of the most promising fractionation technologies

for hardwoods (van Heiningen 2006) and it can in principle be integrated at almost any location

within the kraft pulp fiber line. However, since extraction of xylan from wood chips results in

an extraction product that contains various other compounds naturally present in wood, the

extraction of xylan from bleached pulp seems to be the most reasonable choice of method when

a xylan stream of high purity is desired, since no expensive purification steps are required. It

has been reported that the purity of high molecular weight (HMW) xylan obtained by alkaline

extraction of bleached birch kraft pulp is 98-99 % after subsequent carbon dioxide precipitation

or ultrafiltration (Fuhrmann and Krogerus 2009; Talja et al. 2009).

The alkali concentration is the main factor determining the degree of xylan removal by alkaline

extraction, whereas the extraction time and temperature are less important (Saukkonen 2014;

Hutterer et al. 2016). Fuhrmann and Krogerus (2009) extracted bleached birch kraft pulp at

room temperature for 60 min using NaOH concentrations of 0.5 M or 1.0 M and found that 31

wt% or 67 wt%, respectively, of the xylan initially present in the bleached birch pulp could be

removed. An almost linear relationship between the xylan content of a bleached birch pulp and

the NaOH concentration in range of 0-2 M has been reported by other authors (Pönni et al.

2014; Pääkkönen et al. 2016). Alkali concentrations below 2 M can be expected to cause no

change in the supramolecular structure of cellulose, i.e. conversion between the different

allomorphs of cellulose  (Pönni et al. 2014), but the molar mass of the extracted xylan has been

reported to increase with increasing NaOH concentration (Laine et al. 2007). In addition, an

increase in NaOH concentration may lower the extractability of C-2 substituted xylan, resulting

in as enrichment of MeGlcA in the xylan remaining in the pulp (Hutterer et al. 2017).
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Alkaline extraction alone or in combination with enzymatic treatment has also been extensively

studied in the context of upgrading paper-grade hardwood kraft pulps into dissolving pulps,

where a low hemicellulose content is considered to be an important quality parameter

improving the downstream processability in the production of e.g. viscose fiber, lyocell fiber

or cellulose derivatives such as cellulose acetate (Wollboldt et al. 2010; Köpcke 2010; Schild

et al. 2010; Puls et al. 2006a; Puls et al. 2006b). However, the alkali concentration required to

reach a sufficiently low xylan content for a dissolving pulp is often high enough to cause

conversion of cellulose I to cellulose II, i.e. mercerization (Köpcke 2010; Pönni et al. 2014).

This is an unwanted phenomenon when seeking to produce paper-grade kraft pulps with a low

hemicellulose content, as the intrinsic fiber strength is known to be directly proportional to the

cellulose I content (Mohlin et al. 2003). The lower load-bearing capacity of cellulose II has

been ascribed to the disruption of the assembly and orientation of microfibrils, and to the

increased content of amorphous cellulose as a result of mercerization (Yue et al. 2013; Wang

et al. 2014). In addition, the elastic modulus of cellulose II has been reported to be lower than

that of cellulose I, which was attributed to the significant change in the intramolecular hydrogen

bonding (Nishino et al. 1995), and considered to depend on both the feature of the crystalline

component and the density of amorphous part (Nishino et al. 1995; Ishikawa et al. 1997).

The economic feasibility of fractionating bleached kraft pulp into an extracted pulp, and to an

alkaline extract containing polymeric xylan, depends on a number of factors including the

specific mill configuration, the market prices of the products, and the production volumes

(Laine et al. 2015). It has been reported that the xylan content of the primary filtrate can be up

to 1 wt-% and may reach up to 5 wt-% after consecutive diafiltration and ultrafiltration steps

(Laine et al. 2015). A major problem with the downstream processability of the filtrate is not,

however, related to its low xylan concentration but to its high sodium content, which may limit

e.g. the biological conversion or product recovery (Helmerius et al. 2010). Moreover, since very

high alkali concentrations are required in the extraction process, it is also a prerequisite for the

process feasibility that the extraction liquor must be re-usable; currently, around 90 % of the

NaOH can be recirculated in the process (Laine et al. 2015).
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2.3  Xylanase treatment

Xylanases are hydrolytic enzymes produced by micro-organisms such as bacteria and fungi,

and they are able to degrade the xylan backbone into smaller units. In general, endoglycanases

such as endo- -1,4-xylanases catalyze the random cleavage of internal -1,4-linkages in xylan

producing a set of linear and substituted/branched xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) of DP  2,

whereas exoglycosidases such as -D-xylosidases catalyze the hydrolysis of non-reducing ends

in oligosaccharides and produce D-xylose as the degradation product (Tenkanen 2004; Pastor

et al. 2007; Collins et al. 2005). The present work deals only with endo-type xylanases, later

referred to simply xylanases.

Enzymes are already being successfully used in several operations along industrial kraft pulp

fiber lines, including the use of xylanases in kraft pulp pre-bleaching and of cellulases alone

and in combination with xylanases to reduce the energy required for refining (Bajpai 1999;

Kenealy and Jeffries 2003; Dhiman et al. 2008; Jegannathan and Nielsen 2013). However,

interest in increasing and developing the use of enzymes in pulp and paper applications has

been continuously growing, a development trend driven mainly by the strict energy and source

reduction targets and environmental concerns in the industry (Demuner et al. 2011; Skals et al.

2008; Kenealy and Jeffries 2003). Examples of proposed future applications for the use of

xylanases within the forest products industry include the selective modification of carbohydrate

composition and properties of bleached paper-grade kraft pulps (Blomstedt et al. 2010) and the

separation of potential value-added side streams, such as XOS, from kraft pulp fiber lines

(Hakala et al. 2013; Metsämuuronen et al. 2013).

The hydrolytic effect of xylanases is known to be limited mainly to fiber surfaces, fines and

accessible macropores, so that the carbohydrate composition of the outermost surface layer of

the fibers becomes modified (Viikari et al. 1994; Maiti and Whitmire 1997; Teleman et al.

2001; Collins et al. 2005). However, the penetration of xylanases into the fiber interior should

in theory be possible, as their hydrodynamic diameter has been estimated to be smaller than the

diameter of most of the pores present in a water-swollen bleached kraft pulp (Viikari et al. 1994;

Teleman et al. 2001; Törrönen et al. 1994; Blomstedt et al. 2010). Nevertheless, this often seems

not to be the case, and it may be that the pore shape (Allan et al. 1991; Suurnäkki et al. 1997;

Wågberg and Annergren 1997) and ionic interactions (Buchert et al. 1993; Tenkanen et al.

1995; Feller et al. 2011) limit the entrance of xylanases into the pores. It has been reported that
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xylanase treatments can solubilize about 20 % of the xylan from unbleached birch kraft pulp

(Viikari et al. 1994) and about 33 % of the xylan from bleached birch kraft pulp (Teleman et al.

(2001).

Treatment of a bleached hardwood kraft pulp with xylanases produces a relatively pure fraction

of XOS with a DP typically in the range of 2-6, depending on the xylanase (Metsämuuronen et

al. 2013; Hakala et al. 2013). The absence of xylose and non-saccharidic compounds in the

XOS fraction makes it particularly interesting to be further refined into a high-value side stream,

preferably for pharmaceutical and nutriceutical purposes, instead of using it as a fermentation

feedstock for e.g. biofuels. Traditionally, hydrothermal treatments (e.g. autohydrolysis) of

xylan-rich agricultural feedstocks have been used for the industrial production of XOS, but a

significant drawback related to these relatively severe fractionation processes is that multiple

purification steps may be needed to obtain a pure fraction of XOS (Moure et al. 2006; Aachary

and Prapulla 2011).

When attempting to evaluate the potential of XOS as a value-adding side stream for a pulp mill

producing hardwood kraft pulp, several factors should be taken into account including current

market prices for pulp and XOS, the investment and operation costs of the additional equipment

required for fractionation of XOS, and the effects on pulp yield and the quality of the residual

pulp fraction. However, when taking a pulp mill producing 500,000 t/a bleached hardwood kraft

pulp as an example, up to 25,000 t/a of XOS could be obtained as a side stream (based on the

data presented in Metsämuuronen et al. 2013). With the XOS price of 20 €/kg (Taniguchi 2004),

this would correspond to a potential income of roughly 500 M€/a. For comparison, the current

market price for bleached hardwood kraft pulp is 744 €/t (Foex Indexes, 2017) which

corresponds to an annual income of 372 M€/a in the example mill. The given calculation is

obviously very simplistic and does not take into account e.g. the production or any other costs.

Moreover, the obtained XOS fraction would probably require some additional concentrating

step, e.g. membrane filtration (Moure et al. 2006). According to Metsämuuronen et al. (2013)

the XOS content of the filtrate obtained in 1.3 % pulp consistency was up to 650 mg/l. However,

if  the  treatments  could  be  carried  out  in  e.g.  5-10  %  consistency  without  affecting  the

productivity of the enzyme, a somewhat higher XOS concentration in range of 2500-5000 mg/l

could be expected. The cost of the enzyme can be considered to be negligible as it was reported

that even up to 267 kg of XOS could be obtained with only 1 kg of pure enzyme, depending on

the treatment conditions (Metsämuuronen et al. 2013).
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2.4  Other alternatives

Besides alkaline extraction and xylanase treatment of bleached kraft pulps, a number of other

methods to isolate hemicelluloses at different locations in the pulp manufacturing process have

been suggested in the literature. These include the extraction of wood chips prior to pulping and

the separation of hemicellulosic side streams from various liquors and filtrates obtained from

the kraft pulp fiber line.

In the pre-extraction of hemicelluloses from wood chips, the targets are often different from

that of removing hemicelluloses from bleached paper-grade pulps, as it is typically aimed to

minimize the material losses taking place during kraft pulping and/or to reduce the consumption

of cooking and bleaching chemicals without any simultaneous deterioration in pulp properties

(Vena et al. 2013). An additional feature of this approach may be the desire to obtain

fermentable sugars for the production of e.g. fuels and chemicals. Extraction of wood chips can

be accomplished by using e.g. mild alkali (Al-Dajani and Tschirner 2007; Al-Dajani and

Tschirner 2008; Yoon et al. 2008a), green liquor (Mao et al. 2008), white liquor (Helmerius et

al. 2010) or hot water (Duarte et al. 2011; Amidon et al. 2006; Yoon and van Heiningen 2008;

Yoon et  al.  2008b; Tunc et  al.  2010).  A common feature of these approaches is  that  they all

result in an extraction product that is a mixture of hemicelluloses, lignin, extractives and other

minor  components  initially  present  in  the  wood  material  and  a  pulp  with  a  higher

cellulose/hemicellulose ratio after kraft pulping. As a rule of thumb, the hydrolysates obtained

using alkaline extraction media contain longer chain polymers than those obtained from dilute-

acid or hot-water treatment.

In the recovery of hemicelluloses from process liquors, the target is to take advantage of the

existing side streams while having no or negligible effect on the pulp carbohydrate profile. The

heating value of hemicelluloses is only about half of that of lignin (Vakkilainen 1999) and,

instead of converting hemicelluloses to energy through burning, it would be economically

advantageous to convert the hemicellulose-rich side streams to value-added products such as

alcohols, lactones, carboxylic acids and esters (van Heiningen 2006). The hemicelluloses can

be isolated e.g. from cooking liquors, black liquor or LignoBoost filtrates, the extraction

position determining the properties of the xylan, the amount of impurities present in the extract

and the effect on the fiber line operation (Axegård et al. 2011). Various filtration methods,
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including ultra-, nano- and diafiltration can be used to separate xylan from process liquors

(Schlesinger et al. 2006; Wallberg et al. 2006).
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3 EFFECTS OF XYLAN REMOVAL ON FIBER PROPERTIES

3.1  Morphology and ultrastructure of the fiber surface

The presence of hemicelluloses in the fiber wall is known to contribute to the ultrastructure and

morphology of kraft fibers. Both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force

microscopy (AFM) have been employed to study the effects of xylan removal on these features.

SEM has proven to be particularly suitable down to submicron scale structures whereas AFM

has been shown to provide semi-quantitative and qualitative information about the surface

features on a nanometer scale including topography, shape and dimensions of surface fibrils, as

well as material properties such as adhesion, friction and electrostatic forces and stiffness (Paiva

et al. 2007; Medeiros et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2009). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

measurements have also been used to determine e.g. the lateral dimensions of surface fibrils

(Wollboldt et al. 2010).

The effect on fiber morphology of removing xylan from fiber wall with the aid of xylanases has

been extensively studied. The treatment of fibers with xylanases is expected primarily to alter

the surface morphology while having a negligible effect on the internal morphology of the fibers

(Mansfield et al. 1997). Mora et al. (1986) reported an increased external fibrillation of the fiber

surface when bleached birch kraft pulp was treated with a crude enzyme mixture containing

xylanase activity and inhibited endocellulase activity. Numerous studies relating to the use of

cellulase-free xylanases in prebleaching stages have confirmed this observation by revealing an

increase in fiber roughness due to the formation of non-regularly distributed morphological

changes, such as holes, cracks, flakes, and filaments on the fiber surface (Roncero et al. 2000;

Roncero et al. 2005; Torres et al. 2000; Fillat et al. 2012; Valls et al. 2010b). Other studies have

reported negligible changes in the microscale surface structure of unbleached and bleached kraft

fibers after xylanase treatment (Moss and Pere 2006; Buzala et al. 2016; Cui et al. 2016).

However, it has been recognized that the degree and type of the morphological changes in fibers

may vary with the xylanase type and the position of the enzyme treatment within the bleaching

sequence or with respect to mechanical treatment or drying (Valls et al. 2010b; Roncero et al.

2005). An increase in surface roughness has also been reported for sugar maple pulps after hot

water extraction prior to kraft pulping, an effect attributed to the degradation and removal of

hemicelluloses mainly from the fiber surface (Duarte et al. 2011).
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The effects of xylan removal on nanoscale surface features have been studied mainly with AFM

in connection with xylanase treatment. Saukkonen et al. (2014) observed that the inner

microfibril strands in never-dried bleached birch kraft fibers became gradually more visible as

the xylanase hydrolysis proceeded. Both the mean roughness (RA) and the root mean square

roughness (RQ) of the fiber surface showed an initial reduction during the hydrolysis, after

which both values increased over the initial level with prolonged hydrolysis time. On the other

hand, Medeiros et al. (2007) reported a more homogeneous surface topography together with

lower  RA and  RQ levels for xylanase-treated oxygen-delignified Eucalyptus kraft pulp,

confirming that a physical modification of the fiber surface was associated with the action of

xylanase.

The presence of xylan on the fiber surface seems to prevent the molecular ordering and

aggregation of cellulose chains. Based on solid-state cross polarization magic angle spinning

carbon-13 NMR (CP/MAS 13C-NMR) measurements carried out by several authors, the

removal of surface hemicelluloses allows a closer association of cellulose fibrils leading to the

formation of fibril aggregates (microfibrils) with increasing diameter while having no effect on

the diameter of individual surface fibrils. A more compact surface structure without loose

fibrillar structures was reported for unbleached prehydrolysis softwood pulp with a low content

of hemicelluloses, while the fibers with high hemicellulose content had a more porous surface

structure with higher degree of uncollapsed surface fibrils (Duchesne et al. 2001). An increased

diameter of surface microfibrils has also been reported for alkali-extracted unbleached and

bleached Eucalyptus kraft pulps, but in these studies the NaOH concentration was so high that

conversion to cellulose allomorphs can be expected (Wan et al. 2010; Wollboldt et al. 2010).

For comparison, the adsorption of xylan on a kraft pulp surface has been shown to increase the

nanoscale surface roughness, revealing precipitated submicron structures visible in surface

topography as protuberances, such as ‘hills and valleys’ on the fiber surface (Silva et al. 2011;

Han et al. 2012). The formation of globular xylan aggregates on the surface of cellulosic

substrates as a result of xylan sorption is discussed in Chapter 2.1.2.
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3.2 Electrostatic properties of fibers

Regardless of the wood species, the electrostatic charge of a bleached kraft pulp originates

mainly from MeGlcA substituents bound to the xylan backbone. An anionic charge is generated

when these groups are ionized under prevailing conditions. The pKa value for carboxyl groups

is in the range of 3-4 and the dissociation is complete at pH 7, i.e. under the conditions relevant

for neutral or alkaline papermaking processes (Sjöström 1989). The dissociated carboxyl

groups are able to act as cation exchangers, affecting the polyelectrolytic and colloidal behavior

of the fibers (Strazdins 1974; Sjöström 1989; Lindström 1992).

Only the acidic groups located in accessible regions of the fiber wall are able to contribute to

the development of an anionic charge. The carboxyl groups that are accessible to small

constituents such as cations, i.e. the total charge, are particularly important for fiber swelling

and they account e.g. for pulp beatability (Bäckström and Hammar 2010). On the other hand,

the surface charges, i.e. the charges accessible to larger molecules such as cationic polymers,

are especially important for wet end chemistry (Lindström 1992). The fiber charge content is

typically determined by titration methods including polyelectrolyte titration, potentiometric

titration and conductometric titration. Of these methods, the latter two give the total charge of

the fiber wall whereas polyelectrolyte titration can be used to distinguish between surface and

total charges by adjusting the Mw of the adsorbed polymer (Wågberg et al. 1989a; Lloyd and

Horne 1993; Laine et al. 1996).

The ratio of surface charge to total charge, i.e. the charge ratio, has been shown to be

significantly increased as a result of pulp beating due to the opening of the cell wall structure

whereas bleaching has a negligible effect on the charge ratio (Horvath and Lindström 2007;

Laine 1997; Bhardwaj et al. 2004). In addition, the content of charged groups per gram of fines

has been reported to be significantly higher than that of the corresponding long fiber fraction,

and this difference seems to be more pronounced in TCF than in ECF bleached pulps (Wågberg

and Björklund 1993; Laine et al. 2004).

Xylanase treatment is often expected to reduce particularly the surface charge of the fibers, as

it is known that enzymes primarily act on the accessible fiber surfaces. This can be observed as

a release of charged xylan into the pulp filtrates (Suurnäkki et al. 1997). In addition, it has been

proposed that xylanase treatment might also hydrolyse xylan located in the fiber interior as a
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reduction in both surface and total charges with an unchanged charge ratio was observed for

fines-free softwood kraft pulp after treatment with extremely high doses of xylanase (Horvath

and Lindström 2007). However, since any xylan-removing treatment is also likely to change

the porosity of the fiber and/or modify the external surface area of fibers, the surface charge

determined for such modified pulps may not be fully comparable to that obtained for untreated

pulps, since a larger amount of HMW polymer can interact with fibers having a less compact

structure. An increased accessibility of residual carboxyl groups in the fiber wall due to

xylanase treatment has been reported by Laine et al. (1996).

The effects of xylanase treatment on pulp charge properties have also been indirectly assessed

by zeta potential measurements. The treatment of kraft pulp with xylanase has been reported to

reduce the negative zeta potential of the fibers as determined by streaming potential

measurements (Saukkonen et al. 2014; Du et al. 2012). However, in studies by Saukkonen et

al.  (2014)  and  Du  et  al.  (2012),  the  experimental  conditions  (i.e.,  the  pH  and  electrolyte

concentration) seem to have been inadequately adjusted for electrokinetic determinations,

making it impossible to draw clear conclusions regarding the effects of xylanase treatment on

the pulp’s charge characteristic. In addition, the data obtained from the streaming potential

measurements should be handled with caution since e.g. the degree of surface fibrillation and

the porous structure of fiber wall, as well as the pad-forming properties of the pulp, can make

a considerable contribution to the zeta potential (Hubbe and Wang 2004; Hubbe 2006b). All

these factors are probably affected by the xylan-removing treatment.

3.3 Fiber-water interactions

The interaction of cellulosic fibers with water results in fiber swelling to an extent that is

determined by the concentration of acidic groups in the fiber wall, the interaction of uncharged

hydrophilic compounds, i.e. primarily hemicelluloses and amorphous cellulose, with the

solvent (water) molecules and the ability of fiber wall to restrict swelling. Consequently, the

chemical composition, physical structure and surface characteristics of fibers all have a

significant effect on swelling (Salmén and Berthold 1997; Wågberg and Annergren 1997). The

water-holding capacity of fibers is most commonly expressed as the water retention value

(WRV), comprising all  types of water present in the fiber wall  (Salmén and Berthold 1997),

whereas differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can be used to differentiate between freezing
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and non-freezing water (Weise et al. 1996). Depending on the method and extent of xylan

removal, an effect on both the bound and free water can be expected because the chemical

nature, i.e. the acidity and hydrophilicity, and the porous structure of the fiber wall are likely to

become more or less changed.

The presence of acidic groups in the fiber wall generates an osmotic pressure difference

between the fiber interior and exterior when the fibers are placed in water. Swelling is caused

by the tendency of this pressure difference to even out as the cell wall draws additional water

into it until the pressure equals the structure’s resistance for expansion (Scallan 1983). The

swelling induced by the presence of acidic groups in the fiber wall is significantly affected by

the prevailing chemical environment of the external liquid phase, such as the type and valency

of counter-ions, pH and ionic strength (Scallan 1983). The swelling of pulps with a lower

content of charged groups in the fiber wall is less sensitive to changes in chemical conditions

of a liquid medium (Lindström 1992).

The external swelling of the fibers can be limited by the presence of restraints such as the S1

layer and P wall on the fiber surface. This is the reason why high yield pulps are relatively stiff

and the swelling takes place inwards into fiber lumen causing the cell wall thickness (CWT) to

increase although the fiber width shows no increase (Lindström and Carlsson 1982). The

resistance to external swelling is reduced after bleaching and refining as the swelling restraints

are partially removed and disrupted (Lindström 1992; Wågberg and Annergren 1997). The

removal of xylan from the outer surface can be expected to further reduce the swelling

resistance providing that it is tightly attached and not present e.g. in the form of globular

aggregates.

The extensive removal of hemicelluloses and lignin from the fiber wall may also lead to the

collapse of larger pores (Salmén and Berthold 1997) although the amount and size of the pores

in the fiber wall typically increase as the pulp yield is reduced during the cooking and bleaching

(Scallan 1977; Wågberg and Annergren 1997). Suurnäkki et al. (1997) reported an increase in

the average pore width together with a less pronounced or even an opposite effect on pore

accessibility when unbleached kraft pulps were treated with an extremely high xylanase dose,

suggesting the enlargement of individual pores and collapse of certain part of adjacent pores

with the subsequent formation of larger new pores. On the other hand, using more moderate
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doses of xylanases on bleached birch kraft pulp, Blomstedt et al. (2010) concluded that the

macropore structure of the fibers was mainly affected while micropores remained intact.

The observations concerning the effects of xylan removal on fiber swelling are rather

controversial. The studies reporting a decrease in WRV due to a reduced xylan content include

the treatment of pulp with xylanase in a prebleaching stage (Valls et al. 2010a), the alkaline

extraction of bleached (Wollboldt et al. 2010) and unbleached kraft pulp (Gomes et al. 2014)

and the mild alkaline extraction of never-dried bleached kraft pulp (Pönni et al. 2014). On the

other hand, an increase in WRV due to xylan removal has been reported after the alkaline

extraction of dried birch kraft pulp (Pönni et al. 2014) and prehydrolysed hardwood kraft pulp

(Duarte et al. 2011). In addition, Oksanen et al. (2009) have reported significantly improved

dewatering of a xylanase-treated birch kraft pulp in a pilot former, in spite of the negligible

change in WRV or Canadian standard freeness (CSF). It thus seems that the removal of xylan

from never-dried kraft pulps may favor the dissolution of water-binding hemicelluloses from

the fiber wall, whereas the removal of xylan from wood chips or dry pulps also increases the

fiber  wall  porosity  which  is  then  observed  as  an  increased  WRV.  For  comparison,  several

studies where xylan has been adsorbed on cellulosic substrates have reported an increase in

WRV with increasing xylan content, suggesting that the hydrophilic xylan layer on the fiber

surface also facilitates water attraction (Lee et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2011).

Besides affecting the swelling behavior of virgin pulps, the presence of hemicelluloses in the

fiber wall may partially prevent the irreversible closure of pores during drying termed

‘hornification’. As a consequence of hornification, the amount of free water in the fiber wall is

reduced, particularly that held by pores in size range of 2.2-10.5 nm (Salmén and Berthold

1997). A direct relationship between the degree of hornification and the pulp xylan content has

been reported, suggesting that xylan can prevent the molecular ordering of adjacent cellulose

fibrils during drying, which would be expected to diminish the accessibility of water into the

fiber wall (Rebuzzi and Evtuguin 2006). Increased hornification has been reported for

unbleached kraft pulps after alkaline extraction (Wan et al. 2010) and after xylanase treatment

(Moss and Pere 2006), but the adsorption of birch xylan on bleached kraft pulps has been shown

to have the opposite effect (Köhnke and Gatenholm 2007; Köhnke et al. 2010; Silva et al. 2011).

Hornification is widely understood to be the main reason behind the losses in strength of pulps

after drying.
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3.4  Pulp beatability

A high concentration of xylan on the surface of paper-grade kraft pulp fibers is known to

contribute positively to the papermaking properties of the fibers, predominantly with regard to

pulp beatability (Miletzky et al. 2014; Silva et al. 2011).  The mechanism by which xylan

increases the beating response has been attributed to its ability to lead to greater swelling of the

cell walls which, together with mechanical action, further leads to an improvement in fiber

flexibility allowing the development of fibrillation to become more efficient (Lindström 1992;

Wågberg and Annergren 1997; Silva et al. 2011). On the other hand, pulps with a low xylan

content seem to be more susceptible to fiber cutting during mechanical treatment (Brännvall

and Lindström 2007).

The removal of xylan from the fiber wall by alkaline extraction has been shown to make refining

more difficult. However, Gomes et al. (2014) and Fuhrmann and Krogerus (2009) have shown

that the refining energy required to reach a given tensile index is only moderately increased

when up to 30 wt% of the xylan initially present in hardwood kraft pulps is removed by alkaline

extraction, and that further xylan removal results in a considerable increase in the energy

requirement.

Somewhat contradictory results have been reported regarding the beatability of xylanase-

treated pulps. Dickson et al. (2000) found that the refining energy required to reach a given

sheet density was reduced by nearly 50 % when a never-dried unbleached pine pulp was treated

with a high dose of xylanase and they concluded that the increase in fiber flexibility facilitated

the formation of a closely packed dense sheet. A significant reduction in the beating time

required to reach a given freeness level together with insignificant effects on strength properties

have also been reported after treatment of kraft pulps with commercial xylanases (Bhardwaj et

al. 1996; Žnidarši -Plazl et al. 2009). The more efficient development of pulp SR during beating

was ascribed to the loosened cell wall structure and the softening of the fiber surface due to the

action  of  xylanases.  In  addition,  some  studies  report  no  change  in  the  generation  of  fines

(Buzala et al. 2016; Cui et al. 2016) while some report increased fines generation in refining as

a result of xylanase treatments (Žnidarši -Plazl et al. 2009), which could contribute on the

observed development of pulp SR level in refining. In contrast, the studies relating to the use

of xylanases in prebleaching stages often report a reduction in pulp beatability (Batalha et al.

2011; Valls et al. 2010a; Fillat et al. 2012).
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4 INTERACTIONS OF CATIONIC ADDITIVES IN PULP SUSPENSIONS

In a papermaking process, fibers, fine particles and dissolved and colloidal substances are

complexed together with the aid of polymeric additives. In addition to synthetic retention

polymers, cationic starch is commonly used as a part of the retention system and also to increase

the dry strength of the paper, and several other functional additives such as internal sizing

agents, microparticles and wet strength resins may be included in the process. The sizing agents

are typically applied to the papermaking process as dispersions or emulsions that are stabilized

using cationic starch or some other cationic polymer. Therefore, as the majority of polymeric

and functional additives carry a cationic net charge, ionic interactions play a significant role for

their retention in the wet end of a paper machine. The following subchapters focus primarily on

such issues that are expected to be relevant when evaluating the effect of xylan removal on

colloidal interactions and retention phenomena between fibers and cationic additives, and the

interactions between dissolved xylan-residues and cationic additives.

4.1   Polymer adsorption and flocculation

The adsorption of cationic polymers on cellulosic fibers has been extensively studied and

reviewed (Strazdins 1974; Wågberg and Ödberg 1989; Wågberg et al. 1989a; Swerin et al.

1997; van de Ven 2000; Wågberg 2000; Hubbe 2009). A general driving force for the

adsorption of a polymer is  an entropy gain due to the release of solvent molecules from the

polymer and from the surface (Stenius 2000). In addition, for the adsorption of cationic

polyelectrolytes on cellulosic fibers naturally carrying an anionic charge, there is an

electrostatic contribution to this driving force, i.e. an attraction between cations and anions (van

de Ven 2000; Stenius 2000). The adsorption of cationic polymer can be viewed as an ion-

exchange process between the counter-ions of charged sites in the fibers and the cationic sites

on the polymers. As a result, the counter-ions of both fibers and polyelectrolyte are released

into the solution, causing a further entropy gain in the system (Strazdins 1974; Rojas and Hubbe

2004).

The adsorption of cationic polyelectrolytes is affected by fiber properties such as surface

charge, porosity and accessible surface area, and by polymer properties such as charge density,

molecular weight, stiffness, morphology and polydispersity, as well as by the interaction
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between the polymer and solvent. In a turbulent papermaking flow, the initial adsorption driven

by electrostatic interactions is very rapid and takes place within seconds after addition (Ödberg

et al. 1993).

Regardless of the fiber type, low molecular weight (LMW) polymers with Mw < 10,000 g/mol,

such as Polybrene, typically show a relationship close to 1:1 between the adsorbed amount and

the ion-exchange capacity of the fibers, indicating that nearly all the charges present in fiber

wall are accessible for interaction. However, the adsorption stoichiometry typically shows a

significant reduction with increasing molecular mass and increasing charge density of the

polymer, with polymer doses exceeding the content of charges in fibers, and with increasing

electrolyte concentration (Winter et al. 1986; Einarson et al. 1991; Wågberg et al. 1988;

Wågberg 2000; Wågberg et al. 1989a; Wågberg et al. 1987; Horvath et al. 2006).

The conformation in which the polymer is initially adsorbed onto the surface depends on a

number of factors. The LMW polymers are typically adsorbed in a rather flat conformation,

whereas the HMW polymers favor a more extended conformation because of the greater

repulsive interaction between the polymer segments (Lindström et al. 1974; Wågberg and

Ödberg 1989). Similarly, a greater charge density of the polymer leads to a more extended

conformation whereas a smaller chain extension is characteristic of polymers with a lower

charge density. However, the prevailing chemical conditions may significantly change this

situation. After first being adsorbed in a more or less extended conformation with only a few

segments attached to the fiber surface, the polymer starts to reconform itself adopting a more

flat conformation with time. The reconformation is initiated immediately after the attachment

and may take from 1-2 minutes to days depending on the polymer and on the prevailing

chemical conditions. In addition, the rate of reconformation is affected by the amount of

polymer on the surface and by the macroscopic roughness of the surface (Blanco et al. 2005;

Wågberg and Lindström 1987; Wågberg 2000; van de Ven 2000; Wang and Hubbe 2002;

Gregory and Barany 2011).

The adsorption of cationic polymers is also affected by the porous nature of the fiber wall and

by the hydrodynamic surface area available for adsorption (Strazdins 1974; Wågberg and

Ödberg 1989). The amount of polymer that can penetrate into the fiber wall is determined by

the size and shape of the pores, by the Mw and conformation of the polyelectrolyte, and also

by the time allowed for adsorption (Wågberg et al. 1989a; Swerin et al. 1997). A smaller number
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of charged groups in the fiber wall would be expected not only to reduce the driving force for

penetration but also to reduce fiber swelling, allowing less polymer to penetrate inside the fiber.

However, the diffusion-controlled penetration into the micropores is probably too slow to occur

under practical papermaking conditions regardless of the polymer size and morphology, and

the polymers are preferentially adsorbed onto external surfaces and macropores (van de Ven

2000).

In low to moderate ionic strength, the polymer chain extension is less than that at a very low

ionic strength (conductivity less than 200 µS/cm) due to the screening of repulsive forces

between the charged sites of the polymer chain (Rojas et al. 1998; Wang and Hubbe 2002).

However, at the same time, the range of electrostatic attractive interactions also becomes

smaller, resulting in a lower driving force for the polymer to be adsorbed in a flat conformation

(Hubbe 2009). At a high electrolyte concentration, the polymer adopts a more coiled

conformation and the interactions between polymer and fiber surface become even weaker,

since the counter-ions start to compete for the surface charges with polymer segments. When

the adsorption of the polymer is based solely on electrostatic interaction, it can be completely

prevented by small ions (Wågberg et al. 1989a; Wågberg and Ödberg 1989; Wågberg 2000). In

addition, the cationic charge of the polymer may show a pH-dependence, causing the

conformation to be different at different pH levels. Moreover, the dissociation of carboxyl

groups increases with increasing pH, and this increases the driving force for adsorption (van de

Ven 2000; Wang and Hubbe 2002). A strong interaction between the polymer and surface

favors adsorption in a flat conformation.

A major portion of the polyelectrolyte, particularly the portion that is restricted from entering

into the pores of cell wall due to a high Mw, is adsorbed onto fines due to their large accessible

specific surface and often higher charge content than the corresponding long fiber fraction. The

electronegative charge of the fines may differ considerably between fines of different origin

(Retulainen et al. 2002; Liimatainen et al. 2009; Mosbye et al. 2001; Mosbye et al. 2002) and

the adsorption behavior has been shown to differ between fibrillar fines formed in beating and

primary fines containing mainly non-fibrillar fragments (Wågberg 2000).

The efficiency as retention aids of most cationic HMW polymers is based on a bridging type of

flocculation and has been defined as “a mechanism in which extended chains of polyelectrolyte

achieve a bonding connection between adjacent surfaces in aqueous suspension” (Hubbe 2009).
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A typical example of a common retention aid following this mechanism is a linear HMW

polymer such as C-PAM (Wågberg and Lindström 1987). In addition, certain highly charged

cationic polyelectrolytes, such as polyethyleneimine (PEI) may show flocculation by a patch

type mechanism (van de Ven 2000; Hubbe 2009).

The polymer-induced flocculation is very rapid and typically reaches a maximum within

seconds after addition, i.e. before the polymer begins to reconform itself into a more flat

conformation. As discussed above, the extended conformation of the polymer is particularly

important for bridging flocculation and it is favored by an increased competition for fiber

surface charges between the polymer molecules (e.g. increased amount of polymer, reduced

surface charge of fibers) and by an increased repulsion between the polymer molecules (e.g.

high Mw, increased charge density of polymer). In addition, fiber surface roughness affects the

flocculation since the polymers must extend over this roughness to form bridges. A more highly

fibrillated surface can be expected to increase the probability of collision with the polymer

chain. A large number of fiber-polymer bridges makes the formed flocs denser and increases

the ability of the flocs to withstand shearing forces (Wågberg et al. 1989b; Hubbe 2009).

4.2 Cationic starch

Cationic starch is a special case of a weak polyelectrolyte which, in contrast to the synthetic

polymers with relatively well-defined structures, is often a polydisperse mixture of lower Mw

linear amylose and very high Mw branched amylopectin. The standard wet end starches

typically contain quaternary amino groups, giving them a cationic charge regardless of the pH

of the surrounding medium. However, e.g. native potato starch contains some anionic

phosphate-ester groups, resulting in as slightly amphoteric character (Roberts 1987).

The adsorption and retention of cationic starch involves phenomena similar to those of cationic

polyelectrolytes but, in addition to the entropy gain and electrostatic attraction, there may be

minor contributions from other forces such as weaker van der Waals forces contributing to

starch adsorption (Marton and Marton 1976; Marton 1980; van de Steeg et al. 1989; Yoshizawa

et al. 1998). The adsorption increases with increasing surface area and increasing content of

accessible carboxyl groups in the pulp. From the polydispersity of starch, it follows that its

adsorption behavior is different from that observed for monodisperse polymers. For example,
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it has been shown that the shape of the adsorption isotherm for quaternary potato starches on

both microcrystalline cellulose and bleached kraft pulp depends on the adsorbent concentration.

Furthermore, the adsorbed amount decreases with increasing adsorbent concentration, and the

LMW starch fraction is adsorbed to a greater extent due to its greater accessibility into the fiber

wall. The more intense interaction between amylose and the cellulose surface favors a flat

conformation, whereas the branched amylopectin shows a more extended conformation on the

surface (Hedborg and Lindström 1993a; Hedborg and Lindström 1993b; van de Steeg et al.

1989).

As with synthetic polymers, the adsorption of starch onto cellulosic materials is affected by the

prevailing chemical conditions, i.e. pH and electrolyte concentration. A moderate increase in

electrolyte concentration alters particularly the conformation of the adsorbed amylose enabling

a more extended conformation while the interaction of the more rigid amylopectin molecule

with cellulosic surface is much less affected, and the ratio of adsorbed amylose to amylopectin

therefore tends to diminish with increasing electrolyte concentration (Hedborg and Lindström

1993a; van de Steeg et al. 1989).

The distribution of adsorbed starch between fibers, fines and fillers is important as it has an

impact on the behavior of the stock on the wire section and on the resulting optical and strength

properties of the product. As with synthetic retention polymers, a large portion of the starch is

adsorbed onto the fines fraction due to its high surface area and higher electronegative charge

than the corresponding fiber fraction. In addition, there seems to be a difference between fines

of different origin and the adsorption of starch is greater on fines from dried pulp than on those

from a never-dried pulp after beating. However, the adsorption of starch onto fines is not

favorable for the ability of the starch to promote interfiber bonding, often seen as the main

purpose of starch addition besides improving retention (Marton and Marton 1976; Marton 1980;

Wågberg and Björklund 1993).

The ability of starch to act as retention aid is based on the bridging mechanism (Marton and

Marton  1976;  Marton  1980),  and  it  has  been  shown that  a  certain  level  of  starch  addition  is

required to induce flocculation and that the maximum degree of flocculation is achieved when

about 50 % of the available surface charges are neutralized by the adsorbed starch, a further

increase in starch addition resulting in a reduced flocculation. The higher DS of the starch

promotes flocculation and results in stronger flocs since there is a larger number of charged
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groups to interact with those in the fibers. The flocculation is most sensitive to changes in

electrolyte concentration, particularly at low starch addition levels and when less charged starch

is used (Björklund and Wågberg 1995).

4.3 Alkyl ketene dimer

Alkyl ketene dimer (AKD) and alkenyl succinic anhydride (ASA) are the two internal sizing

agents most commonly used in neutral and alkaline papermaking conditions. Their use as

functional papermaking additives to reduce the wettability of paper and board products has been

extensively reviewed (see e.g. Bajpai 2005; Lindström and Larsson 2008; Hubbe 2006a). In

general, the hydrophobization of cellulosic materials by these so-called reactive sizes governs

the retention of size particles by electrostatic interactions, the spreading and migration over the

cellulosic surfaces, and the chemical reaction between the size and the surface. The latter two

steps are considered to be less relevant for the present work and are therefore not discussed in

detail.

From a chemical structure point of view, AKD is a diketene with two aliphatic chains, typically

produced from fatty acids with a chain length in the range of C14-C18 (Davis et al. 1956). A

sizing effect is expected to occur through the formation of a -keto ester as a result of the lactone

ring reacting with surface hydroxyl groups in cellulose, causing hydrophobic chains to orientate

outwards from the surface. The lactone ring can also react with the hydroxyl groups in water

forming the corresponding ketone via a -keto acid as an intermediate product. The ketone, as

well as the AKD oligomers and other impurities initially present in the AKD wax, has no or

very limited sizing effect (Bottorf and Sullivan 1993). Since AKD is a waxy water-insoluble

substance, typically having a melting point around 50 °C, it needs to be dispersed prior to its

use as a papermaking additive. Cationic starch or some other cationic polymer is often used as

a main stabilizer but small amounts of other additives, e.g. lignosulfonates, are typically also

included. In order to prevent the agglomeration of the size particles and the release of wax from

the dispersion too early in the papermaking process, the required amount of stabilizer may be

quite high and the AKD dispersion can therefore be expected to behave as an electrosterically

stabilized colloid, often showing a cationic net charge.
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The cationic AKD particles are retained on the cellulosic materials containing surface carboxyl

groups even in the absence of retention polymers. This so-called self-retention of AKD is based

on the electrostatic attraction forces between oppositely charged surfaces and can be expected

to result  in as relatively uniform distribution of AKD over the fiber surfaces.  The affinity of

AKD particles to cellulose correlates well with the cationic charge of the dispersions and a

certain level of charge must be exceeded in order to reach 100 % self-retention of AKD (Esser

and Ettl 1997).  However, provided that no retention polymers are used, the retention of AKD

is sensitive to a number of factors including pulp consistency, the number of available surface

charges in the pulp, the contact time between pulp and AKD, as well as the intensity of mixing,

which together determine the probability that cationic AKD particles will collide with potential

retention sites and the possible detachment of the deposited particles from the fiber surfaces

(Lindström and Söderberg 1986; Champ and Ettl 2003; Johansson and Lindström 2004). In

addition, the self-retention of AKD is sensitive to the prevailing chemical conditions, such as

electrolyte  concentration,  and  from this  it  follows  that  it  is  not  generally  possible  to  reach  a

sufficient sizing effect under industrial papermaking conditions without employing a retention

aid (Johansson and Lindström 2004; Lindström and Glad-Nordmark 2007; Lindström and

Larsson 2008).

It is well known that the retention of AKD can be increased by the use of a cationic

polyelectrolyte in spite of its net cationic charge. This is presumed to be due to the slightly

amphoteric  nature  of  AKD  particles  which  contain  a  minor  amount  of  anionic  groups

originating from the dispersion chemicals and certain impurities present in AKD wax.

Therefore,  the efficiency of cationic retention polymers as retention aids for AKD increases

with increasing DS and increasing electrolyte concentration, when the attractive forces

dominate over the electrostatic repulsion (Lindström and Söderberg 1986).  However, the use

of retention aids may also cause some of the AKD particles to agglomerate, leading to a less

uniform distribution of the deposited particles.

A significant portion of the AKD is typically adsorbed onto fines and filler surfaces due to their

large specific surface area (Marton 1991; Voutilainen 1996). However, this increases the

amount required to reach a given degree of sizing and may also reduce the retention of AKD if

the fine particles are not efficiently retained. It has been estimated that as much as 75 % of the

added AKD can be adsorbed onto the fines of beaten pulp in the presence of a cationic polymer

(Isogai 1997a). It thus seems that both the polymer-induced co-flocculation of fines, fibers,
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fillers and AKD particles and the direct adsorption of retention polymer on AKD particles, are

responsible for the effectiveness of cationic polymers in improving AKD retention (Esser and

Ettl 1997; Isogai 1997a; Isogai 1997b; Isogai 1998). However, the adsorption of AKD on filler

particles is undesirable since AKD cannot form covalent bonds with fillers and any AKD

adsorbed on such surfaces is more prone to hydrolysis and false orientation, leading to a

reduction in sizing efficiency (Bartz et al. 1994; Novak and Rende 1993; Esser and Ettl 1997;

Karademir et al. 2005; Seppänen 2009). The adsorption of AKD on a filler surface can be

reduced by adsorbing a cationic polymer on the filler surface prior to the addition of AKD

(Esser and Ettl 1997).

4.4 Interactions between xylan and cationic additives

The anionic charge of a bleached kraft pulp originates from carboxyl groups bound to the xylan

backbone (see Chapter 3.2). It is therefore evident that a reduction in pulp xylan content leads

to a decrease in the amount of potential binding sites for cationic additives. For the function of

cationic retention polymers, this may provide some benefit as the interaction between the

polymer and surface can be expected to become weaker as a result of xylan removal, which will

favor a more extended conformation of adsorbing polymer, which is known to be beneficial for

bridging flocculation. In addition, since the removal of xylan reduces the amount of carboxyl

groups in the fiber wall, it follows that the penetration of retention polymer into the fiber wall

will be reduced, which can also be expected to be favorable for polymer bridging.

The  presence  of  a  sufficient  amount  of  carboxyl  groups  in  the  pulp  can  be  considered  to  be

equally important for adsorption and for retention of cationic additives. For instance, the

blocking of carboxyl groups has been shown to significantly reduce the polymer-assisted

retention of AKD, resulting in as negligible sizing effect with typical levels of AKD addition

(Isogai 1997a; Isogai 1997b). On the other hand, other authors found no difference in sizing

efficiency after extensive removal by enzymatic treatment of xylan from TCF-bleached

hardwood kraft pulp, in spite of the significant reduction in surface charge content (Åvitsland

et al. 2006). It has indeed been proposed that there is an optimum charge content for maximum

AKD retention and that highly charged pulps with a high degree of surface swelling may not

provide an optimal surface for good AKD retention (Laine et al. 2004; Lindström and Glad-

Nordmark 2007).
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 Besides being one of the principal components of the fiber wall, xylan may also be present in

pulp filtrates or process waters in a dissolved or colloidal form. Since substituted xylan is known

to be more soluble than unsubstituted xylan (McDonough 1998; Dahlman et al. 2003; Wyman

et al. 2004), it follows that the xylan which is found in the liquid media typically has an anionic

character.  It is well known that the adsorption of cationic polymers and their ability to act as

flocculants may be interfered with the presence of wood-derived negatively charged dissolved

and colloidal substances (DCS) in liquid media (Wågberg and Åsell 1995; Whipple and Maltesh

2002; Hubbe 2009).

The disturbing effect of DCS has been considered to be due to charge neutralization and

complex formation with polymers of opposite charge (Nurmi and Eklund 1998; Hubbe 2009).

The ability of soluble xylan to interact with cationic polymers has gained interest in the context

of the in-situ formation of polyelectrolyte complexes (PEC) of the two (Ankerfors and Wågberg

2014) and when polymeric xylan is used as a wet-end additive to increase paper strength (Bai

et al. 2012). However, the dissolved polysaccharide-based substances must have a certain

minimum DP in order to be able to complex with a cationic polymer (Thornton 1994).

The interactions of DCS with cationic additives depend on their nature and lignosulfonate has,

for example, been shown to be more detrimental to the adsorption of C-PAM than pine xylan

with a lower anionic charge (Lindström et al. 1974). In addition, the polymer characteristics

play an important role in determining the interaction with DCS, the structure of polymer being

more important in this respect than its chemistry (Wågberg and Åsell 1995). The interaction of

low-charged polymers, such as C-PAM and cationic starch, has been shown to be greater than

that of more highly charged polymers, e.g. p-DADMAC, when polyelectrolyte/xylan layers are

formed on the surface of cellulose fibers (Lee et al. 2015). In addition, it has been reported that

cationic starch interacts primarily with the colloidal DCS material while PAE and C-PAM show

a greater interaction with dissolved substances (Wang et al. 2015).

The presence of anionic DCS material in the process water of a paper machine is expected to

interfere with the adsorption of AKD particles by neutralizing their cationic charge (Hubbe

2006a), and the high Mw (> 30,000 g/mol) fraction of xylan originating from hardwood kraft

pulps, which has a strong tendency to form aggregates, has been shown to be detrimental for

AKD sizing even in very low concentrations. The disturbing effect on AKD retention of xylan

present in white water has been explained by the occurrence of a competing charge interaction
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between xylan and cationic polymer (Sjöström et al. 2006). This proposed mechanism has been

later confirmed by other authors who have shown that the decrease in AKD sizing efficiency in

the presence of C-PAM is greater in the presence of dissolved xylan having an anionic nature

than that occurring in the presence of non-charged galactomannan. Da Silva Mourao et al.

(2011) also provided evidence that the loss of sizing efficiency was due to ability of xylan to

impair both retention and reaction of AKD.

There are a number of ways to overcome the negative impact of DCS on performance of

cationic additives. Firstly, the dosage of cationic retention polymer can be increased to

compensate the partial neutralization of cationic sites by DCS. Secondly, a retention polymer

with higher charge density could be selected with a basis that it is expected to be more tolerant

towards high levels of DCS. Thirdly, highly charged cationic polymers with low molecular

mass,  such as e.g.  p-DADMAC, polyamine and PEI,  could be employed in the papermaking

process. These so-called anionic trash catchers (ATC) are expected to complex with the DCS,

enabling the HMW retention polymer to maintain its charge and extended conformation, both

of which are essential to its performance as a bridging agent (Hubbe 2009; Hubbe et al. 2012).

However, particularly the latter strategy may not be compatible with the pulps initially having

a low frequency of carboxyl groups since there is a great risk that all possible adsorption sites

would become blocked by the LMW polymer. The saturation of surfaces by the site-blocking

polymer causes the flocculation efficiency of the bridging polymer to be significantly reduced

(Swerin et al. 1997). Therefore, the chemical dosing points should at least be carefully

optimized in order to minimize the interactions between the retention polymers and DCS, and

to maximize the interactions between DCS and ATC.
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EXPERIMENTAL

5 MATERIALS AND METHODS

This chapter gives a general overview of the materials and methods applied in this work. A

more detailed description of the experimental conditions is given in Papers I-V.

5.1 Pulps

ECF-bleached industrial hardwood kraft pulps were used as the raw material in all experiments.

Dry pulp was used in the experiments related to alkaline extraction in Papers I-III but never-

dried pulp was used in the experiments related to xylanase treatment in Papers IV-V.

5.1.1 Alkali-extracted pulps (Papers I-III)

The alkali-extracted pulp used in the laboratory studies described in Paper I was prepared by

subjecting the unrefined reference pulp to alkaline extraction (1.0 M NaOH, 25 °C, 2 h) after

which the extracted pulp was separated from the extraction liquor and centrifuged to a dry

matter content of app. 35 wt%. The xylan content of the pulp was determined by the standard

SCAN 71:09 (2009) method with the detection of monosaccharides by high performance anion

exchange chromatography with a pulsed amperometric detector (HPAEC-PAD). Both the

extraction and carbohydrate analysis were carried out by VTT Technical Research Centre of

Finland as a part of the Future Biorefinery (FuBio, 2009-2014) program.

These pulps were refined to SR 30 using a laboratory Valley Hollander, after which the resulting

pulps were fractionated to long fiber and fines fractions using a dynamic drainage jar (DDJ)

equipped with a 200-mesh wire. The fractionating was carried out at a pulp consistency of ca.

10 g/L. The separation cycle was repeated 5 times, i.e. until the filtrate obtained from DDJ was

sufficiently clear. It was found that about 95 % of the fines present in the beaten pulps could be

collected in this way. The long fiber fraction resulting from the separation is denoted “fines-

free pulp”. The pulps and the fines-free pulps were used in the laboratory-scale retention studies

described in Paper I.
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In  Paper  II,  the  alkaline  extraction  of  pulp  was  up-scaled  using  the  pilot-scale  LC-loop

equipment for low consistency flow available in FiberLaboratory, Savonlinna. The extraction

was carried out at room temperature at 2.6 wt% pulp consistency with 0.56 M NaOH. The batch

size was 665 kg of o.d. pulp corresponding to a total volume of 25.5 m3. Samples were taken

from the extraction tank after 5, 10, 20, 30, 45 and 60 minutes to investigate the effect of

extraction time on the xylan release and the resulting pulp properties (Paper II). Immediately

after sampling, the filtrates were separated from the extracted pulp using a Büchner funnel

equipped with a commercial wire (Tamfelt Gapmaster Pro; Metso, Finland). The extracted

pulps were then washed with tap water until the pH of the filtrate was around 8, indicating that

no residual NaOH remained in the pulps.

After 60 minutes hydrolysis time, the remaining part of the pulp batch was washed using a

MicraScreen equipped with a screen plate having 100 micron openings. The washing was

continued until the pH of the pulp was less than 10. The pulp was used as the raw material in

the pilot-scale papermaking trial (Paper III).

5.1.2 Xylanase-treated pulps (Papers IV-V)

Xylanase treatment of birch kraft pulp was studied in both laboratory and pilot-scale

environments. The laboratory studies described in Paper IV focused on comparing the

hydrolytic efficiency of three different endo-1-4- -xylanases by determining their ability to

release xylan into the pulp filtrates and by determining the resulting effect on the cationic

demand of these filtrates. The enzyme showing the highest hydrolytic efficiency in laboratory

experiments was selected for the up-scaled enzyme treatment (Papers IV-V), which focused on

studying the hydrolytic efficiency of xylanase with respect to pulp refining. The pulps obtained

from the up-scaled xylanase treatments were subjected to retention trials in both laboratory

(Paper IV) and pilot-scale environments (Paper V).

In the laboratory experiments, never-dried bleached birch kraft pulp obtained from a Finnish

pulp mill was used as a substrate material for the xylanases. Before enzymatic treatments, the

pulp was refined to SR 24.5 using a laboratory Hollander beater. The xylanase treatments were

carried  out  in  a  water  bath  with  pulp  consistency  1.58  wt%,  pH  7,  temperature  50  °C  and

electrolyte concentration 0.01 M (NaCl) for a treatment time 1 h with gentle mixing during

hydrolysis. After the set reaction time, the filtrates were separated from the pulps via Büchner
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filtration. In order to deactivate the residual enzyme activity, the filtrate samples were heated

to ca. 90 °C for 10 minutes while the pulp cakes were washed three-times using near-boiling

water. The treatments were carried out using different xylanase dosage levels ranging from 1.3

kg/t to 46.9 kg/t corresponding to activity levels in range of 59.4 nkat/g to 2794 nkat/g,

respectively.

The up-scaled xylanase treatments were carried out at Stora Enso Research Centre, Imatra,

using the same raw material as in the laboratory experiments. The treatments were carried out

in 5 m3 storage tanks with pulp consistency 3.5 wt%, temperature 50 °C, pH 7 and a treatment

time of 90 minutes. The applied enzyme doses were 2 kg/t or 10 kg/t, corresponding to 217

nkat/g or 1087 nkat/g, respectively. Two different enzyme dosing strategies were tested: i)

treatment of pulp with xylanase after refining and ii) refining of the pulp during the final stage

of the hydrolysis. In the first case, the pulp was first slightly over-refined to SR 21 using a pilot-

scale disc refiner after which it was subjected to thermal deactivation at  90 °C for 30 minutes.

In the second case, the pulp was refined during the enzymatic hydrolysis by initiating the

refining after 60 min enzymatic treatment. The hydrolysis was then allowed to continue until

90 minutes had elapsed, after which the pulp was subjected to a deactivation step as in the first

case. One of the pulp batches treated with xylanase using the second approach was prepared

without enzyme deactivation. The reference pulp was refined to SR 16.5, after which it was

also subjected to thermal deactivation. The refining of all the pulp batches was carried out at

50 °C. A small fraction of each pulp batch was washed in a Büchner funnel immediately after

sampling to remove residual enzymes and any dissolved material from the pulps. Both washed

and unwashed pulp samples were used in laboratory-scale retention studies, whereas only the

latter were used in the pilot-scale papermaking trials.

In addition, complementary enzyme treatments were carried out under laboratory conditions to

further clarify the qualitative effects of xylanase treatment on the fiber surface structure. In

these studies, the same raw material as that used in the up-scaled xylanase treatment was treated

with xylanase using the same enzyme dosage levels, dosing strategies and treatment conditions

as in the up-scaled treatment (Paper V). The pulps were refined using a TwinFlo double-disk

refiner (Voith LR 40). The xylanase-treated pulps were washed in a Büchner funnel to remove

any dissolved xylan residues and used for the preparation of sample sheets for AFM

measurements.
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5.2 Xylanases (Papers IV-V)

The xylanases used in Papers IV-V were kindly provided by Novozymes, Denmark. In the

laboratory experiments reported in Paper IV, three different xylanases were used: Pulpzyme

HC (PZ), an endo-1,4- -xylanase produced by Bacillus sp., Shearzyme 500L (SZ), an endo-

1,4- -xylanase produced by Aspergillus oryzae carrying the gene-encoding family 10 xylanase

from A. aculeatus, and Novozym 51024 (NZ), a thermo-stable endo-1,4- -xylanase from

Thermomyces lanuginosus, produced by genetically modified A. oryzae.

The characteristics of the xylanases are given in Table I. The xylanase and endoglucanase

activities were determined against xylan from beech wood and hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC),

respectively, using the DNS method (Miller 1959). The activity determinations were kindly

provided by VTT Expert Services, Finland. The declared activity is the activity provided by the

supplier.

Table I. Properties of the commercial endo-1-4- -xylanase products.

Xylanase Declared
activity,
FXU/g

Xylanase
activity,
nkat/ml

Endoglucanase
activity,
nkat/ml

Optimum
temperature

range, °C

Optimum
pH range

PZ 360 116315 5 50-80 5-10
SZ 650 37650 17 50-80 5-8
NZ 650 142426 4 40-75 4.5-7.5

Of these enzymes, PZ was used in the up-scaled xylanase treatment described in Papers IV-V.

5.3 Polyelectrolytes (Papers I, III-V)

Potassium polyvinyl sulphate (KPVS) was used as titrant in the determination of the adsorption

isotherms in Paper I. Hexadimethrine bromide (Polybrene) with a charge density (CD)  = 5.35·

10-3 eq/g and Mw = 8,000 g/mol was used to determine the total fiber charge in Paper I. Poly-

diallyldimethylammonium chloride (p-DADMAC) with CD = 6.19 · 10-3 eq/g and Mw in the

range of 250,000 to 350,000 g/mol was used for determination of fiber surface charge in Paper

I and p-DADMAC with Mw = 107,000 g/mol was used to determine the cationic demand in

Papers III-V. The polymer solutions used in the adsorption isotherm measurements were

prepared in 0.01 M NaCl solution.
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5.4 Papermaking additives (Papers I, III-V)

The retention polymers used in Paper I and Papers III-V were cationic polyacrylamides

(Fennopol K3400R, Kemira Oyj and Percol 47, BASF). In addition, cationic wet end starch

(Raisamyl 50021, Chemigate Ltd.) was used as a part of the retention system in Papers III-V.

A ground calcium carbonate of medium coarseness with a low dispersant content was used as

filler in Paper I (IntracarbTM 60,  Imerys  Minerals),  while  a  scalenohedral  PCC  was  used  in

Paper IV (Optical HB, Imerys Minerals). In the pilot-scale papermaking trials (Papers III and

V), an on-site PCC obtained from a Finnish paper mill was used. This PCC had a scalenohedral

crystal form, a slightly anionic charge and a mean particle size of ca. 2 µm.

The microparticle used as part of the retention systems in Papers III-V was bentonite (Hydrocol

SH, BASF).

The internal sizing agents used in the pilot papermaking trials (Papers III and V) were alkyl

ketene dimers (EKA DR28HF, Akzo Nobel and Hydrores 573, Kemira Oyj).

5.5 Laboratory-scale retention tests (Papers I and IV)

The laboratory-scale retention experiments were carried out at FiberLaboratory (Mikkeli

University of Applied Sciences, Savonlinna).

5.5.1 Moving belt former

A moving belt former (MBF) equipped with a commercial triple-layer SSB forming fabric was

used for testing the retention of the pulps on a laboratory scale. MBF is a dynamic sheet former

that simulates the drainage conditions in a real paper machine through pulsating vacuum-

assisted water removal.  More information on the operational principle of the MBF device is

provided by Paltakari and Paulapuro (2002) and Räisänen et al. (1993).

MBF was used to prepare laboratory sheets of furnishes based on a reference pulp and an alkali-

extracted pulp in the presence and absence of fines (Paper I). The filler addition was 30 wt%
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based on o.d. pulp and C-PAM was added at three different dosage levels: 0, 200 or 400 g/t.

The filler was mixed into the pulp suspension before the mixture was poured into the MBF

sheet mold. C-PAM was injected into the MBF mold automatically 10 seconds before the

vacuum was switched on. The formed sheets, having dimensions of 0.190 m x 0.190 m, were

wet pressed and dried in a rotary drum at 90 °C for 3 hours.

In Paper IV, the retention behavior of the washed and unwashed xylanase-treated pulps was

studied using the MBF. The sheets were prepared from a typical fine paper furnish including

filler, sizing agent, cationic starch, cationic retention polymer and a microparticle compound.

The dosage levels and dosing points of the additives are given in Table II. The formed sheets

were dried as described above and stored protected from light prior testing.

Table II. Chemical additives and dosing points in the MBF trials.

Additive Added amount
(%)

Dosing point Delay time (s)

Cationic starch (wet-end) 0.40 Thick stock 90
AKD 0.15 Thick stock 60
PCC 29 Thick stock 45
Cationic starch (retention) 0.15 To MBF mold 30
C-PAM 0.015 To MBF mold 15
Bentonite 0.15 To MBF mold 4

5.5.2 Retention process analyzer

A retention process analyzer (RPA) equipped with a commercial triple layer SSB forming fabric

was  used  as  an  additional  tool  to  investigate  the  filler  retention  in  the  absence  and  in  the

presence of C-PAM. The mixture of pulp and filler (500 ml) was transferred to a mixing vessel

at a rotational speed of 800 rpm. After a set time, the retention polymer (C-PAM) was dosed

into the vessel and the time-recorder was started. The retention phenomenon was monitored by

recording the change in turbidity as a function of time. The measurement principle has been

described by Saharinen (1998).

5.6 Pilot-scale papermaking trials (Papers III and V)

Both the alkali-extracted and xylanase-treated pulps were tested as raw materials for fine paper

production on a pilot-scale. The experiments were conducted at Stora Enso Research Centre,
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Imatra, using a pilot machine that has a dilution-controlled HQC headbox and a Fourdrinier

type wire section. The same machine conditions were used in both trials: target grammage 75

g/m2, production rate 60 m/min, headbox temperature 45 °C and final moisture content 6 %.

The dosage levels and dosing points of the papermaking additives were the same in both trials

(Table III).

Table III. Chemical additives used in the pilot-scale papermaking trials (Papers III and V).

Additive Added amount
(%)

Dosing point

Cationic starch (wet end) 0.4 Mixing chest outlet
Alkyl ketene dimer, AKD 0.15 Level box outlet
Precipitated calcium carbonate, PCC 24 Between level box and fan pump
Cationic starch (retention) 0.15 Fan pump inlet (short circulation)
Cationic polyacrylamide, C-PAM 0.015 After cyclone (short circulation)
Bentonite 0.15 Before headbox(short circulation)

In Paper III, the unextracted reference pulp and alkali-extracted pulp were both refined to SR

22 using a pilot-scale disc refiner. The specific energy consumption required to reach the SR

level was 26.0 kWh/t for unextracted pulp and 59.4 kWh/t for alkali-extracted pulp. The refined

pulps were used alone or in mixtures for the preparation of PM stocks.

The xylanase-treated pulps used in Paper V together with the refining energies to reach a given

SR value are listed in Table IV.

Table IV.  Preparation of enzyme-treated pulps. The SR number given in brackets (pulps B and
C) indicates the SR level prior to enzyme treatment.

Pulp Xylanase treatment SR Refining energy
(kWH/t)

A No enzyme 17 14

B Refined pulp treated with 2 kg/t xylanase 18 (21) 27

C Refined pulp treated with 10 kg/t xylanase 17 (21) 30

D 10 kg/t xylanase dosed before refining, refined
during the xylanase treatment step 15 14

E 10 kg/t xylanase dosed before refining, refined
during the xylanase treatment step, no deactivation 17 14
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5.7  Characterization of pulps and filtrates

5.7.1 Surface and total charge of fibers and fines (Paper I)

The polyelectrolyte adsorption technique described by Wågberg et al. (1985) was used to

determine the surface and total charges of the fibers and of the corresponding fines fractions.

The samples were first  diluted to a consistency of 10 g/l  after which the pH was adjusted to

about 2 using HCl in order to remove any sorbed metal ions and to convert the carboxyl groups

to their H-forms. The pulp suspension was kept under these conditions for 15 minutes and then

washed with deionized water until the conductivity of the filtrate was less than 5 S/cm and the

pH was about 5. After this, the pulp carboxyl groups were converted into their Na-form through

treatment with 0.001 M NaHCO3 (10 minutes at 25 °C) after which the pH of the suspension

was adjusted to 9 using NaOH. These conditions were maintained for 30 minutes, after which

the pulp suspension was again washed until the filtrate had a conductivity of about 5 S/cm and

pH of about 7. Finally the pulp suspension was diluted with deionized water to a consistency

of 5 g/l.

The adsorption of cationic polyelectrolytes on the pulps, the long fiber fraction and fines

fraction was carried out by placing 0.5 g of o.d. sample in its Na-form and 100 ml of cationic

polyelectrolyte solution in a glass beaker. Polybrene was used to determine the total charge and

p-DADMAC was used to determine the surface charge. After 60 minutes equilibration, the

excess polyelectrolyte was back titrated with 0.0025 N KPVS solution using a Mütek PCD 03

streaming current detector for the end-point determination. All adsorption experiments were

performed at room temperature and pH 8. At least five experiments with different

polyelectrolyte concentrations were performed in order to obtain an adsorption isotherm.

5.7.2 Zeta potential and cationic demand (Papers I, III-V)

The zeta potential of the pulps (Paper IV) and papermaking furnishes (Papers I, III and V) were

determined using a streaming potential device (Mütek SZP 06). The measurements performed

in the absence of additives were carried out at 0.6 wt% pulp consistency with a background

electrolyte concentration of 0.01 M (NaCl). The papermaking stocks were characterized as

received.
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Cationic demands of pulp filtrates and white water samples were determined using a Mütek

PCD streaming current detector with 0.001 N p-DADMAC as titrant. In Paper I, the cationic

demand of the filtrates separated from pulp furnishes containing GCC filler and C-PAM were

determined for the fraction of the filtrate that passes through 200 mesh wire. In Paper IV, the

cationic demand of the pulp filtrates after xylanase treatments was determined. In Papers III

and V, the cationic demand was determined for the white water samples collected from pilot

PM trials.

5.7.3  Carbohydrate composition (Papers I, II, IV-V)

The polysaccharide compositions presented in Paper I for fractions of alkali-extracted pulp were

analyzed according to SCAN 71:09 using HPAEC-PAD detection. The analyses were carried

out by the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland as a part of the Future Biorefinery (FuBio,

2009-2014) program.

In Paper II, monosaccharide compositions of the pulp samples were determined according to

SCAN 71:09 using a high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) equipped with a refractive

index (RI) detector for the detection of monosaccharides from the hydrolyzates.

The determination of dissolved carbohydrate residues in filtrates of xylanase-treated pulps

(Papers  IV-V)  was  based  on  SCAN  71:09  with  HPLC/RI  detection  as  described  by

Metsämuuronen et al. (2013).

5.7.4  Total organic carbon and turbidity (Papers II-V)

The content of total organic carbon (TOC) in pulp filtrates and white water samples was

determined using a TOC analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5050A). The TOC of the alkaline pulp

filtrates was determined after reducing the pH to 9 using dilute hydrochloric acid (Paper II).

The TOC of the filtrates from xylanase-treated pulps was close to neutral and could be

determined without any pH adjustment (Paper IV). The white water samples were analyzed

using the supernatant obtained after centrifugation of the samples for 15 minutes at 2014 g

(Paper III).  The turbidity of the white water samples collected from the pilot papermaking trials

(Papers III and V) was determined using a turbidimeter (Hach 2100P).
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5.7.5 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Papers III and V)

The AFM images presented in Paper III were captured for freeze-dried fibers attached to a

microscope glass plate using an atomic force microscope (Bruker Dimension 3100 ) operated

in the tapping mode, using low spring constant silicon probes (k = 7.0 N/m, tip radius < 10 nm).

The typical scanning frequency was 0.5 Hz.

In Paper V, a different sample preparation technique was applied to avoid any drying-induced

changes in the fiber surface structure.  Laboratory sheets (60 g/m2) of the xylanase-treated pulps

were prepared using a British handsheet mold. The sheets were wet pressed to an approximate

dry matter content of 25 % and subjected to rapid freezing (cryofixation) in liquid nitrogen (N2),

followed by freeze-drying (Saukkonen et al. 2014). The resulting pulp samples were then

subjected to AFM measurements (Bruker Multimode 8) conducted in the tapping mode using

NCHV-A probes. The nominal probe parameters were: a tip radius of ~ 10 nm, spring constant

of ~ 42 N/m, and resonance frequency of ~ 337 kHz. The AFM images were processed using

Nanoscope Analysis software with the same algorithm, using a first order plane fit and a line

fit with a zero-order line correction to remove the artifacts of AFM measurements resulting

from surface roughness, without losing any viable data concerning the surface features. The

root mean square (RQ) and average roughness (RA) were calculated for several images of scan

size 2x2 µm on 8-15 different regions to collect data of the surface roughness. The average

diameter of the microfibril aggregates was calculated based on 100 surface fibrils in each

sample.

5.7.6 Simons’ staining (Papers III and V)

A light microscope was used for visual imaging of the pulps. Prior to the analysis, the samples

were subjected to Simons’ staining (Yu et al. 1995) where blue (Potamine Sky Blue) and orange

(Potamine Fast Orange 6 RN) dyes were used.

5.7.7 Retention of AKD and starch (Papers III and V)

The determination of the retention of both AKD and starch was based on their concentrations

in the headbox pulp and in white water samples.  Before the analyses, the pulp and white water

samples were filtered using a black ribbon filter paper. The filter papers were then dried together
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with the solids separated from the samples and analyzed for their AKD and starch contents.

Both determinations were based on the assumption that all of the substance to be analyzed was

adsorbed to the solid fraction i.e. no substance remained in the aqueous phase.

The determination of AKD in filter cakes and paper samples was determined using a solvent

extraction and gas chromatography as described by Laitinen (2007). The starch in filter cakes

and paper samples was determined according to Tappi T 419 om-11.

5.7.8 Standard methods used in the characterization of pulp and paper samples

The standard methods and the equipment used for optical fiber analysis are listed in Table V

together with a reference to the related paper.

Table V. The standard methods used in pulp and paper characterization and the equipment
used for optical fiber analysis.

Sample type Property Standard/measurement Paper(s)
Pulp WRV ISO 23714:2007 I-IV
Pulp Fiber dimensions and fines

content
Kajaani FS 300
Kajaani FS 300
L&W FiberTester
FiberLab

I
II

III-IV
V

Pulp Viscosity ISO 5351:1 II
Pulp °SR SCAN-C 19:65 II-V
MBF sheet Grammage ISO 536:1995 I
Handsheet Preparation and physical

properties
EN ISO 5269-1:1998 II

MBF sheet
Paper sample (pilot)

Ash content (525 °C) ISO 1762:2001
Tappi T 211

I, IV
 III, V

All paper samples Cobb60 ISO 535:1991 III-V
Paper sample (pilot) Hercules size test (HST) Tappi T 530 om-07 III, V
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6 RESULTS

6.1 Effects of xylan removal on fiber properties

6.1.1 Effect of alkaline extraction on pulp carbohydrate composition

The effect of alkaline extraction on the pulp carbohydrate composition was studied both on a

laboratory scale (Paper I) and on a pilot scale (Paper II). As shown in Table VI, the alkaline

extraction carried out at room temperature effectively reduced the xylan content of the ECF-

bleached birch kraft pulps but it had no effect on the glucomannan content.  The laboratory

scale extraction using 1 M NaOH for 2 h removed approximately 45 wt% of the xylan initially

present in the pulp (AE1), whereas approximately 25 wt% of the xylan was removed as a result

of up-scaled extraction using 0.56 M NaOH and for 1 h (AE2).

The fines separated from unextracted DBK1 pulp after refining (SR 30) contained more xylan

than the corresponding long fiber fraction (Table VI). However, after alkaline extraction, the

two fractions had similar xylan contents indicating that the extraction was particularly efficient

towards fines. The xylan content of the long fiber fraction was reduced by 43 wt% whereas the

xylan content of the fines was reduced by 49 wt%.

Table VI.  The carbohydrate compositions of dried ECF-bleached birch kraft pulps as
determined by acid hydrolysis (SCAN 71:09) and subsequent detection of
monosaccharides with HPAEC-PAD. AE1: NaOH concentration 1 M, extraction
time 2 h, AE2: NaOH concentration 0.56 M, extraction time 1 h. Pulps refined to °SR
30 were used for fractionation of long fibers and fines.

Scale Code Cellulose
wt%

Xylan
wt%

Gluco-
mannan

wt%

Paper

Dried birch kraft Lab DBK1 74.8 23.6 1.1 I
- long fibers 77.5 21.8 0.7 I
- fines 72.7 26.5 0.9 I

Alkali-extracted pulp Lab AE1 85.3 13.0 1.1 I
- long fibers 86.9 12.5 0.6 I
- fines 85.8 13.4 0.7 I

Dried birch kraft Pilot DBK2 74.6 24.9 0.5 II, III
Alkali-extracted pulp Pilot AE2 80.7 18.7 0.6 II, III

The monitoring of the xylan removal with respect to extraction time during the up-scaled

treatment revealed that the xylan dissolution took place relatively rapidly, as practically the

same amount of xylan was dissolved during 5 min as during 60 min, indicated by the TOC
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content of the pulp filtrates as well as by the xylose-to-glucose ratio of the extracted pulps

(Paper II). The subsequent washing of the extracted pulp with MicraScreen screen plate

considerably increased the TOC content of the pulp filtrate, mainly because it caused a large

amount of fines to be transferred from the pulp to the filtrate phase.

6.1.2 Dissolved carbohydrates in filtrates of xylanase-treated pulps

The ability of xylanase treatment to release xylan from a never-dried ECF bleached birch kraft

pulp was monitored by determining the carbohydrate compositions of the pulp filtrates. The

dissolved carbohydrates were hydrolyzed to monosaccharides prior to detection with HPLC.

The xylanase treatments were first conducted on a laboratory-scale in order to compare the

hydrolytic efficiency of three different xylanases towards birch pulp refined to SR 24.5 (Paper

IV). As shown in Fig. 3, all the xylanases showed similar trends with respect to the release of

xylose into pulp filtrates, i.e. the release of xylan could not be increased by increasing the

xylanase dose above a certain concentration limit. Of the three xylanases, PZ showed the

highest productivity with up to 30 kg/t xylose released. With SZ and NZ, the estimated levels

of maximum xylose release were ca. 10 kg/t and 1 kg/t, respectively, i.e. NZ in particular was

quite inefficient in hydrolyzing birch kraft xylan. No monosaccharides other than xylose were

found in the pulp filtrates after acid hydrolysis.

Figure 3.   The effect of xylanase treatment on the release of xylose from bleached birch kraft
pulp as determined from the pulp filtrates after acid hydrolysis. The lines are
included to roughly illustrate the differences between the xylanases.
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Of the three xylanases, PZ was selected for the up-scaled xylanase treatment because of its

highest hydrolytic efficiency towards bleached birch kraft pulp (Papers IV-V). In the pilot-scale

treatment, the refined pulps (SR 21) were treated with different xylanase doses (pulps B and C)

or the pulp refining was carried out during the final stages of the enzymatic hydrolysis (pulps

D and E). The reference pulp (A) and the xylanase-treated pulps (B-D) were subjected to

thermal deactivation after refining and xylanase treatment, whereas pulp E was not subjected

for any kind of enzyme deactivation.

Table VII shows that when the refined pulp was treated with xylanase, an increase in xylanase

dose from 2 kg/t to 10 kg/t increased the amount of xylose released into the pulp filtrate from

31 kg/t to 38 kg/t, as determined from the pulp filtrates after acid hydrolysis. A corresponding

refining and heat treatment of the pulp, i.e., the thermal treatment required to deactivate the

enzyme, released 16 kg/t of xylose without any added xylanase (pulp A). However, when the

xylanase dosing strategy was changed and the pulp was subjected to refining during the

enzymatic hydrolysis (pulp D), the efficiency of the xylanase was clearly enhanced, as the

amount of released xylose increased to 46 kg/t. A further increase to 69 kg/t released xylose

was observed when the xylanase-treated pulp was not exposed to the thermal deactivation step.

In contrast to the laboratory-scale treatments, a small amount of mannose was also detected in

the pulp filtrates after acid hydrolysis.

Table VII – Dissolved carbohydrates in pulp filtrates after up-scaled xylanase treatments.
Standard deviation given in brackets.

Pulp A B C D E
Enzyme level, kg/t 0 2 10 10 10
Enzyme level, nkat/g 0 217 1087 1087 1087
Pulp refining relative to

xylanase treatment
- before before during during

Thermal deactivation yes yes yes yes no
Mannose, kg/t 2.0 (0.2) 3.3 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 2.9 (0.2)
Xylose, kg/t 16 (0.2) 31 (0.5) 38 (0.0) 46 (0.2) 69 (0.2)
Pulp xylan content, wt%* 23.5 22.2 21.5 20.8 18.8

* approximation based on the amount of dissolved xylan assuming 24.9 wt% initial xylan content using the
equation given by Genco et al. (1990) for the calculation. The dissolved uronic acids were not determined and are
thus excluded from the calculation.

The largest amount of released xylose determined for pulp E, i.e. 69 kg/t, corresponds to 61

kg/t of polymeric xylan and is 24 wt% of the initial xylan content in the pulp. However, it

should be noted that the level of dissolved xylan expressed in polymeric form is based on the
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amount of xylose released in the pulp filtrates and contains no contribution from degraded

uronic acids. These values are thus slightly underestimated.

6.1.3 Properties of alkali-extracted and xylanase-treated pulps

Table VIII shows the properties of the dried bleached birch kraft pulps before and after the

alkaline extraction and refining carried out under both laboratory and pilot-scale conditions

(Papers I-III). In addition, the alkali-extracted pulps prepared under laboratory conditions were

characterized after separation of fines from the refined pulps. The data for the non-refined pulps

show that the laboratory-scale alkaline extraction caused several changes in fiber properties,

including a significant reduction in fiber length and an increase in fines content, viscosity, curl,

kink index, fiber width and WRV. Similar changes in fiber properties were also observed after

the pilot-scale treatment, but the extent of these changes was less significant than after the

laboratory-scale extraction, except that the WRV showed a greater increase after the pilot-scale

extraction. In addition, the photomicrographs of the unextracted (DBK2) and alkali-extracted

fibers (AE2) after Simons’ staining revealed a greater accessibility of the high molecular weight

orange dye into the latter (Fig. 4).

Figure 4.  Photomicrographs after Simons’ staining of unextracted (DBK2; left) and alkali-
extracted birch kraft fibers (AE2; right), refined to SR 22.

Based on the data shown in Table VIII, it appears that it is not the alkaline extraction itself but

the combination of extraction and subsequent washing that causes fiber curling and introduces

kinks, i.e. clearly measurable sharp angles, in the three-dimensional fiber shape. When the non-

washed alkali-extracted pulp (AE2) is compared with the initial pulp (DBK2), it can be seen
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that the increase in fiber curl due to alkaline extraction is 6.3 % and that the increase in kink

index is 11.5 %. On the other hand, a comparison of the AE2 pulp before and after washing

reveals that the changes in these properties caused by washing are 38 % and 75 %, respectively.

However, the curl in the alkali-extracted pulps was considerably less after refining.

Table VIII. Effect of alkaline extraction on pulp properties before and after refining, and after
separation of fines from the laboratory-refined pulp. The separation of fines was
carried out using a 200 mesh wire. The fiber length, fiber width and fines content
are given as length weighted average values. The dimensions and viscosities of the
DBK1 and AE1 pulps have not been published before.

Pulp Scale °SR WRV
(g/g)

Fiber
length
(mm)

Fiber
width
(µm)

Curl
(%)

Kink
index
(1/m)

Fines
(%)

Viscosity
(ml/g)

DBK1 Lab 18 1.04 0.93 16.2 11.9 1008 1.65 755

DBK1 refined Lab 30 1.77 0.85 17.3 11.4 799 3.89 749
DBK1

fines-free
Lab 19 1.55 0.87 17.3 10.8 1012 2.24 -

AE1 Lab 14 1.08 0.78 16.9 20.4 2549 2.14 890

AE1 refined Lab 30 1.86 0.81 17.1 14.4 1338 4.08 843
AE1

fines-free
Lab 20 1.64 0.83 16.9 13.4 1530 2.58 -

DBK2 Pilot 21 1.17 0.99 16.0 11.2 733 1.66 918
DBK2 refined Pilot 22 1.69 0.96 19.9 11.2 - 2.7 -
AE2 Pilot 20 1.41 0.97 16.1 11.9 817 1.65 967
AE2 washed Pilot 17 1.35 0.97 16.7 16.4 1429 0.38 1032
AE2 refined Pilot 22 1.85 0.93 20.5 14.6 - 1.5 -

Table IX shows some of the properties determined of the never-dried pulp which was treated

with different xylanases after refining under laboratory conditions (Paper IV). In contrast to the

alkaline extraction of dried pulps, both WRV and SR showed a reduction due to the xylanase

treatment and this effect was more pronounced when a higher dose of xylanase was used, i.e.

when more xylan was removed. Similar effect was seen in the pilot-scale experiments (Papers

IV-V) when the pulp was refined during the xylanase treatment using the same refining energy

as with the reference pulp (Table X).
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Table IX. Effect on fiber properties of treating never-dried bleached birch kraft pulp with
different xylanases. The fiber length, fiber width and fines content are given as length
weighted average values. *unpublished results.

Xylanase
treatment

°SR WRV (g/g) Fiber length
(mm)

Fiber width
(µm)

Curl*
 (%)

Fines
(%)

No 24.5 1.99 0.92 21.5 11.2 3.0
PZ low dose 22.5 1.98 0.92 21.4 11.9 3.2
PZ high dose 21.5 1.96 0.90 21.3 12.0 3.1
SZ low dose 22.0 1.91 0.90 21.3 12.0 3.0
SZ high dose 21.0 1.90 0.90 21.3 12.4 2.9
NZ low dose 24.0 1.96 0.90 21.2 11.2 3.0
NZ high dose 23.0 1.90 0.90 21.3 12.0 3.0

Table X. Properties of never-dried bleached kraft pulps treated with xylanase (Pulpzyme HC)
after refining (pulps B and C) and when the pulp was refined during the xylanase
treatment (pulps D and E). The fiber length, fiber width and fines content are given as
length weighted average values.

A B C D E
Enzyme level, nkat/g 0 217 1087 1087 1087
Refining relative to xylanase treatment - before before during during
Thermal deactivation yes yes yes yes no
°SR 19 21 20 17 20
WRV (g/g) 1.88 1.93 1.90 1.83 1.38
Fiber length, mm 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.93
Fiber width, µm 20.7 21.4 21.3 20.9 21.1
Curl, % 15.6 17.5 17.2 17.8 16.9
Coarseness, mg/m 0.090 0.092 0.090 0.090 0.088
CWT, µm 6.2 6.4 6.2 6.2 6.1
CSA, µm2 256 280 267 262 263
VI, 106µm3 0.196 0.210 0.204 0.197 0.199
Fines, % 1.86 1.84 1.63 1.63 1.72

Both the laboratory and pilot-scale xylanase treatments had an insignificant effect on the mean

fiber length, regardless of whether the pulp was refined before or during the enzymatic

hydrolysis. Since the amount of fines was not concurrently increased, this confirms that the

fibers were not cut as a combined result of the enzymatic hydrolysis and refining. The xylanase

treatment increased the fiber curl to the same extent as  the alkaline extraction prior to washing

and it is thus reasonable to expect that a larger increase in curl would have resulted if the

xylanase-treated pulps had also been subjected to a more severe washing step after the

treatment.

As with the alkali-extracted pulps, the enzymatic hydrolysis of xylan from the fiber wall led to

a slight increase in the mean fiber width. In addition, the cross-sectional area (CSA) and volume

index were increased by 9.1%, and 7.1%, respectively. The greater fiber width of pulps B and
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C can be partially explained by the fact that these pulps were initially refined at a higher

intensity than pulp A to reach a similar SR level (see Table IV). While no clear correlation was

found between the amount of xylan hydrolyzed and the subsequent pulp properties, it is

interesting to note that a lower xylanase dose applied to the refined pulp (B) led to a greater

increase in fiber width, CSA and volume index than the treatment using approximately the same

refining intensity but with a higher xylanase dose (pulp C).

The photomicrographs of the pulps after Simons’ staining (Fig. 5) showed that all the xylanase-

treated pulps (B-E) contained some balloon-like fiber areas that were absent in the refined

reference sample (A). These ‘ballooned’ fiber sections in particular were effectively dyed with

the high-molecular-weight orange dye, confirming that they had a loosened fiber wall structure

and increased accessibility as a result of the xylanase treatment. The presence of these ballooned

fiber regions in the xylanase-treated pulps can be expected to account for the observed increase

in fiber width.

Figure 5.  Photomicrographs of pulps after Simons’ staining. A = no xylanase, B = 2 kg/t
xylanase after refining, C = 10 kg/t xylanase after refining, D = refining of pulp
during the treatment with 10 kg/t xylanase and E = refining of pulp during the
treatment with 10 kg/t xylanase, no enzyme deactivation.

A B C

D E
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6.1.4 Effect of xylan removal on fiber charge characteristics

In Paper I, the effect of alkaline extraction on the surface and total charge of dried bleached

birch kraft pulp was studied using the polyelectrolyte adsorption technique. Polybrene with

estimated radius of gyration in range of 2.6-22.5 nm (Wågberg et al. 1985) was used for

determination of total charge whereas the surface charge was determined using p-DADMAC

with Mw = 250,000-350,000 g/mol having the radius of gyration in the range of tens of

nanometers in high salt conditions (Burkhardt et al 1987; Wågberg and Hägglund 2001) and

even greater in the low salt conditions (Liu et al. 2007) used in the present study. Adsorption

isotherms were determined for both unrefined and refined pulps (SR 30), as well as for the long

fiber and fines fractions of the refined pulps.

Fig. 6 shows that the charge accessible to p-DADMAC (denoted here as surface charge)

increased considerably due to the refining of both the pulps, and was slightly reduced by the

alkaline extraction. However, further analysis of the pulp fractions revealed that there was

practically no difference in surface charge density between the fines-free pulps, but that the

surface charge of the fines fraction was significantly reduced as a result of alkaline extraction.

In addition, both pulps showed a significantly higher surface charge of the fines fractions than

that of the long fiber fractions.

The LMW polymer used to determine the total charge is expected to reach all the charges within

the fiber wall. This was confirmed by determining the adsorption isotherms for the unrefined

and refined pulps, showing that the total charge was not affected by refining, i.e. it was not

dependent on the accessible surface area of the fibers (Fig. 7).  However, the total charge of the

pulp was significantly reduced by alkaline extraction. The analysis of the long fiber and fines

fractions revealed that the difference in total charge was greater between the fines fractions,

indicating that the alkaline extraction removed charged groups more efficiently from fines than

from the long fibers. In other words, the fines from both the DBK1 pulp and the AE1 pulp had

a higher charge content than the corresponding long fiber fractions, but this difference was less

pronounced in the AE1 pulp.
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Figure 6.  The surface charge of the unrefined and Valley refined (SR 30) pulps (left), and the
fractions of the refined pulps (right). DBK1 = dried bleached birch kraft pulp, AE1
= alkali-extracted pulp.

Figure 7.  The total charge of the unrefined and Valley refined (SR 30) pulps, and the fractions
of the refined pulps (B). DBK1 = dried bleached birch kraft pulp, AE1 = alkali-
extracted pulp.
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The effects of xylanase treatment on fiber charge properties were indirectly estimated from the

zeta potential determinations (Paper IV). The data presented in Table XI show that the zeta

potential became less negative as a result of enzymatic hydrolysis and, in general that a greater

effect was observed with increasing xylanase dosage level. Interestingly, the zeta potential of

the pulp sample treated with a large dose of NZ also became less negative in spite of the fact

that this enzyme was relatively inefficient in releasing any xylan into the pulp filtrate (see Fig.

3). For PZ and SZ, it seems plausible to expect that the zeta potential was reduced mainly as a

result of the removal of anionic xylan moieties from the fiber surface.

Table XI. Effect on zeta potential of treating never-dried bleached birch kraft pulp with different
xylanases (pH 7, 0.01 M NaCl)

Xylanase No PZ PZ SZ SZ NZ NZ
Dosage level - low high low high low high
Zeta potential (mV) -26.0 -24.0 -22.4 -25.7 -22.4 -26.0 -23.2

In Fig. 8, the cationic demand of the corresponding pulp filtrates is plotted against the amount

of released xylose (see Fig. 3).  As can be seen, the three xylanases yielded hydrolyzed xylan

residues with different charge characteristics. The largest amount of negatively charged species

was released during enzymatic hydrolysis of the sample treated with PZ, which exhibited an

increasing cationic demand with increasing amounts of hydrolyzed xylan residue in the filtrates.

On the  other  hand,  SZ led  to  an  initial  increase  and  subsequent  levelling  off  of  the  cationic

demand, even though the amount of xylose released increased significantly. On the other hand,

NZ seemed to be incapable of liberating any anionic material from the fiber wall, as indicated

by the practically unchanged cationic demand of the pulp filtrate, despite the fact that some

xylan degradation did occur.
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Figure 8.  The effect of the xylan-based residues on the cationic demand of the pulp filtrates.
The pH of the filtrates fell slightly, from approximately 7 to approximately 6, for the
samples treated with PZ. With the other two enzymes, the pH reduction was
negligible. The filtrates contained 0.01 M NaCl as background salt.

The zeta potential was also determined for pulps treated with xylanases under pilot-scale

conditions (Paper IV). As shown in Table XII, the zeta potential changed from -26.5 to -20.9

mV  when  the  refined  pulp  was  treated  with  10  kg/t  xylanase.  This  change  in  zeta  potential

agrees well with the results given in Table XI, confirming that charged groups were removed

from the fiber surface. When the refining was performed during the xylanase treatment, the zeta

potential was reduced even more, indicating a further release of charged xylan-based material

into the pulp filtrate, which was confirmed by the increased cationic demand and TOC of the

pulp filtrate.

Table XII.  Properties of xylanase-treated pulps from up-scaled treatments. Zeta potential
determinations were carried out at pH 7 and 0.01 M NaCl concentration.

A B C D E
Enzyme level, nkat/g 0 217 1087 1087 1087
Pulp refining relative to xylanase

treatment step
- before before during during

Thermal deactivation yes yes yes yes no
Zeta potential, mV -26.5 -24.4 -20.9 -20.7 -19.5
Cationic demand, µeq/g pulp 4.09 4.34 4.60 5.24 6.15
TOC, mg/g pulp 11.5 23.1 27.7 35.2 44.3
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6.1.5 Effects of xylan removal on the nanoscale fiber surface structure

In Paper III, the effect of alkaline extraction on the nanoscale surface features of dried birch

kraft fibers was studied using an atomic force microscope (AFM). The measurements carried

out on unrefined fibers before and after alkaline extraction (AE2) revealed a structural change

particularly in the P layer as a result of the xylan removal. Fig. 9 shows that the dissolution of

xylan seems to cause partial liberation of surface fibrils and partial swelling of fibers, causing

the appearance of the initially smooth fiber surface to become rougher. The average roughness

(RA) and root mean square roughness (RQ) values obtained from the analysis of several samples

agree with the visual observations, showing an increase in nanoscale roughness in the case of

the alkali-extracted pulp (Table XIII). The roughness values can however only be taken as

rough estimates since the standard deviations are quite high.

Table XIII.  Average roughness (RA) and root mean square roughness (RQ) values for
unextracted and alkali-extracted pulp (standard deviations in brackets).

Sample RA, nm RQ, nm
Unextracted (DBK2) 40 (19) 51 (19)
Alkali-extracted (AE2) 57 (24) 70 (23)

Figure 9.  AFM amplitude, phase, and topography images of unextracted (top) and alkali-
extracted (bottom) fiber surfaces before refining (image area 2 µm x 2µm).
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The effect of enzyme dosing strategy on the nanoscale fiber surface structure was studied after

cryofixation and freeze-drying to prevent any drying-induced changes in the fiber surface

structure. Fig. 10 shows the AFM topography, amplitude, and phase images in 2D (a) the never-

dried bleached birch kraft pulp and (b) the same pulp refined before treatment with 10 kg/t

xylanase and (c) refined during treatment with 10 kg/t xylanase. As can be seen, the pulps show

very different surface features. Whereas the reference pulp (a), which had been subjected only

to refining and thermal deactivation in the absence of xylanase, showed a relatively rough

surface with no ordered fibril orientation, both the xylanase-treated pulp samples (b) and (c)

showed a fairly ordered arrangement of outer surface fibrils. The nanoscale microfibril

structures are best visualized in the phase mode (Fig. 10, bottom), which reveals a decrease in

diameter of the outer microfibril aggregates as a result of the xylanase treatments. An average

diameter of 15 ± 2 nm was obtained for reference pulp (a) whereas the xylanase-treated pulps

(b) and (c) had average fibril diameters of 13 ± 2 nm and 12 ± 1 nm. Thus, refining of the pulp

during the xylanase treatment (c) gave a more homogeneous fiber surface with respect to the

diameter of surface fibrils.

In Fig. 10, the average (RA) and root mean square roughness (RQ) values of the pulp samples

are also presented. These data show that regardless of the xylanase dosing strategy, xylanase

treatment reduced the nanoscale roughness of the fiber surface.
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Figure 10.  2D topography (top), amplitude (middle), and phase (bottom) AFM images of fibers
(scan size 2 µm x 2 µm) of birch kraft pulps after different xylanase treatments: a)
no xylanase b) refined pulp treated with xylanase (10 kg/t) and c) pulp refined
during the xylanase treatment (10 kg/t).
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6.2 Laboratory-scale retention tests

6.2.1 Alkali-extracted pulp (Paper I)

Table XIV shows the properties of the pulp and GCC filler blends in the absence of cationic

retention polymer. In the retention studies conducted on a moving belt former (MBF) and a

retention process analyzer (RPA), the same pulp/filler blends were used. Unexpectedly, the zeta

potential of the blends showed a higher anionicity for the fines-free materials and for the alkali-

extracted pulps. On the other hand, the cationic demand of the filtrate passing through a 200

mesh wire was significantly reduced by the removal of fines,  and by the alkaline extraction.

That the cationic demand of AE1 pulp was lower than that of the DBK1 pulp can be related to

the lower surface charge of the fines, shown in Fig. 6. This conclusion is supported by the fact

that the cationic demand determined in the absence of fines was similar for both the pulps. The

cationic demand of the fines-free pulps can be considered to originate mainly from the filler

component.

Table XIV. Properties of the pulp and filler blends used in the MBF and RPA trials.
DBK1 DBK1,

fines-free
AE1 AE1,

 fines-free
Zeta potential, mV -56.2 -65.7 -62.6 -72.6
Conductivity, mS/cm 0.188 0.178 0.188 0.179
Cationic demand, µeq/l 43 25 30 26
pH 8.6 8.4 8.5 8.4
Consistency, g/l 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.4

A comparison of the filler retention levels obtained for the alkali-extracted pulp (AE1) and for

the unextracted pulp (DBK1) in the presence and absence of fines at different levels of C-PAM

addition shows that, in the presence of fines, the filler retention is notably higher for the AE1

pulp than for the DBK1 pulp at a given level of retention aid addition (200 or 400 g/t), see Fig.

11. However, in the absence of fines, the two pulps showed a similar filler retention and the

retention levels were significantly higher than those obtained in the presence of fines.

Therefore, since the presence of fines in the AE1 pulp was less detrimental for filler retention,

i.e.  the increase in filler  retention level as a result  of fines removal was less than that of the

DBK1 pulp, it can be concluded that the less charged fines in the AE1 pulp consume less

cationic retention polymer, facilitating a more efficient retention of filler. In the absence of

retention aid, the filler retention was low and both the alkaline extraction and removal of fines

were found to further decrease the retention of filler.
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Figure 11.  The effect of alkaline extraction of bleached birch kraft pulp on the retention of
GCC filler (30 wt% based on o.d. fiber) in the absence and presence of fines. The
cationic polyacrylamide (C-PAM) was injected 10 seconds before drainage.
Sheets were prepared using the moving belt former.

The data obtained from the retention tests using a RPA confirm the above finding that the filler

retention at a given retention aid dose was higher for the AE1 than for the DBK1 pulp. In Fig.

12, the relative retention of filler is plotted against time. Accordingly, the maximum retention

of filler was reached approximately at the same time after C-PAM injection irrespective of the

pulp and polymer dose. In addition, the similar shape of the retention curves indicates that the

shear-sensitivity of the formed flocs was rather similar for both pulps at given mixing rate.

Figure 12.  The effect of alkaline extraction on the retention of ground calcium carbonate
(30 wt% added on o.d. pulp) as a function of time after injection of cationic
polyacrylamide. The relative retention is based on the change in turbidity of the
pulp slurry. The rotation speed in the retention process analyzer was 800 rpm.
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6.2.2. Xylanase-treated pulps (Paper IV)

To investigate the effect of enzymatically degraded xylan residues on the performance of

retention chemicals, sheets were prepared from unwashed and washed xylanase-treated pulp

samples in the presence of wet-end additives typically used in fine paper production. Table XV

presents the properties of the papermaking stocks used in the MBF sheet former.

Table XV.  Properties of papermaking stocks used in MBF retention tests. Zeta potential of
pulps was determined at pH 7 in 0.01 M NaCl. The xylanase treatments were
carried out on a pilot scale. Some of the pulps were washed to remove dissolved
pulp residues in a Büchner funnel.

Pulp A B C D E
Enzyme level, nkat/g 0 217 1087 1087 1087
Pulp refining relative to

xylanase treatment
- before before during during

Thermal deactivation yes yes yes yes no
Washing no yes no yes no yes no yes no yes
pH 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.6 8.2 8.3 8.3 8.6 8.4 8.5
Conductivity (µs/cm)* 169 157 169 152 169 153 177 151 152 151
Cationic demand

(µeq/L)**
19 12 18 5.5 18 6.1 16 1.9 13 1.8

Zeta potential (-mV) 43.8 19.3 45.5 20.8 56.3 20.1 35.3 7.4 16.5 44.0
* determined from filtrate samples, represent dissolved charged species
** determined from the fraction that passes 200 mesh wire, represent dissolved and colloidal fraction

Fig. 13 shows the total and filler retention based on the dry matter and ash contents of the MBF

sheets, respectively. It is evident that the effect on the retention behavior of removing dissolved

substances from the pulps by washing depended on the initial amount of negatively charged

species present in the pulp filtrate. In the case of pulps A and B, i.e. the reference pulp and the

pulp treated with 2 kg/t xylanase after refining, which had cationic demands of 4.09 and 4.34

µeq/g (see Table XII), respectively, washing decreased or had no effect on retention level.

However, when the cationic demand of the filtrates was significantly increased to 4.60 µeq/g

or more in the case of pulps C-E treated with a higher xylanase dose, the washing of the pulps

was found to make a positive contribution to the retention level, confirming that there was an

interaction between the dissolved xylan residues and the cationic retention additives.
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Figure 13.  The effect of xylanase treatment on total retention (left) and filler retention (right).
Unwashed = pulp samples containing all the xylan-based material dissolved
during the xylanase treatment. Washed = pulp samples washed in a Büchner
funnel prior to use, containing no significant amounts of dissolved substances.

When the unwashed pulp samples were used for sheet preparation, the highest total retention

levels were obtained with pulps treated with xylanase after refining. This indicates that the

retention system used was able to bind a certain amount of dissolved substances, causing the

total retention to be higher. However, above this limit, the retention level drops since the anionic

dissolved material neutralizes the cationic sites of the retention additives causing a loss in their

functionality. On the other hand, a comparison with the retention levels obtained with the

washed pulp samples, i.e. in the absence of dissolved xylan-based residues, reveals that the use

of xylanase-treated pulps results in a higher total and filler retention than with the reference

pulp, regardless of the enzyme dosing strategy used.

The effect of xylanase treatment on the water absorption capacity of the MBF sheets was also

determined, see Fig. 14. The Cobb60 value is not a direct measure of AKD retention but it

provides information regarding the performance of AKD in the present system. Interestingly,

lower Cobb60 levels were obtained for the MBF sheets prepared in the presence of dissolved

xylan residues, i.e., when the cationic demand of the stock filtrate was at least 16 µeq/l, despite

the fact that the total and filler retention levels were lower in this case. Typically, the AKD

retention would be expected to correlate with filler retention because a large portion of the AKD

is adsorbed onto the filler and fines surfaces due to their higher specific surface area and a larger

amount of potential binding sites is thus available.
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Figure 14.  The effect of xylanase treatment on sizing efficiency, determined as the Cobb60
value. Unwashed = pulp samples containing all the xylan-based material dissolved
during the xylanase treatment. Washed = pulp samples washed prior to use,
containing no significant amount of dissolved substances.

6.3 Pilot-scale papermaking trials

6.3.1. Alkali-extracted pulp (Paper III)

A pilot-scale papermaking trial was conducted in order to confirm the effects on wet end

chemistry and retention behavior when a bleached birch kraft pulp (DBK2) was fully or

partially replaced with alkali-extracted pulp (AE2).

The characteristics of the papermaking stocks with different mixing ratios of pulps DBK2 and

AE2 are given in Table XVI, where it can be seen that, when the proportion of AE2 pulp in the

furnish was increased, the zeta potential of the headbox stock became less negative while the

cationic demand of the white water approached zero. At mixing ratios of 25/75 and 0/100, there

was virtually no cationic demand in the white water samples. The observed changes in headbox

zeta potential and cationic demand of white water could be expected, based on the lower charge

density of the fines in the AE2 pulp. The less charged fines consume less cationic starch and

retention polymer, and this facilitates their adsorption onto the fiber fraction causing the zeta

potential to become less negative.  The enhanced overall retention when the proportion of AE2

pulp in the furnish was increased was also seen as reduced levels of turbidity, solids content

and TOC in the white water.
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Table XVI.  The effect of mixing ratio of unextracted pulp (DBK2) and alkali-extracted pulp
(AE2) on the properties of the pulp and process water samples from the machine
chest, headbox stock and wire section of a pilot paper machine.

DBK2/AE2
(%/%)

Machine
chest

Headbox White water

WRV
(g/g)

°SR pH Consistency
(g/l)

Zeta
potential

(mV)

Turbidity
(NTU)

Consistency
(mg/l)

TOC
(ppm)

Cationic
demand
(µekv/l)

100/0 1.69 19.0 9.4 7.1 -22.3 1.62 0.53 22.8 12
75/25 1.71 20.0 9.3 6.9 -21.9 0.78 0.40 17.8 6
50/50 1.76 19.0 9.2 6.9 -19.1 0.40 0.39 13.4 3
25/75 1.79 18.5 9.1 6.8 -17.1 0.43 0.35 10.7 1
0/100 1.81 19.0 9.0 6.7 -14.9 0.45 0.36 7.8 1

The machine data for first pass retention (FPR) and filler retention are given in Table XVII

together with the retention levels determined over the headbox for both cationic starch and

AKD. With respect to chemical retention, the optimal ratio of DBK2 pulp to AE2 pulp was

25/75  (wt/wt)%.  At  this  mixing  ratio,  the  retention  levels  were  the  highest  for  all  the

components, i.e. filler, starch, and AKD. Furthermore, the presence of AE2 pulp in the furnish

was found to be beneficial particularly for filler retention, the level being higher at all mixing

ratios than that of the reference point containing only DBK2 pulp. The greater filler retention

was obviously reflected in the FPR, but even more in the retention of starch and AKD, both of

which showed more than a 10 %-unit increase over the reference point at a mixing ratio of

25/75.

Table XVII.  First pass retention (FPR) and retention of filler, starch and AKD for different
mixing ratios of unextracted (DBK2) and alkali-extracted pulp (AE2). Retention
values for starch and AKD are based on their concentrations in the headbox stock
and in the white water.

DBK2/AE2
(%/%)

FPR, % Filler, % Starch, % AKD, %

100/0 92.5 76.3 79.8 75.8
75/25 94.1 81.2 85.7 84.9
50/50 94.2 81.0 89.3 85.1
25/75 94.7 87.8 90.7 86.8
0/100 94.6 82.1 88.6 86.5

An increasing amount of AE2 pulp in the PM stock resulted in a linear increase in the AKD

content of the paper (Fig. 15). The Cobb60 value  showed  a  fairly  good  agreement  with  the

amount of AKD in paper except that at the mixing ratio of 0/100, where the amount of AKD in
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the paper was the highest (0.99 kg/t), but the Cobb60 value was lower than e.g. at a mixing ratio

of 50/50. Further curing of paper samples in an oven (105 °C, 15 minutes) led to no

improvement in the Cobb60 value (data not shown, unpublished results). On the other hand, the

HST values showed almost no resistance to neutral green ink at a mixing ratio of 0/100 even

though the amount of AKD in the paper was the highest in this case.

Figure 15.  Water absorption capacity (Cobb60), Hercules size test (HST) sizing response, and
AKD content of paper samples made from different ratios (%/%) of unextracted
(DBK2) and alkali-extracted pulp (AE2).

6.3.2. Xylanase-treated pulps (Paper V)

The effects on retention of refining never-dried bleached birch kraft pulp before or during

treatment with a monocomponent endo-1-4- -xylanase were studied in a pilot-scale

papermaking trial. The xylanase-treated pulps (A-E) were used as fiber source as received, i.e.

including all the residual enzymes and material released from the pulps during enzymatic

hydrolysis and subsequent thermal deactivation.

Table XVIII shows the properties of the papermaking furnish and white water samples collected

during the pilot-scale trial. The results reveal only moderate changes in the zeta potential of

headbox the stock and in the consistency, turbidity, and cationic demand of the white water

when the xylanase treatment was applied after refining (pulps B and C). However, when the

pulp was refined during xylanase treatment, the zeta potential changed from -29.5 mV to -38.0

mV (pulp D) and further to -39.9 mV when the enzyme was not subjected to thermal

deactivation (pulp E). The white water consistency, turbidity, and cationic demand were all
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affected by the enzyme dosing strategy and a significant increase in turbidity in particular was

seen in the case of the pulp refined during the xylanase treatment without any subsequent

thermal deactivation, indicating the presence of large amounts of non-retained dissolved and

colloidal substances in the white water.

Table XVIII.  Properties of the pulp and white water samples collected from the machine chest,
headbox stock, and wire section.

Machine chest Headbox White water

Pulp
WRV
(g/g)

°SR pH Consistency
(g/l)

Zeta
potential

(mV)

Consistency
(g/l)

Turbidity
(NTU)

Cationic
demand
(µeq/l)

A 1.89 16.5 9.6 7.1 -29.5 0.69 3.97 52
B 1.96 18.0 9.4 7.0 -30.4 0.72 7.31 45
C 1.96 17.5 9.4 7.5 -32.6 1.07 5.41 53
D 1.86 16.0 9.4 9.8 -38.0 3.11 16.8 83
E 1.95 17.5 9.5 12.0 -39.9 6.00 509 115

The mildest xylanase treatment (2 kg/t, pulp B) led as expected to negligible changes in the

FPR and chemical retention levels (Table XIX), considering the practically unchanged stock

zeta potential and cationic demand of the white water. However, significant retention losses

occurred with larger doses of xylanase (10 kg/t; pulps C-E), especially when the pulps were

refined simultaneously with the xylanase treatment. The calculation of a linear coefficient of

determination (R2) between the FPR and filler retention gave  a value of 0.99, suggesting that

the reduction in FPR is due mainly to the reduction in filler retention rather than to the reduced

retention of fines. For pulps D and E, the target filler content (24 %) could not be reached, even

though the filler feed was increased considerably during the trial. The change in filler retention

was also reflected in the retention of both AKD and starch, showing R2 values of 0.97 and 0.98

with filler retention, respectively. A significant portion of these additives is known to be

adsorbed onto the filler and fines fractions since they offer a greater available surface area than

the fiber fraction.

Table XIX.  First pass retention (FPR) and retention of filler, starch, and alkyl ketene dimer
(AKD) for enzyme-treated pulps. Retention values of AKD and starch are based on
their concentrations in the headbox stock and white water.

Pulp FPR (%) Filler (%) AKD (%) Starch (%)
A 90.3 71.2 83.3 84.6
B 89.7 70.8 83.3 79.4
C 85.7 61.1 68.1 61.6
D 68.1 26.2 38.4 31.4
E 53.7 8.5 0.0 15.0
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Strong correlations are evident (Fig. 16) when the retention levels given in Table XIX are

plotted against the cationic demand of the corresponding pulp filtrates determined in the

absence of any additives, given in Table XII. This confirms that the negatively charged xylan-

based substances can interact with the cationic papermaking additives and disturb their

function.

Figure 16.  The relation between first pass (FPR), filler, starch and AKD retention and the
cationic demand of the filtrates of the pulps used in pilot PM trial.

The reduction in retention level of filler, AKD, and starch were seen as reduction in the contents

of these components particularly in the paper products based on pulps D and E (Table XX). In

addition, the Cobb60 value showed a good linear correlation with the AKD content of the paper

samples (R2 = 0.96). Although the Cobb60 values indicate some minor differences in the degree

of sizing among pulps A-C, the HST values revealed that the sizing effect was reduced by even

the mildest xylanase treatment.

Table XX. Ash, starch, and AKD contents and sizing characteristics of paper products
containing xylanase-treated pulps.

Sample Ash (%) Starch, kg/t AKD, kg/t Cobb60 (g/m2) HST (sec)
A 24.3 4.7 0.84 30.2 181
B 24.9 4.6 0.86 30.4 47
C 25.1 4.4 0.76 35.3 41
D 19.5 3.2 0.35 119.5 0
E 11.1 2.1 0.10 129.4 0
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7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Dissolution of xylan from pulps

Alkaline extraction of a dried bleached birch kraft pulp reduced the pulp xylan content by 25

% in 0.56 M NaOH in the up-scaled treatment, and by 45 % in 1 M NaOH under laboratory

conditions, whereas the effect on e.g. glucomannan was negligible (Papers I-II). This confirms

that alkaline extraction is highly selective towards xylan and that the extent of dissolution

depends mainly on the NaOH concentration and not on the treatment conditions such as scale

or treatment time. The almost linear dependence of the xylan dissolution on the alkali

concentration has been reported earlier for similar raw materials (Fuhrmann and Krogerus 2009;

Talja et al. 2009; Pönni et al. 2014; Pääkkönen et al. 2016). In the present work, the dissolved

xylan fraction was not characterized, but it has been shown by others that the alkaline extract

isolated from bleached birch kraft pulps at ambient temperature contains almost exclusively

polymeric xylan with an average molar mass of 18-26 kDa with only trace amounts of

carbohydrates other than xylan present (Fuhrmann and Krogerus 2009; Rosa-Sibakov 2016).

For comparison, the most severe xylanase treatment was found to dissolve ca. 24 % of the xylan

initially present in never-dried birch kraft pulp and the extent of the xylan release was

determined mainly by the xylanase type and the position of the xylanase treatment in relation

to refining, rather than by the enzyme dosage level which is probably more important for the

kinetics of enzymatic hydrolysis (Papers IV-V). As with the alkaline extraction, the applied

xylanase  treatment  was  also  highly  selective,  as  no  or  insignificant  amounts  of  other  pulp

components were dissolved during the treatments. The high selectivity of monocomponent

endo-xylanases has been reported by several authors (Metsämuuronen et al. 2013; Hakala et al.

2013; Saukkonen et al. 2014) for similar raw materials, and this characteristic has been widely

utilized e.g. to study the presence of carbohydrate-lignin linkages in kraft pulps (Tenkanen et

al. 1999; Karlsson et al. 2001).

It has previously been reported that approximately one third of the xylan in bleached birch kraft

pulps is accessible to enzymatic digestion by using two consecutive xylanase treatments

(Teleman et al. 2001). In the present work, the amount of xylan released into the pulp filtrates

was considerably less, which seems reasonable as the pulps were hydrolyzed only in one stage.

In addition, all degraded xylan-residues were not necessarily released into the pulp filtrates, i.e.
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some part of the degraded residues may have remained inside the fiber structure. The

productivity of xylanolytic enzymes is known to be influenced by e.g. the electrostatic

interactions affecting enzyme binding (Tenkanen et al. 1995), the presence of side groups in

substrate xylan, and the accessibility of xylanases to the substrate (Maiti and Whitmire 1997;

Teleman et al. 2001).

The results obtained in the present work have also revealed that the release of xylan from

bleached birch kraft pulp can be greatly enhanced if the pulp is subjected to refining during the

enzymatic hydrolysis step rather than if the refined pulp is treated with xylanase (Papers IV-

V). Recently, several studies have reported a greater efficiency of enzymatic hydrolysis after

mechanical pretreatment (Jones et  al.  2013; Miao et  al.  2015; Liu et  al.  2016).  It  is  typically

expected that the outermost fiber surface, fines and accessible pores are the main locations for

the hydrolytic effect of xylanases. However, it seems possible that the endo-xylanase applied

may not only hydrolyze the xylan fraction located on the outer fiber surfaces but may also be

able to weaken the xylan located below the fiber surface, i.e. in the accessible pores and highly

swollen areas of e.g. ballooned fiber sections. When the pulp is subjected to a mechanical

downstream process, such as refining, this weakened xylan fraction would probably be released

into the pulp filtrates.

Another plausible explanation for the significantly enhanced hydrolysis of xylan when the pulp

is refined during the xylanase treatment step could be that the mechanical action peels

hydrolyzed xylan residues away from the fiber surface, exposing a new substrate surface for

the xylanase to act upon. The GH 11 xylanase applied in the present study is known to release

mainly xylotriose, xylotetraose and xylobiose from bleached birch kraft pulp (Metsämuuronen

et al. 2013). Of these degradation products, xylotriose in particular is a known inhibitor for

endo-1-4- -xylanases (Dekker and Richards 1976) and can be expected to hinder the hydrolysis

particularly if it remains on the fiber surface.

7.2 Effects of pulp treatment on bulk and surface properties of fibers

The alkaline extraction, and particularly the subsequent centrifugation and washing steps,

introduced a considerable amount of curl and kinks into the fibers (Paper II).  The curl was also

slightly increased by the xylanase treatments (Papers IV-V) and it can be expected that these
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pulps would also have shown a greater increase in curl if they had been subjected to a more

severe mechanical washing process instead of the relatively gentle washing under laboratory

conditions. The fibers with low hemicellulose content are known to be more susceptible to

mechanically induced deformation and to acquire more local fiber wall defects than pulps with

a higher content of hemicelluloses (Page et al. 1985; Rauvanto et al. 2006; Brännvall and

Lindström 2007).

The removal of xylan caused the fibers to become less compact regardless of the treatment, as

indicated by the increased accessibility to the HMW dye used in Simons’ staining (Papers III

and V). In the xylanase-treated pulps, some ballooned fiber regions were also observed. It has

previously been shown that xylanase treatment can lead to the delamination of the fiber wall

from the dislocation regions (Ander 2002) which are expected to be created during refining.

The ballooning is known to be initiated by the penetration of a swelling solution into the

dislocations and pores in the S1 layer followed by swelling of the S2 layer under ballooning.

Balloon-like sections are formed along the fiber axis as the S1 layer with the microfibril angle

almost perpendicular to the fiber axis is rolled off, forming restriction rings between the swelled

areas  of  the  S2  layer  (Ander  2002;  Sim  et  al.  2014).  No  ballooning  was  seen  in  the  alkali-

extracted fibers, which could be due to the fact that, in contrast to the xylanase treatments, the

extraction was done on the unrefined pulp, in which the amount of dislocation regions can be

expected to be lower. This probably leads to a more homogeneous structure of the external

layers and swelling of the fiber wall after alkaline extraction.

The water-holding capacity of the pulps was increased by the alkaline extraction, but the

xylanase treatments were found to reduce the WRV (Papers I-V). Since the alkaline extraction

was done on dried pulp and the xylanase treatment on never-dried pulp, these findings are

consistent with the literature (e.g. Pönni et al. 2014), suggesting that the increased WRV of AE

pulps is probably due to the increased porosity of fiber wall whereas the reduced WRV of

xylanase-treated pulps is probably due to the dissolution of hemicelluloses from the fiber

surface. In addition, in the bleached kraft pulp, the majority of counter-ions to carboxyl groups

are typically Ca2+ ions,  whereas in the AE pulp,  the carboxyl groups are probably present in

their Na+ form. The swelling of the pulp is known to be higher for the latter (Scallan 1983).

The nanoscale surface roughness of fibers was reduced as a result of alkaline extraction while

the xylanase treatment had the opposite effect (Papers III and V). The observed difference in
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the fiber surface structure can probably be ascribed to the different treatment history of the

samples. As stated earlier, the raw material used in the alkaline extraction was a non-refined

dried pulp which initially had a more closed and compact surface than the refined never-dried

pulp used as raw material for the xylanase treatments. The increased roughness of the alkali-

extracted pulp was attributed to the partial liberation of surface fibrils as a result of xylan

dissolution, particularly from the P wall. On the other hand, the rather homogeneous and smooth

surfaces of the xylanase-treated fibers probably consist mainly of the S2 layer as it is known

that the P and S1 layers are typically peeled away early in the refining process. The findings

related to the xylanase-treated pulps agree with those reported by other authors according to

whom the inner microfibrils become more visible as the hydrolysis proceeds, together with

reduced RA and  RQ roughness levels (Saukkonen et al. 2014; Medeiros et al. 2007).

Furthermore, a type of “peeling” action which reduces the diameter of microfibrils without

reducing the fibril length has previously been reported for the endoglucanase treatment of

bleached reed kraft pulp (Liu et al. 2009).

7.3 Effects of xylan removal on fiber charge characteristics

Xylan is known to be the main source of anionic groups in a bleached kraft pulp (Sjöström

1989) and, as could be expected, the reduction in pulp xylan content by alkaline extraction led

to considerable changes in  the charge content of the pulp (Paper I). The total charge, i.e. the

charged groups accessible to Polybrene, showed roughly 30 % reduction when approximately

45 % of the xylan was removed from the pulp, and this change in total charge was somewhat

greater for the fines fraction than for the long fiber fraction. This seems reasonable, as a larger

amount of xylan was removed from the fines than from the long fiber fraction. The fact that the

level of total charge was not changed by the refining, i.e. by the increased surface area of pulps,

further confirms that the reduction in fiber charge was only a consequence of the lower xylan

content of the alkali-extracted pulp. This is in agreement with the findings presented by other

authors, according to which the total charge depends only on the chemical composition of the

fibers and not on the physical state of the cell wall (Herrington and Petzold 1992; Bhardwaj et

al. 2004; Gill 1989).

In contrast to the total charge, the apparent surface charge of fibers i.e. the charge accessible to

p-DADMAC, showed only a very limited decrease as a result of alkaline extraction and this
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decrease was found to be due mainly to the reduced surface charge of fines whereas practically

no change in the apparent surface charge of long fiber fraction could be detected. In addition,

the surface charge showed a significant increase after refining for both unextracted and alkali-

extracted pulp. This could be expected since the refining opens up the cell wall structure and

the adsorption of HMW cationic polymers onto cellulosic fibers is known to be significantly

affected by the accessibility of the fiber wall (Bhardwaj et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2004). The fact

that significantly higher surface charge contents were obtained for the fines than for the

corresponding long fiber fractions can thus be explained by the greater accessibility of the

former to the HMW polymer, besides reflecting the higher xylan content. The higher charge

content of fines compared to that of the long fiber fraction has previously been reported e.g. by

Liimatainen et al. (2009) for bleached Eucalyptus kraft pulp.

The present findings, i.e. the significant reduction in surface charge of fines as well as in the

total charge of both fines and long fiber fraction together with the unchanged apparent surface

charge of the long fiber fraction after alkaline extraction, strongly suggest that alkaline

extraction results in structural changes in the fiber wall which make it to become more

accessible to the HMW polymer. This hypothesis was supported by the observed increase in

WRV and by the increased accessibility to HMW dye after alkaline extraction (Paper III). In

addition, if the fiber surface became rougher, as indicated by the altered surface topography

determined after freeze-drying, an increased adsorption of HMW polymer would be expected,

as it is known that the number of possible binding sites increases with increasing roughness,

further causing the configurational entropy loss of the adsorbing polymer to become reduced

(Huber and Vilgis 1998). Thus, it seems that the reduced charge content of the alkali-extracted

pulp becomes compensated by the increased accessibility of the residual carboxyl groups to the

HMW polymer and therefore, only a marginal reduction in the apparent surface charge could

be seen.

The xylanase treatments were also found to reduce the fiber charge, based on the zeta potential

determinations and the concomitant release of negatively charged xylan-based material into the

pulp filtrates, determined as cationic demand (Papers IV-V).  However, both the pulp zeta

potential and cationic demand of the filtrates showed a significant variation with different

xylanases and depending on the position of the xylanase treatment in relation to refining. The

greatest changes in zeta potential and cationic demand were observed when the pulp refining

was carried out during the enzymatic hydrolysis step and when the pulp was not subjected to
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thermal deactivation after the treatment. Less negative zeta potential values have been

previously reported for xylanase-treated bleached kraft pulps (Saukkonen et al. 2014; Du et al.

2012) and it has also been reported that the fiber charge content becomes reduced due to the

solubilization of xylan as a result of xylanase treatment (Horvath and Lindström 2007; Laine et

al. 1996). However, according to the present findings, it appears that the magnitude of negative

zeta potential in the pulp may also be reduced as a result of xylanase treatment without any

release of xylan into the pulp filtrate, possibly indicating an irreversible adsorption of xylanase

onto the fiber surface. Xylanases may carry a positive or negative charge at a given pH

depending on their amino acid sequence, and a total binding of enzyme to the xylan substrate

can be expected at pH levels below the isoelectric point (pI) of the xylanase (Tenkanen et al.

1995).

7.4 The relation of altered fiber charge and filler retention

The effect of alkaline extraction on the ability of C-PAM to act as a bridging polymer in a three-

component system including GCC as filler was studied in Paper I. It was observed that, in the

presence of fines, the retention of GCC was significantly higher for the alkali-extracted pulp

with a reduced charge content than for the unextracted pulp. In other words, the amount of

retention polymer required to reach a given level of filler retention was significantly lower in

the case of the alkali-extracted pulp. However, this difference in filler retention disappeared

when the fines were removed from the pulps. Therefore, it could be concluded that the reduced

charge content of fines was responsible for the improved retention of GCC with alkali-extracted

pulp. It has also been shown by other authors that the quality of fines has an impact on the

retention of calcium carbonate fillers, both in the presence and in the absence of retention

polymer (Lin et al. 2007; Liimatainen et al. 2009). In addition, the filler retention is known to

be sensitive to shear, particularly with linear polyelectrolytes (Shin et al. 1997). However, the

present study revealed that the shear-sensitivity of the formed flocs was not affected by the

alkaline extraction of the fibers.

The results obtained from the pilot-scale papermaking trial (Paper III) confirmed that the partial

replacement of birch kraft pulp with alkali-extracted pulp was beneficial from a retention point

of view. Both the FPR and filler retention showed significantly increased levels even when only

25 % of the unextracted pulp was replaced with alkali-extracted pulp. The increased FPR and
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filler retention were further reflected by the retention of starch and AKD which was expected,

since it is known that a large proportion of these additives is typically adsorbed on fine particles

due to their larger specific surface area compared to the long fiber fraction (Wågberg and

Björklund 1993; Hedborg and Lindström 1993a). Thus, the present results strongly suggest that

the improved retention efficiency of alkali-extracted pulp was due to the reduced consumption

of cationic additives by the less charged fines, while the adsorption of these additives onto the

fiber fraction is likely to be favored by the greater surface roughness of the alkali-extracted

fibers.

The reduction in zeta potential of the xylanase-treated pulps was also found to be beneficial for

both FPR and filler retention levels, as revealed by the laboratory-scale retention tests carried

out with the washed pulps, i.e. in the absence of dissolved xylan-based residues, having a low

level of cationic demand (Paper IV). Regardless of the xylanase dosing strategy, the retention

levels obtained were significantly higher than with the untreated reference pulp. This is in line

with the results obtained for the alkali-extracted pulp if it is considered that the hydrolytic effect

of xylanases mainly targets pulp fines and outer fiber surfaces, as suggested by other authors

(Suurnäkki et al. 1996; Saukkonen et al. 2014), and it is thus expected to reduce particularly the

surface charge of fines.

The reduced surface charge of both alkali-extracted and xylanase-treated pulps may also change

the conformation in which the retention polymers are adsorbed onto the fibers. A more extended

conformation of charged polymer molecules has been considered to be beneficial for bridging

flocculation (Wågberg and Ödberg 1989). The reduced surface charge of fibers can be expected

to increase the competition for accessible surface charges between the polymer chains, and thus

favor the more extended conformation.

7.5 Effect of dissolved xylan-based residues on retention

When the retention behavior of xylanase-treated pulps in the absence and in the presence of

dissolved xylan-based residues is compared (Paper IV), it can be observed that the levels of

both FPR and filler retention were significantly lower in the latter case. This means that the

xylan-based dissolved carbohydrate residues were able to interact with the cationic retention

additives, particularly when they were present in the pulp filtrates in higher quantities. It is well
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known that dissolved anionic substances may consume cationic wet-end additives such as

starch, retention polymer, and sizing agent (Lindström 1992). Thornton et al. (1994) showed

that, in order to be able to complex with cationic polymer, a minimum DP of 3 was required in

the case of oligogalacturonic acids. The treatment of bleached kraft pulp with the endoxylanase

used  in  this  study  resulted  in  xylotriose  (DP  =  3)  and  xylotetraose  (DP  =  4)  as  the  main

degradation products (Metsämuuronen et al. 2013), and the formation of xylo-

oligomer/polymer complexes could therefore well explain the reduced retention in the presence

of high levels of xylan-based residues.

The pilot-scale papermaking trial using xylanase-treated pulps as fiber source revealed

significant retention losses which were linearly correlated to the increasing cationic demand of

the pulp filtrates. This suggests that the retention losses were mainly due to the competing

charge interactions between the dissolved xylan degradation products and the cationic

papermaking additives. It can be estimated that the release of 20-30 kg/t of xylan into pulp

filtrates corresponds roughly to a release of 1 µeq of anionic charge per gram of pulp, further

corresponding to a charge content of app. 5.3 µeq/l in the aqueous phase of a headbox stock.

On the other hand, C-PAM with a charge of 1.3 meq/g would correspond to a cationic charge

content of ca. 1.4 µeq/l in headbox stock at the 0.15 kg/t dosage level. Therefore, as the anionic

charge released into the pulp filtrate as a result of xylanase treatment is over three times higher

than the opposite charge originating from C-PAM in headbox stock, it becomes obvious that

the presence of hydrolyzed xylan-residues in the pulp filtrate interfered with the retention

system.  Even a partial neutralization of cationic sites in starch, AKD and retention polymer by

the anionic xylan-based components would be expected to diminish the electrostatic interaction

which is the driving force for the adsorption of cationic additives onto the negatively charged

fibers. The poor function of the retention polymer can be expected to be effectively reflected in

the retention of PCC and bentonite, since these are retained mainly through a polymer-bridging

mechanism.

The  effect  of  dissolved  xylan-based  residues  on  the  retention  levels  was  found  to  be  more

detrimental when the experiments were conducted in a pilot-scale paper machine than when

they were carried out under laboratory conditions. In the both test environments, the FPR was

around 90 % when using the unwashed reference pulp, indicating that the overall level of fines

retention was not significantly lower in the pilot PM compared to the laboratory experiments

carried out using the MBF device. Therefore, the observed behavior can probably be ascribed
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to the much shorter papermaking time scale of the dynamic papermaking process than under

semi-static laboratory conditions. When it is considered that the removal of xylan from the

accessible fiber surfaces reduces the fiber surface charge, it means that the frequency of possible

retention sites in the pulps becomes reduced.

Of the papermaking additives, cationic starch was introduced into the process first. Starch is

known to interact preferably with the fibers and with the colloidal material in pulp suspension

rather than with the dissolved substances (Wang et al. 2015). Therefore, the adsorption of starch

onto the fibers and fines can be expected to further reduce the frequency of free retention sites

in the pulp, and the lower the initial amount of anionic sites in pulps the lower their frequency

becomes after the adsorption of starch. It therefore follows that, when the cationic AKD

particles, and later the cationic retention polymer, are introduced into the process stream, the

probability  of  their  collision  with  an  anionic  retention  site  must  be  significantly  reduced,

causing the initial attachment of these additives onto the fiber surface to become very slow

(Champ and Ettl 2003). Together with the fact that the mixing of large volume streams can be

expected to be much less efficient than the batch mixing of small volumes under laboratory

conditions, this is likely to substantially increase the fraction of AKD and retention polymer,

which is not immediately retained, causing this fraction in particular to become vulnerable for

neutralization by the dissolved xylan-based residues. This could well explain the low retention

levels observed for xylanase-treated pulps in pilot PM conditions.

Both the laboratory- and pilot scale retention experiments conducted in the present study had

very open process water systems and therefore, the overall levels of e.g. conductivity and

cationic demand of white water remained low. However, in a mill environment the water

circulation typically has a more or less higher degree of closure and the contents of neutral salts

and DCS can be expected to be significantly higher. When the conductivity is increased, the

interactions between the cationic sites of additives with themselves and with the carboxyl

groups of fibers and fines become weaker, leading to an altered conformation of the polymer

chains. In addition, there will be an increased competition of the available surface charges with

the cationic sites of additives by both neutral salts and negatively charged DCS material (Wang

and Hubbe 2002; Hubbe 2009). Therefore, it seems likely that the observed retention losses

would have been even greater if the experiments were carried out in a mill environment with

more closed water circulations.
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present work was aimed to show the effects of partial removal of xylan from paper-grade

kraft pulps on papermaking process, particularly with respect to the chemical retention. The

pulps were modified using two different methods to reduce the pulp xylan content, viz. alkaline

extraction and xylanase treatment. The modified pulps were thoroughly characterized and it

was observed that the resulting pulp properties depended not only on the extent of xylan

removal but also on the method used for pulp modification.

The alkaline extraction of dried birch pulp prior to refining resulted in a pulp with increased

fiber wall porosity, as revealed by an increase in WRV and accessibility of HMW dye into the

fiber wall, as well as a practically unchanged apparent surface charge regardless of the reduced

xylan content. In addition, the fiber surface became less compact, as revealed by an increase in

surface roughness observed with AFM. The treatment of refined never-dried birch pulp with

xylanase had a different effect on the fiber structure, showing a reduction in WRV together with

a reduction in surface roughness. Therefore, it can be concluded that the action of xylanases

was effective mainly on accessible surfaces and had less effect on the fiber wall bulk structure

than the alkaline extraction.

Both alkaline extraction and xylanase treatment reduced the fiber charge. The adsorption

isotherms determined for alkali-extracted pulp and its fractions using cationic polymers

revealed a considerable decrease in total charge, an effect which was more pronounced for the

fines fraction than for the long fiber fraction. The xylanase treatments also reduced the fiber

charge more or less depending on the xylanase type and dosing strategy, as indicated by the

lower electrostatic charge  determined for the treated pulps. The xylanase treatments were also

found to release considerable amounts of negatively charged substances into the pulp filtrates.

The alkali-extracted pulps showed a greater filler retention in the presence of cationic retention

polymer, an effect which was attributed in particular to the lower charge content of fines,

consuming less retention polymer. In addition, the reduced fiber charge together with the

increased surface roughness is expected to favor the adsorption of cationic polymer in a more

extended conformation, which is known to be beneficial for bridging flocculation. The

enhanced retention efficiency with increasing amount of alkali-extracted pulp in the PM stock,

was confirmed in the pilot-scale papermaking trial.
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The xylanase-treated pulps also showed a greater retention efficiency in the absence of

dissolved xylan-based substances, whereas the presence of these substances in pulp filtrates led

to significantly reduced retention levels confirming that there was an interaction between the

negatively charged xylan residues and the cationic papermaking additives. The retention losses

were more pronounced under the dynamic conditions of pilot-scale papermaking than under the

semi-static laboratory conditions, suggesting a time-dependent phenomenon to be the main

cause of the observed behavior. Thus, it was concluded that the partial neutralization of cationic

sites on the additives by the dissolved xylan residues, together with the fewer possible retention

sites in xylanase-treated fibers, had an effect on the retention kinetics, so that the required

charge interactions became too slow to take place during the papermaking process. Moreover,

since in a mill environment with more closed water circulations there would be a significant

risk of the dissolved xylan-based residues to accumulate into the process water, it is

recommended that the xylanase-treated pulps are also washed prior to their use in papermaking

and that the dissolved XOS fraction is used for other purposes to provide additional value for

the production process.
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THE EFFECT OF HEMICELLULOSE EXTRACTION ON FIBER 
CHARGE PROPERTIES AND RETENTION BEHAVIOR OF KRAFT 
PULP FIBERS 
 
Katja Lyytikäinen,a,* Esa Saukkonen,b Isko Kajanto,b and Jari Käyhkö a 
 

The integrated forest biorefinery (IFBR) concept provides a promising 
opportunity for the development of the pulp and paper industry. One 
proposed next generation technology for an integrated forest biorefinery 
is the extraction of hemicelluloses, allowing the co-production of pulp and 
different hemicellulose-based chemicals. In addition to paper properties, 
hemicelluloses are known to be important for the function of cationic 
papermaking additives, because they are the main source of charged 
groups in fibers. This paper shows that the alkaline extraction of 
hemicelluloses from bleached kraft pulp decreases both the total and 
surface charge of the pulps. It was found that the decreased fiber charge 
leads to increased filler retention with fixed retention aid dosage. The 
reduction observed in the fiber surface charge for alkali-extracted pulp 
was mainly attributed to the decrease in the amount of anionic groups 
located in fines.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The conventional pulping processes only take a partial advantage from the wood 
material. A significant part of the material is dissolved during the cooking and bleaching 
stages and sent to the recovery cycle, where it is converted to energy through burning. 
However, the heating value of hemicelluloses is only about half of that for lignin 
(Vakkilainen 1999). From this point of view, it could be economically viable to convert 
the hemicellulose fraction to various value-added products, such as alcohols, carboxylic 
acids, lactones, and esters, just to mention a few (van Heiningen 2007).  

Recently, several technologies for the removal of hemicelluloses from wood 
material prior to cooking have been under investigation (Al-Dajani and Tschirner 2008; 
Yoon et al. 2008; Mao et al. 2008). For hardwoods, one of the most promising 
fractionating technologies is the alkaline extraction, as it allows the recovery of xylan in 
nearly undegraded form, which is important for its usability in production of different 
chemicals (van Heiningen 2007). It is well known that pulping dissolves and degrades 
hemicelluloses, which end up in the black liquor where they are difficult to separate. In 
addition, it has been reported that by removing the hemicelluloses prior to cooking, the 
following pulping and bleaching stages will benefit. For example, less alkali may be 
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required for cooking to a certain kappa level, the rate of delignification may be increased, 
or the bleaching chemical consumption may be reduced (Amidon et al. 2006; Al-Dajani 
and Tschirner 2008; Yoon and van Heiningen 2008; Kautto et al. 2010). 

The extraction of hemicelluloses from wood chips always yields an extraction 
product that is a mixture of the various compounds naturally present in wood. When an 
extraction product with higher purity is targeted, a similar type of extraction can be 
applied for a bleached pulp. It was recently reported that the extraction of bleached birch 
kraft pulp with strong alkali followed by precipitation or ultrafiltration yields an 
extraction product where 98-99% of the carbohydrates consist of xylan with a very 
narrow molar mass distribution. By this method, about 30 to 60% of the hemicelluloses 
originally present in wood can be removed in a relatively short time (Fuhrmann and 
Krogerus 2009; Talja et al. 2009).  

In papermaking, the hemicelluloses are of great concern from many perspectives. 
Most importantly, they are the main constituents in the fiber cell wall that contribute to 
the electrostatic character of the fibers. In both softwoods and hardwoods, the fiber 
charge mainly originates from 4-O-methyl-α-D-glucopyranosyluronic acids bound to the 
xylan backbone. An anionic charge is generated when these groups are ionized under 
prevailing conditions (Sjöström 1989). Thus, the removal of hemicelluloses from wood 
chips or bleached pulps can be expected to have a significant influence on the charge 
properties of the cellulosic fibers.   

For the retention of cationic papermaking additives, the amount of charged groups 
located on the fiber surface or near the surface (so called subsurface) is most important. 
The strength of the fiber-fiber bonds and the paper tensile properties are also most 
affected by the surface charges. On the other hand, a number of charged groups in the 
fiber wall remain inaccessible, and some groups are only accessible to smaller molecules. 
The charged groups accessible to Na+ are especially important for fiber swelling. 
(Sjöström 1989; Wågberg and Annergren 1997; Chen et al. 2005; Torgnysdotter and 
Wågberg 2003).  

The purpose of the present study was to find out how the alkaline extraction of 
hemicelluloses from bleached kraft pulp affects fiber charge properties and retention 
behavior of the pulp.   
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Materials 
Chemicals 

Polybrene and poly-diallyldimethylammonium chloride (p-DADMAC) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Finland. Potassium polyvinyl sulfate (KPVS) was 
provided by Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd., Germany. Polybrene and KPVS were 
delivered as powders and p-DADMAC as a 20 wt% concentrate.  
  
Pulps 
 Dried industrial elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleached birch kraft pulp was used 
as a reference pulp (also denoted as normal pulp). The “hemi-poor pulp” was prepared by 
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subjecting the dried unrefined reference pulp to alkaline extraction (1.0 M NaOH, 25 °C, 
2 h). The extraction was carried out at the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. 
After extraction, the pulp was separated from the extraction liquor and centrifuged to 
reach a dry matter content of ca. 35 %. The chemical compositions of the pulps are given 
in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Chemical Compositions of the Hardwood Kraft Pulps  
Component Reference Hemi-poor 
Cellulose 74.8 85.3 
Xylan 23.6 13.0 
Glucomannan 1.1 1.1 
Lignin 0.4 < 0.4 
 
Wet-end additives 
 The filler used in the study was IntracarbTM 60, provided by Imerys. This medium 
coarseness ground calcium carbonate (GCC) has a steep particle size distribution, and it 
contains a low amount of dispersant. According to the manufacturer about 60% of the 
filler particles are smaller than 2 μm in diameter. 

The retention polymer used in this study was cationic polyacrylamide (C-PAM, 
Fennopol K3400R, Kemira).  

 
Methods 
Pulp characterization 

The polyelectrolyte adsorption technique was selected for the determination of 
fiber charge characteristics because with this technique both total and surface charge of 
the fibers can be evaluated. The experimental procedure is widely used and well 
described in several references (Wågberg et al. 1985, 1989; Laine et al. 1996; Fardim et 
al. 2002; Horvath et al. 2006) 
 Prior to the polyelectrolyte adsorption experiments, the pulp samples were diluted 
with deionized water to a consistency of about 10 g/L. The pH of the pulp suspensions 
was then adjusted to about 2 in order to remove any sorbed metal ions and to convert the 
carboxyl groups to their H-forms. The pulp suspension was kept in these conditions for 
15 minutes and then washed with deionized water until the conductivity of the filtrate 
was under 5 μS/cm and the pH was about 5. After this, the pulp carboxyl groups were 
converted into their Na-form through treatment with 0.001 M NaHCO3 (10 minutes in 25 
°C) and an addition of NaOH in order to adjust the pH of the suspension to 9. These 
conditions were kept for 30 minutes, after which the pulp suspension was again washed 
until the filtrate had a conductivity of about 5 μS/cm and pH of about 7. Finally the pulp 
suspension was diluted with deionized water to a consistency of 5 g/l.  
 For polyelectrolyte adsorption, 0.5 g of o.d. pulp sample in its Na-form and 100 
mL of cationic polyelectrolyte solution was placed into the beaker. Polybrene with a 
charge density of 5.35 · 10-3 eq/g and molecular weight of 8,000 g/mol was used for 
determining the total charge, and p-DADMAC with a charge density of 6.19 · 10-3 eq/g 
and molecular weight of 200,000 to 350,000 g/mol for determining the surface charge. At 
least five experiments with varying polyelectrolyte concentrations were performed in 
order to build the adsorption isotherms. After 60 minutes equilibration, the excess 
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polyelectrolyte was back titrated with 0.0025 N KPVS solution using a Mütek PCD 03 
streaming current detector for the endpoint determination. All adsorption experiments 
were performed at room temperature and pH 8.  
 The water retention value (WRV) of the pulps was determined according to ISO 
23714:2007. The fiber coarseness and width were determined by fiber analysis with a 
Kajaani FS 300 instrument. Pulp carbohydrate composition was determined using high 
performance anion-exchange chromatography (HPAEC-PAD) following acid hydrolysis 
(SCAN 71:09).  
 
Retention tests and furnish properties 
 A moving belt former (MBF) was used for testing the retention behavior of the 
two pulps. MBF is a dynamic sheet former that simulates the drainage conditions in a real 
paper machine through pulsating vacuum assisted water removal.  More information 
about the operational principle of the MBF device is provided elsewhere (Paltakari and 
Paulapuro 2002; Räisänen et al. 1993). 
 The furnish used in the retention tests contained only hardwood kraft pulp and 
filler (GCC, 30 % addition based on o.d. pulp). In addition, the cationic retention 
polymer, C-PAM, was injected into the MBF sheet mold automatically 10 seconds before 
the sheet forming. The properties of the furnishes are given in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Properties of the Pulp and Filler Blends Used in MBF and RPA Trials   
 Reference Reference, 

fines-free 
Hemi-poor Hemi-poor, 

fines-free 
Zeta potential, mV -56.2 -65.7 -62.6 -72.6 
Conductivity, mS/cm 0.188 0.178 0.188 0.179 
Cationic demand, µeq/l 43.2 24.7 30.2 25.7 
pH 8.6 8.4 8.5 8.4 
Consistency, g/l 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.4 
 
 The laboratory sheets prepared with the MBF device are 0.190 m x 0.190 m in 
their dimension. The sheets were dried in a rotary drum (90 °C, 3 h) and tested for their 
grammage (ISO 536:1995) and ash content (ISO 1762:2001).  
 The system zeta potential of the furnishes was measured using a Mütek SZP-06 
device. The cationic demand of the filtrates passing through a 200-mesh wire was 
determined using a Mütek PCD 03 streaming current detector.   
 A retention process analyzer (RPA) equipped with a commercial wire cloth was 
used as an additional tool for the investigation of filler retention in the presence of C-
PAM. 500 ml of the furnish (for properties, see Table 2) was transferred to a mixing 
vessel at rotational speed of 800 rpm. After a set time, the retention polymer (C-PAM) 
was dosed into the vessel and the time-recorder started. The retention phenomenon was 
monitored by recording the change in turbidity as a function of time. The measurement 
principle is described elsewhere (Saharinen 1998).  
 
Pulp fractionating 

A Dynamic Drainage Jar (DDJ) equipped with a 200-mesh wire was used for 
separation of fines from Valley beaten (°SR 30) pulps. The fractionating was carried out 
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at a consistency of about 10 g/L. The separation cycle was repeated 5 times, i.e. until the 
filtrate was sufficiently clear. It was determined that about 95 % of the fines present in 
the beaten pulps could be collected by this way. The long fiber fraction resulting from the 
separation is denoted as “fines-free pulp”.  

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Fiber Charge Properties 
 The unbeaten pulps, beaten pulps, and beaten pulp fractions, i.e. fines and the 
corresponding long fiber fractions, were analyzed for their surface and total charge using 
the polyelectrolyte adsorption technique. The °SR values for the unbeaten pulps were 18 
and 14 for the reference pulp and hemi-poor pulp, respectively. The results from the 
surface charge measurements are shown in Fig. 1. 
 

  

 
Fig. 1.  The surface charge of the unrefined and Valley refined hardwood kraft pulps (A) and 

the fractions of the refined pulps (B) 
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According to Fig. 1 A, the charge accessible to p-DADMAC (denoted here as 
surface charge) increased considerably due to refining for both pulps. This increase is 
mainly attributed to the increase in specific surface area of the pulp samples. Valley 
beating is known to simultaneously induce both internal and external fibrillation of the 
fibers, as well as the generation of fines (Kang and Paulapuro 2006). The opening of the 
fiber structure means that more carboxyl groups can be neutralized by p-DADMAC 
molecules.  

The apparent surface charge of the hemi-poor pulp seemed to be slightly lower in 
comparison to the normal pulp (Fig. 1 A). Further analysis of the pulp fractions revealed 
that there was practically no difference in the surface charge density of the fines-free 
pulps. However, the surface charge of the fines fraction was significantly reduced when 
the hemicelluloses are removed (see Fig. 1 B). In general, the fines showed a higher 
surface charge than the fibers, mainly because the accessibility of the charged groups in 
the fines is higher than in the fibers, but also because the chemical composition may 
differ between the two fractions (Mosbye et al. 2002; Liimatainen et al. 2009).  

It can be hypothesized that if the removal of xylan from the cell wall of dried 
fibers increases the fiber wall porosity and/or the surface roughness, then the adsorption 
of high-molecular weight polymer should increase. The adsorption of cationic polyelec-
trolytes is known to be influenced by the nanoporous structure of the substrate, i.e. the 
larger the cell wall pores, the more and the faster the cationic polyelectrolyte can 
penetrate into them (Wågberg and Ödberg 1989; Wågberg 2000; Alince 2002; Hubbe et 
al. 2007). So far, there has not been published data concerning the effect of alkaline 
extraction of dried and bleached fibers on fiber wall structure. However, it was recently 
reported for never-dried unbleached kraft pulp that the alkaline extraction of 
hemicelluloses produced fibers with more porous surface structure (Wan et al. 2010). On 
the other hand, in cases where the hemicelluloses are removed from the pulp fibers before 
drying, a more compact fiber wall structure may also be formed (Moss and Pere 2006).  

Whereas the fiber cell wall structure has a great impact on the adsorption of high-
molecular weight polyelectrolytes, it should not have any contributions to the total charge 
determined by the adsorption of lower-molecular weight polymer. The results from the 
total charge measurements are shown in Fig. 2.  

According to Fig. 2 A, the total charge was virtually the same for unrefined and 
refined pulps. Thus, it is evident that the increase in specific surface area had no 
influence on the adsorption of Polybrene. This is in agreement with previous results by 
other authors, according to which the fiber total charge is only affected by the chemical 
composition of the fibers and not the physical state of the cell wall (Herrington and 
Petzold 1992; Bhardwaj et al. 2004).  

The results shown in Fig. 2 B reveal that the hemicellulose extraction reduced the 
amount of charged groups both in fines free pulps and fines. The difference seems to 
have been somewhat larger for the fines, indicating that the hemicellulose extraction 
might have removed the charged groups more effectively from the fines than from the 
long fibers. In other words, for reference pulp the fines fraction was clearly more charged 
than the fiber fraction, while this difference was much smaller for hemi-poor pulp.  
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Fig. 2.  Total charge of the unrefined and Valley refined hardwood kraft pulps (A) and the 

fractions of the refined pulps (B) 
 

The results of the total charge measurements support the hypothesis, according to 
which the similar apparent surface charge for the long-fiber fractions from normal and 
hemi-poor pulp was mainly due to the higher accessibility of charged groups in hemi-
poor fibers. Unfortunately, no analysis for fiber wall porosity was available at this point. 
However, the water retention value (WRV) and the ratio of coarseness to fiber width 
showed indications about the increased fiber wall porosity due to hemicellulose 
extraction (Table 3), i.e. the WRV value is increased and the coarseness-to-width ratio 
decreased due to hemicellulose extraction.  
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Table 3.  Properties of Unrefined, Refined, and Fines-Free Pulps. Fines 
Separated from Valley Refined Pulp in °SR 30  

 Reference pulp Hemi-poor pulp 
 Unrefined Valley 

refined 
Fines-free Unrefined Valley 

refined 
Fines-free 

WRV, g/g 1.04 1.77 1.55 1.08 1.86 1.64 
Coarseness- 
to-width ratio, 
g/m2 

6.17 6.07 4.56 5.85 5.43 4.33 

 
According to the WRV measurements, the water-uptake of the hemi-poor fibers 

was somewhat higher than that of reference fibers, in spite of the decreased anionic group 
content. The WRV includes all the different types of water that the fiber may hold and is 
thereby affected by both the ionic charges and fiber wall porosity (Salmen and Berthold 
1997). Thus the higher WRV value for hemi-poor pulp might be an implication about 
increased fiber wall porosity.   

The results from the total charge measurements are in agreement with the 
polysaccharide compositions of the fines-free pulps and fines (Table 4).  
 
Table 4.  Polysaccharide Compositions (%) of the Pulp Fractions Separated 

from Valley Refined Pulps in °SR 30 using DDJ-device Equipped with 
76 μm (200-mesh) Openings 

Component 
Normal pulp Hemi-poor pulp 

Fines-free Fines Fines-free Fines 
Cellulose 77.5 72.7 86.9 85.8 
Xylan 21.8 26.5 12.5 13.4 
Glucomannan 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.7 
 

As shown in Table 4, the fines from normal pulp contained more xylan than the 
corresponding fiber fraction (26.5 % vs. 21.8 %, respectively). However, in hemi-poor 
pulp the xylan content was nearly similar for both fibers and fines (12.5 % vs. 13.4 %, 
respectively). The glucomannan content was low for the fractions of both pulps.  

In the light of the results from the charge measurements and chemical analysis, it 
seems that the fines are more effectively extracted than the long fibers when bleached and 
dried kraft pulp is used as a starting material for the extraction. This can be an important 
finding with regard to the retention behavior of the extracted pulp, as it is generally 
known that most of the cationic papermaking additives preferentially adsorb on pulp 
fines.  

 
Retention tests 

The retention behavior of the hemicellulose-extracted pulp was compared with 
that of the reference pulp by using the Moving Belt Former (MBF) as a primary tool. 
Figure 3 shows the filler retention for the systems, where 30% ground calcium carbonate 
was included in the furnish. Cationic polyacrylamide was used as a retention aid with a 
fixed dosage of 0, 200, or 400 g/t. The retention tests were also carried out with fines-free 
pulps.  
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Fig. 3.  Effect of hemicellulose extraction and presence of fines on filler retention with varying 

C-PAM dosages. 30% ground calcium carbonate was included in furnish. The 
injection of C-PAM took place 10 seconds before drainage. Sheets were prepared 
using the Moving Belt Former.  

 
Figure 3 shows that with fixed retention aid dosage (200 or 400 g/t) the filler 

retention was notably better for hemi-poor pulp than for the reference pulp. However, 
when the fines were removed, the filler retention increased and there was virtually no 
difference between the two pulps (filler retention app. 40% with C-PAM dosage of 200 
g/t and app. 57% with C-PAM dosage of 400 g/t). A possible explanation for the 
improved filler retention of the hemi-poor pulp is that the fines with reduced charge 
adsorb less cationic retention aid, which is then more effectively used for retaining filler.  
 In the absence of the retention aid, the filler retention was relatively low, and 
furthermore, it was even lower for hemi-poor pulp than for normal pulp. However, when 
fines were removed, the filler retention seemed to decrease, and in this case it was similar 
to or even slightly higher for hemi-poor pulp in comparison to reference pulp. In earlier 
investigations, it has been shown that the quality of fines influences the adsorption of 
calcium carbonate fillers onto the fines surfaces and makes contributions to filler 
retention, both in the absence of and presence of retention polymer (Lin et al. 2007; 
Liimatainen et al. 2009).  
 A similar phenomenon as seen in Fig. 3 can also be seen in Fig. 4, where the filler 
retention is presented against time. The measurement was taken with the retention 
process analyzer (RPA). The same furnishes used in the MBF trials were also used in this 
investigation (see Table 2 for furnish properties). The RPA retention measurement is 
based on the continuous monitoring of turbidity, which also makes it possible to evaluate 
the shear sensitivity of the filler flocs formed.   

According to Fig. 4, the maximum retention level was reached in approximately 6 
seconds after the C-PAM injection, after which the shear forces started to decompose the 
flocs. It is well known that the filler retention is sensitive to shear, especially when a 
linear polyelectrolyte is used as a retention aid instead of a polymer with more branched 
structure (Shin et al. 1997; Lee et al. 2006). 
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The maximum retention values were higher for hemi-poor pulp than for normal 
pulp with the investigated retention aid dosages, 200 and 400 g/t. No significant 
differences seem to have occurred in the shear-sensitivity of the formed flocs, as the 
curves are similar in their shape.  
 

 
 
Fig. 4.  The effect of hemicellulose extraction on retention of ground calcium carbonate (30% 

on pulp) in presence of cationic polyacrylamide. The rotation speed in retention 
process analyzer was adjusted to 800 rpm. The time axis indicates time after C-PAM 
injection.  

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this study, the following conclusions can be drawn related to hemicellulose 
extraction and its effects on fiber properties: 
 
1. Alkaline extraction of dried and bleached kraft pulps reduces the amount of charged 

groups in pulps, and especially the charge density of fines.  
2. For fiber fraction, the apparent surface charge, i.e. the charge accessible to high-

molecular weight polymer is not reduced due to alkaline extraction. This may be 
caused by the increased cell wall porosity and/or surface roughness. 

3. The decreased fiber charge in fines contributes positively to filler retention, allowing 
the cationic retention polymer to interact more effectively with the filler. The 
retention behavior is similar for fines-free pulps. 

4. There were no differences, due to extraction of hemicellulose, in the shear-sensitivity 
of the flocs generated as a result of cationic polyacrylamide addition.  
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Many pulp and paper industry companies are strug-
gling with declining profits and challenges to their 

external operations. At the same time, global climate 
change and awareness of the finite nature of fossil fuels 
is propelling the development of green technologies and 
increasing the use of renewable resources in produc-
tion of both fuels and chemicals. Therefore, companies 
in the pulp and paper industry must reconsider current 
strategies. One alternative for increasing the value cre-
ation potential might be to seek sustainable competitive 
advantages from forest biorefining operations [1]. Thus, 
an integrated forest biorefining (IFBR) concept in which 
the biorefining technologies would be integrated with 
existing pulp and paper operations has recently gained 
interest in academia and the industry to achieve more 
efficient use of wood-derived biomass [2]. One suggested 
technology for the next generation IFBR is the integration 
of the hemicellulose extraction process step into an exist-
ing kraft pulp line, allowing the co-production of pulp and 
hemicellulose-based chemicals.

Hemicelluloses are the second most abundant biomass-
based polysaccharide in the world after cellulose. In wood, 
they comprise about one third of the dry weight. The 
predominant type of hemicelluloses in hardwoods is 
O -acetyl- (4-O -methylglucurono)xylan, or simply xylan. 
Thus, an existing fiber line producing bleached hardwood 
kraft pulp represents an attractive source for the industrial-
scale production of xylan. Consequently, several options for 
extracting xylan from the kraft pulp mill material streams 
have been proposed: from wood chips by a prehydrolysis 

process before cooking [3,4], from early cooking liquor 
[5,6], from weak black liquor [5,7], from LignoBoost filtrate 
[8], or from bleached hardwood kraft pulp [9,10]. When 
connecting these xylan extraction processes to the kraft 
process, the considerable value potential of utilizing the 
xylan fraction should be realized to maintain an economically 
feasible process.Therefore, when a xylan product of high 
purity is targeted, xylan extraction from bleached pulp 
seems to be the most reasonable option, because no 
expensive purification steps are needed to remove the 
lignin and other contaminants present in the prehydrolyzates 
and cooking liquors.

Alkaline extraction of xylan from bleached birch kraft pulp 
xylan is reported to yield a high molar weight xylan in a pure 
polymeric form [9,10], which might be advantageous in terms 
of the further processing of xylan. Traditionally, the indus-
trial use of xylan has mainly concentrated on its conversion 
into furfural and xylitol. Xylan and xylan derivatives also have 
been investigated widely as a functional additive in papermak-
ing purposes in the past [11,12] and recently [13-15]. However, 
several other possibilities to exploit this valuable raw mate-
rial have been reported. Besides using xylan for papermaking 
purposes, potential end uses for xylan-based products include 
films and barrier coatings [16-18], hydrogels [19,20], foods 
[21], and even pharmaceuticals [22]. Therefore, alkaline ex-
traction of xylan from bleached birch kraft pulp might pro-
vide significantly improved industrial profitability by offering 
companies new sources of revenue.

In addition to the production of xylan, the integrated alka-
line extraction of bleached pulp allows simultaneous produc-

Alkaline xylan extraction of bleached  
kraft pulp – effect of extraction time  

on pulp chemical composition  
and physical properties
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ABSTRACT: In this pilot scale study, we examined the effects of alkaline extraction time on xylan removal, pulp 
and paper properties, and the consequences that need to be addressed when scaling up and intensifying the pro-
cess. Alkaline extraction of bleached birch kraft pulp yields two fractions: pure polymeric xylan and pulp with 
reduced xylan content. Our results indicate that a similar amount of xylan can be extracted in 5 min as the amount 
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tion of birch kraft pulp with reduced xylan content. According 
to our previous studies, this fraction could be used to replace 
a part of the unextracted birch pulp in a papermaking furnish 
[23]. To our knowledge, despite many laboratory studies on 
the effects of partial xylan extraction on pulp properties 
[10,24,25] and studies concerning the use of the extracted 
xylan product [11-22,26], the possibility of implementing the 
alkaline extraction process of birch kraft pulp on a larger scale 
has not been published. Although the end application fre-
quently has been addressed, an industrially applicable process 
solution is still lacking. The aim of this study was to explore 
and develop the scale-up and process intensification of an al-
kaline extraction process to a pilot level concept. To produce 
birch kraft pulp with low xylan content to be used as a raw 
material in a papermaking furnish, particular attention was 
paid to the effect of extraction time on xylan dissolution. In 
addition, important aspects were addressed in relation to the 
effect of alkaline extraction on pulp and fiber properties.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
An industrial dried ECF bleached birch kraft pulp containing 
74.6% cellulose, 24.9% xylan, and 0.5% glucomannan was ob-
tained from a Finnish pulp mill. The alkaline extraction was 
carried out on a pilot-scale LC-loop for low consistency flows 
at FiberLaboratory, Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences, in 
Savonlinna, Finland.

Pulp	extraction
Two 7.75 m3 pulper batches, each containing 332.5 kg of o.d. 
pulp, were first prepared using a vertical pulper (pulp consis-
tency 4.29%). The two batches were then combined and trans-
ferred to a 30 m3 storage tank.

The alkaline extraction was carried out in the 30 m3 
extraction tank, which was equipped with a Sulzer Salomix 
SLF chest agitator (Sulzer Pumps; Winterthur, Switzerland). 
We first diluted 0.75 m3 of a 50% sodium hydroxide solution 
in the tank with 9 m3 of cold water. When the temperature of 
the alkali solution was decreased to about 25°C, the pulp was 
fed into the extraction tank. Filling the extraction tank with 

the slushed pulp took 6.30 min. When all the materials were 
in the extraction tank, the extraction time count was started. 
The circulation of the pulp from the bottom of the tank to the 
top of the tank (circulation loop) was initiated with a volume 
flow of 33.5 L/s, and the rotor speed of the mixer was adjusted 
to 815 rpm. Other conditions included sodium hydroxide 
concentration in the extraction of 0.56 M, pH of 12.5, 24.1°C 
temperature, 2.6% pulp consistency, and 25.5 m3 total volume 
of the suspension.

After an extraction time of 60 min, the pulp was immedi-
ately washed using a pressure-fed MicraScreen (Andritz; Graz, 
Austria) having 100 micron plate openings. Washing, with a 
volume flow of 33.5 L/s (washing loop), was continued until 
the pH of the pulp suspension was below 10. Figure 1  shows 
the extraction and washing procedure.

Sampling
Pulp samples were collected after 5, 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 min 
extraction from the circulation loop pipeline of the extraction 
tank (Fig. 1). The pulp samples were washed with tap water 
immediately after sampling using a Büchner funnel equipped 
with a Tamfelt Gapmaster Pro F35654GM commercial wire 
(Metso; Helsinki, Finland). The first filtrate was immediately 
returned to the funnel and rapidly filtrated through the 
formed cake to preserve the fines in the pulp samples. A part 
of the first filtrate was recovered for further investigation. The 
pulp cakes were washed in the funnel with tap water until 
the pH of the filtrate was below 8. To determine the extrac-
tion yield, the pulp cakes were dried at 105°C and weighed. A 
similar washing procedure in the Büchner funnel was per-
formed for the MicraScreen-washed pulp to minimize the ef-
fect of the sampling procedure on comparability of the results.

Methods
We calculated the xylose-to-glucose ratio (XGR) of the pulp 
samples based on the relative monosaccharide composition 
of the pulp samples after acid hydrolysis (SCAN CM 71:09, 
“Carbohydrate composition”). A high pressure liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC) device equipped with a Varian MetaCarb 
87P analytical column (7.8 mm x 300 mm, 20.0 µL) from Agi-
lent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA), and a refractive 
index detector was used for the detection of monosaccharides 
from the hydrolyzates. Before injection into the HPLC device, 
the hydrolyzates were filtered through a 0.2-micron cellulose 
acetate membrane filter and diluted using ultrapure water. 
HPLC separation of monosaccharides was carried out at a col-
umn temperature of 80°C and flow rate of 0.4 mL/min for 35 
min. The injection volume was 10 µL. Ultrapure water was 
used as an eluent in separation.

Fiber properties were determined using an optical fiber 
analyzer. Pulp viscosity was determined according to ISO 
5351:1, “Determination of limiting viscosity number in cupri-
ethylenediamine (CED) solution.” The water retention value 
(WRV) was determined according to ISO 23714, “Determina-
tion of water retention value (WRV),” and the Schopper-

1. The procedure used for the pulp extraction and washing of 
the alkaline extracted pulp.
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Riegler (SR) number was determined according to SCAN-C 
19:65, “Determination of drainability – Part 1: Schopper-
Riegler method.” Handsheet preparation and testing of paper 
properties were performed according to EN ISO 5269-1:1998, 
“Preparation of laboratory sheets for physical testing -- Part 1: 
Conventional sheet-former method,” from pure pulp samples 
without any addition of chemicals. 

The total organic carbon (TOC) in the first filtrates from 
the Büchner filtrations was determined using a TOC analyzer. 
Before the TOC analyses, the pH of the filtrates was adjusted 
to 9 using dilute hydrochloric acid.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect	of	extraction	time	on	xylan	dissolution

Figure 2 shows the XGR of the pulp samples and the TOC 
load in the corresponding alkaline filtrates. During the first  
5 min of the extraction, the XGR decreased by 37.5%, from 
0.32 to 0.20. The corresponding yield loss during the extrac-
tion was in the range of 7.0% to 9.7% (Table I ), which is in 
accordance with the results given in a previously published 
laboratory scale study [10]. The XGR shows a slight decrease 
over the period of 5-45 min, while the yield loss shows a  
decrease during this same interval. This might indicate that 
some xylan redeposition was taking place during the extrac-
tion or the Büchner washing procedure used in separation of 
the filtrates. However, the XGR results indicate that practi-
cally the same amount of xylan can be extracted in 5 min as 
in 60 min. A similar effect has been observed when attempt-
ing to upgrade paper-grade pulps to dissolving-grade pulps; 
the decrease in xylan content during the extraction with  
sodium hydroxide [27] or nitren [28] occurs very rapidly.

Our hypothesis concerning the negligible effect of extrac-
tion time on xylan removal is further supported by the deter-
mination of the TOC of the extraction filtrates (Figure 2). The 
slight increase in TOC during extraction could be attributable 
to some cellulose degradation taking place during extraction. 

The TOC content of the filtrate from the pressure-fed screen 
was somewhat higher than that of the Büchner filtrates. This 
can be attributed, at least partially, to the presence of some 
fines in filtrate from the pressure-fed screen.

In the filtrate sample taken after 60 min of extraction time, 
TOC content was 1.06 g/L. We presume that all of this TOC 
originates from the extracted xylan, and that it would corre-
spond to 63.1 kg of xylan, representing 9.5% of the pulp mate-
rial and 38.1% of the xylan in this pulp. Both of these values 
are in good agreement with the results from the determina-
tion of pulp XGR and yield loss. Thus, it seems that the TOC 
determination used in this study, where pH adjustment is  
required, is able to give a reliable approximation on the extrac-
tion result. These results indicate that a minimum amount of 
xylan is precipitated during the pH adjustment.

Effect	of	alkaline	extraction	and	washing		
on	fiber	characteristics

Table I I  shows the WRV, pulp viscosity, and fiber 
characteristics of the pulp samples determined with the 
optical fiber analyzer. Modern automated optical analyzers 
allow measurements to be performed on a good quantity of 
fibers to give reliable and repeatable results on morphological 
character of fibers [29]. The alkaline extraction had slight 
effects on the morphological character of the fibers. First, the 
average length-weighted fiber length reduced from 0.99 mm 
to 0.97 mm during the alkaline extraction. Second, the fiber 
width seems to increase during the alkaline extraction, which 
is caused by the opening of the inter- and intramicellar 
structure of the cellulose that renders the fibers into a more 
swollen form. Thirdly, the coarseness-to-width ratio was 
reduced, possibly because of the removal of interstitial 
material during the extraction and consequential increase in 
fiber wall porosity. For instance, in alkaline pulping, material 
dissolution causes the pore volume of the fibers first to 
increase and then to decrease as a result of the collapse of the 
pore structure, thus yielding a more compact structure [30]. 
A similar effect likely occurs at the beginning of alkaline 
extraction as well, resulting in lower coarseness-to-width 
ratios after 5 min of extraction compared with other extracted 
samples. Finally, the alkaline extraction caused slight fiber 
deformations, which can be seen as an increase in the fiber 
form alternations in the transverse and longitudinal direction 
(i.e., curl and kink indices). 

2. The effect of extraction time (0-60 min) on the xylose-to-
glucose ratio (XGR) of pulp samples and the total organic 
compounds (TOC) content of corresponding alkaline filtrates. 

Extraction Time (min) Yield Loss (% o.d. pulp)

5 9.7

10 7.3

20 7.0

30 7.4

45 7.8

60 8.1

I. The effect of extraction time (5-60 min) on the yield loss with 
basis of o.d. pulp. 
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WRV and pulp viscosity both are affected by the alkaline 
extraction. WRV increased approximately 20% compared 
with the reference during the first 5 min of extraction, after 
which the WRV remained at the same level. Alkali treatment 
increases the WRV of the pulp, and the results obtained here 
indicate that the penetration of alkali into the fiber cell wall 
takes place almost instantaneously, which is in accordance 
with previous studies [31]. As shown in Table II, the pulp vis-
cosity reaches a maximum value over 20 min to 45 min. At 
the initial extraction, there is practically no influence on pulp 
viscosity, although some hemicelluloses can be extracted. 
However, this is interesting since it reveals that the process 
could be intensified but that the process conditions (e.g., ex-
traction time) are very crucial in terms of end product quality. 
For instance, a small change in the delay time during the ex-
traction from 5 min to 10 min apparently would change the 
pulp viscosity more than 10%. The degree of polymerization 
is substantially lower for hemicelluloses in comparison to cel-
lulose. In this context, it seems reasonable that the increase 
in pulp viscosity at the beginning of the extraction is at least 
partially attributable to the lower content of hemicelluloses 
in the pulp samples. However, the pulp viscosity decreased 
toward the end of the extraction, although no changes in 
xylan content were observed. Consequently, we can assume 
that, because all of the removable xylan has been extracted, 
change in the cellulose form, shifts in the arrangement of cel-
lulose agglomerates, or a decrease in the degree of polymer-
ization of cellulose might occur [32,33].

The amount of primary fines remains at a nearly constant 
level during alkaline extraction. The modest changes in the 
fines content of the pulp samples can be explained by some 
losses taking place in the Büchner filtration of the pulp sam-

ples. However, the pulp fines contents given in Table II reveal 
that the MicraScreen equipment used for pulp washing frac-
tionated the extracted pulp heavily. As a result of the washing 
procedure, the pulp fines content was reduced from about 
1.7% to 0.4%. Because the loss of fines is clearly undesirable, 
some other arrangements in pulp washing should be consid-
ered to preserve the primary fines in the pulp.

Although the pulp fines content was substantially reduced 
by the washing procedure, the WRV was reduced by only 4%. 
Thus, we can conclude that the primary fines do not contrib-
ute significantly to the WRV in this case, and that the increase 
in WRV mainly was the result of an altered fiber structure. 
Normally, the fines fraction of chemical pulp has a high con-
tent of ionic groups, which contributes positively to the water-
binding capacity of the pulp [34,35]. However, according to 
our previous results [36], the fines separated from alkali-ex-
tracted birch kraft pulp contain notably less of these ionic 
groups than the fines from unextracted pulp. Therefore, the 
water-binding capacity of primary fines probably has been 
reduced by alkaline extraction.

Hemicelluloses are the primary source of ionic groups in 
chemical pulp. Thus, the WRV can be expected to decrease 
when the hemicelluloses are partially removed. However, our 
results indicate that a 20.5% increase in pulp WRV can be ob-
served during the first 5 min of extraction, after which the 
WRV remains quite stable. Because the WRV increased de-
spite the partial removal of hemicelluloses, we presume that 
the alkaline extraction used here mainly removed xylan from 
the fiber surfaces. For ECF-bleached birch kraft pulp fibers, it 
has been reported that the surface layer has a higher relative 
content of xylan in comparison with the inner layers [37]. 
When the surface xylan is removed, more of the charged 

Extraction  

Time (min)

Water  
Retention  

Value (g/g)

Fiber  
Lengtha 

(mm)

Fiber  
Width  
(µm)

Finesa 
(%)

Coarseness 
-to-Width  

Ratio 
(g/m2)

Curl  
(%)

Kink  
Index  
(1/m)

Viscosity 
(mL/g)

0 1.17 ± 0.01 0.99 16.00 1.66 7.00 11.2 733 918 ± 13

5 1.41 ± 0.01 0.98 16.03 1.65 4.43 11.3 728 926 ± 13

10 1.38 ± 0.01 0.97 16.09 1.65 6.06 11.3 780 1024 ± 68

20 1.40 ± 0.01 0.98 16.10 1.62 5.90 11.5 797 1130 ± 32

30 1.41 ± 0.01 0.97 16.14 1.65 5.55 11.8 782 1053 ± 51

45 1.42 ± 0.01 0.97 16.15 1.61 5.76 11.8 810 1134 ± 12

60 1.41 ± 0.01 0.97 16.09 1.65 5.32 11.9 817 967 ± 58

60 + washed 1.35 ± 0.01 0.97 16.65 0.38 5.98 16.4 1429 1032 ± 9

Change caused by  
pulp washing with 
MicraScreen, %

-4 ±0 +4 -77 +12 +38 +75 +7

a Length-weighted average.

II. The effect of extraction time and subsequent washing on pulp and fiber properties. The change caused by pulp washing with 
MicraScreen was calculated as the percentage increase/decrease of the 60 min + washed value compared with the 60 min value.
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groups in the fiber wall are exposed, allowing more water to 
penetrate the fiber wall. In addition, the more porous struc-
ture of the fiber wall would lead to increased accessibility of 
the remaining charged groups in the fiber wall. Water is much 
harder to remove from intra- than inter-wall locations [38]. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the location of the hemicel-
luloses remaining within the porous fiber wall after extrac-
tion plays an important role in determining the water binding 
capacity of the extracted fibers.

The washing procedure caused a 38% increase in fiber curl 
and a 75% increase in the kink index. The notably higher in-
crease in the kink index indicates that the shear forces gener-
ated by pumps and other equipment mainly induce clearly 
measurable angles (kinks) in the three-dimensional fiber 
shape rather than merely curling the fibers. This finding is in 
line with the fact that fibers with a low amount of hemicellu-
loses are very susceptible to mechanically induced deforma-
tion and acquire more local fiber wall defects compared with 
pulp with a high hemicellulose content [39-41].

Effect	of	alkaline	extraction	and	washing		
on	paper	properties

Table I I I  shows the properties of handsheets made from 
non-beaten pulps. The results indicate that a shorter 

extraction time would be more favorable in terms of the 
paper properties of non-beaten pulp. The washing 
procedure used here and the resulting removal of primary 
fines had a detrimental effect on the strength properties of 
non-beaten pulp. Before preparation of the handsheets, the 
reference sample (0 min extraction) needed to be wet-
disintegrated according to ISO 5263-1:2004, “Laboratory 
wet disintegration -- Part 1: Disintegration of chemical 
pulps,” to remove fiber bundles. Alkaline extraction was 
found to remove fiber bundles, so the wet-disintegration 
procedure was not required for the extracted samples. This 
observation indicates that if alkaline extraction is performed 
for baled birch pulp, subsequent deflaking of the pulp is not 
needed after slushing and extraction.

Table III demonstrates that paper properties such as 
tensile, tear, and tensile stiffness indices increase at the 
beginning of extraction and decrease toward the end of 
extraction. Despite the slight increase in the initial paper 
properties at the beginning of alkaline extraction, 
development of paper properties during beating is slower 
for pulp with low hemicel lulose content [31,42]. 
Therefore, the beatability of alkaline extracted pulp 
samples likely deteriorated to some extent with shorter 
extraction times.

Property
0  

min
5  

min
10  

min
20  

min
30  

min
45  

min
60  

min

60  
min + 

washed

Change 
Caused by 

Pulp Washing  
with 

MicraScreen, 
%

Apparent bulk-
density, kg/m³

679 690 694 693 691 689 684 675 -1

°SR, - 21 20 20 20 20 20 20 17 -15

Tensile index,  
Nm/g

42.5 
± 3.0

42.0 
± 1.3

43.1 
± 2.5

41.6 
± 1.1

42.1 
± 1.1

39.7 
± 1.7

41.2 
± 1.9

35.1 
± 1.5

-15

Tear index,  
Nm2/kg

7.44 
± 0.47

7.99 
± 0.36

8.22 
± 0.22

7.38 
± 0.42

7.91 
± 0.33

7.00 
± 0.55

6.86 
± 0.45

6.58 
± 0.22

-4

Tensile stiffness  
index, kNm/g

6.28 
± 0.20

6.53 
± 0.20

6.59 
± 0.28

6.24 
± 0.22

6.48 
± 0.17

6.32 
± 0.17

6.36 
± 0.29

5.6 
± 0.24

-12

Stretch, %
2.46 

± 0.31
2.31 

± 0.09
2.43 

± 0.24
2.60 

± 0.18
2.48 

± 0.17
2.30 

± 0.18
2.57 

± 0.23
2.40 

± 0.13
-7

Tensile energy  
absorption index,  
mJ/g

765.7 
± 136.8

720.2
± 43.6

778.1 
± 111.6

799.6 
± 52.3

777.6 
± 66.0

678.8 
± 76.1

786.5 
± 86.8

626.7 
± 46.3

-21

Air permeance  
(Bendtsen),  
µm/Pas

35.3 
± 2.7

34.5 
± 0.8

32.6 
± 0.7

33.8 
± 1.4

35.1 
± 1.0

35.0 
± 0.9

33.4 
± 2.4

40.4 
± 0.0

+20

Light-scattering  
co-efficient, -

32.4 33.2 32.2 33.1 32.7 32.8 32.9 31.6 -4

Opacity, -
75.4 

± 0.34
76.2 

± 0.36
75.4 

± 0.67
75.9 

± 0.75
75.6 

± 0.38
75.7 

± 0.45
75.7 

± 0.57
75.4 

± 1.28
±0

III. The paper properties of handsheets made from extracted pulp samples. The change caused by pulp washing with MicraScreen 
was calculated as the percentage increase/decrease of the 60 min + washing value compared to the 60 min value.
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CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated a pilot-scale alkaline extraction trial using 
0.56 M sodium hydroxide to remove xylan from birch kraft 
pulp fibers. The effect of the extraction time on the carbohy-
drate composition of the pulp, and on the fiber and paper 
properties, shows the following:

•  Alkaline extraction time has no effect on xylan removal; 
a similar amount is extracted in 5 min as in 60 min.

•  Alkaline extraction of 60 min has only modest effects on 
fiber morphology. However, a 20% increase in WRV oc-
curs during the first 5 min of extraction.

•  Shorter extraction times are beneficial for the paper 
properties of non-beaten pulp, which indicates an op-
portunity for process intensification.

 
The scale-up of the alkaline extraction procedure for 

bleached birch kraft pulp is possible, although the pulp wash-
ing procedure used in our study revealed that the removal of 
sodium hydroxide from the pulp requires optimization. In our 
case, the alkaline-extracted fibers were damaged during 
washing and the primary fines were almost completely lost. 
In addition, if the xylan-rich alkaline filtrates are not used as 
such at the mill, the efficient recovery of xylan from the alka-
line filtrates and reuse of sodium hydroxide in extraction is 
an important aspect for the economy of the process. There-
fore, developments in separation processes are needed for 
achieving feasible recovery of the extracted xylan. However, 
the alkaline extraction of xylan from bleached birch kraft 
pulp could offer a new specialty fiber to be used as a platform 
material for fiber engineering and pure polymeric xylan with 
potential use in high value products. TJ
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Alkaline extraction previously has been investigated 
when attempting to convert paper-grade kraft pulps 
to dissolving-grade pulps. However, after extracting 
the fibers at milder alkaline conditions, the hemicellu-
lose extracted kraft pulp fibers possibly could be used 
as a functional fiber component in the papermaking 
furnish. Therefore, we have chosen this topic to give 
new insights into the effects of alkaline extraction on 
fiber and paper properties. The present study focuses 
on alkaline extraction of bleached birch kraft pulp 
with particular attention to the effect of extraction 
time on xylan dissolution.

The most interesting finding obtained from this 
study was that alkaline extraction time has no signifi-
cant effect on the quantities of xylan removal; a simi-
lar amount was extracted in 5 min and in 60 min, re-
spectively. Also, shorter extraction times are 
beneficial for the paper and fiber properties of non-
beaten pulp. Therefore, the extraction of xylan could 
be considered to be relatively easy to implement in an 
industrial scale when short extraction times are 
required.

The xylan-extracted pulp possibly could be used 
as a specialty fiber in a variety of applications or as a 
component in paper or board, whereas the produced 

xylan could be used in-house or sold for product up-
grading. This kind of approach could entail process 
intensification opportunities or new sources of reve-
nue for pulp and paper industry companies.

The next step in our research is to study the effects 
of the addition of xylan-poor fibers in the papermak-
ing process on wet-end chemistry and end-product 
properties.
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Recently, the possibility of obtaining polymeric xylan 
as a side stream from an existing fiber line producing 

bleached hardwood kraft pulp has gained much interest. 
In general, xylan could be isolated by means of relative-
ly simple process arrangements applying short alkaline 
extraction at room temperature [1-4]. The resulting xylan 
fraction represents a potential value-added product with 
several suggested end applications in areas such as paper-
making, paper and board converting, the food industry, 
and even pharmaceuticals [5-9]. However, to maintain the 
process feasibility of this approach, it is a pre-requisite 
that the alkali-extracted pulp also remains applicable for 
papermaking. 

The main difficulties related to the use of alkali-extracted 
pulp in papermaking include increased energy consumption 
in refining and somewhat altered fiber properties. Regardless 
of the wood species and pulping method, the reported char-
acteristics of pulps with reduced hemicellulose content often 
include decreased pulp beatability and tensile strength, in-
creased or similar tear strength, and comparable zero-span 
strength [10-14]. On the other hand, we recently showed that, 
by careful optimization of the extraction conditions, some of 
the negative effects on pulp quality can be prevented, and 
some of its properties may even be improved [4].

Another issue worth considering is that the fiber charge 
will be reduced together with the pulp xylan content. In soft-
woods and hardwoods, the fiber charge originates mainly from 
the 4-O-methyl-α-D-glucopyranosyluronic acid groups bound 
to the xylan backbone, and an anionic charge is generated 
through ionization of these groups under prevailing conditions 
[15]. Because the xylan-based anionic sites on fiber surfaces 

are the main retention sites for most papermaking additives, a 
reduced pulp xylan content is likely to have significant impli-
cations on the wet end chemistry of the paper machine. 

In our previous work, we demonstrated that alkaline ex-
traction of bleached kraft pulp reduces the amount of charged 
groups in fibers, which is then reflected in their ability to fix 
chemicals and fillers [16]. The aim of the present pilot scale 
study was to further clarify how alkali-extracted kraft pulp 
affects wet end chemistry and paper product quality. In addi-
tion, the present paper discusses the implications that varying 
pulp xylan content may have in the papermaking process.

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Elemental chlorine free (ECF)-bleached dried birch kraft 
pulp was obtained from a Finnish pulp mill. In order to pre-
pare a pulp with reduced xylan content, 665 kg of this pulp 
was extracted with a mild solution of sodium hydroxide  
(0.56 M, 1 h at room temperature)  as described in [4], and 
used as a fiber source in the paper machine stock. Table I 
shows the chemical compositions of the unextracted and 
alkali-extracted pulps. 

Effect of reduced pulp xylan content  
on wet end chemistry and paper 
properties    — a pilot scale study
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 Application: The results of this study can be applied to predict the implications of varying pulp xylan content 
on the wet end chemistry of the paper machine and the resulting paper properties.

Unextracted Alkali-extracted

Carbohydrate Composition

Cellulose, % 74.6 80.7

Xylan, % 24.9 18.7

Glucomannan, % 0.5 0.6

Total, % 100 100

I.  Relative carbohydrate compositions of unextracted and 
alkali-extracted bleached birch kraft pulps. 
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The unextracted and alkali-extracted pulps were refined 
to °SR 22 using a pilot-scale disc refiner with specific energy 
consumptions of 26.0 kWh/ton and 59.4 kWh/ton, respec-
tively. The refined pulps were used as such or as mixtures to 
prepare stocks for a pilot paper machine producing fine paper 
with a basis weight target of 75 g/m2 (Table II). 

The pilot paper machine trials were conducted at Stora 
Enso Research Centre in Imatra, Finland. The pilot machine 
has a dilution-controlled headbox and a fourdrinier-type wire 
section. The temperature of the headbox was adjusted to 
45°C. Table III lists the chemical doses and dosing points. 
The production rate was 60 m/min. The dried paper was 
reeled and cut into sheets. 

The on-site precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) used in 
this trial had a slightly anionic charge, scalenohedral crystal 
form, and a mean particle size around 2 µm, as determined by 
laser diffraction. 

 
Pulp and paper properties 

The relative carbohydrate composition of the pulps was de-
termined after acid hydrolysis (SCAN CM 71:09 “Pulps - Car-
bohydrate composition”). The monosaccharide composition 
of the resulting hydrolysates was detected using high perfor-
mance anion exchange chromatography with pulsed ampero-
metric detection (HPAEC-PAD). 

The total organic carbon (TOC) in the wire water samples 
was determined using a TOC analyzer. Before the TOC analy-
ses, the wire water samples were centrifuged for 15 min at 

3000 rpm, corresponding to 2014 g. The turbidity of the wire 
water samples was measured with a Hach 2100P Turbidimeter 
(Hach; Loveland, CO, USA).

A Mütek SZP-06 system zeta potential device (BTG; 
Eclépens, Switzerland) was used to determine the zeta poten-
tial of the fibers, and a Mütek PCD-02 particle charge detector, 
using cationic poly-DADMAC as a titrant, was used to deter-
mine the cationic demand of the filtrates. 

The fiber properties and pulp fines contents were deter-
mined using an L & W FiberTester (Lorentzen & Wettre; Stock-
holm, Sweden). The water retention value (WRV) and Schop-
per-Riegler (SR) number were determined according to 
standard methods ISO 23714 (“Pulps – Determination of water 
retention value [WRV])” and SCAN-C 19:65 (“Pulps – Deter-
mination of drainability – Part 1: Schopper-Riegler method”). 
The physical testing of the paper sheets was performed ac-
cording to EN ISO 5269-1:1998 (“Pulps - Preparation of labora-
tory sheets for physical testing - Part 1: Conventional sheet-
former method”). The z-directional strength of the paper 
samples was performed using a Scott bond method according 
to TAPPI T 569 (“Internal bond strength [Scott type]”). The 
ash content of the paper samples was determined according 
to TAPPI T 211 (“Ash in wood, pulp, paper, and paperboard: 
combustion at 525°C”). Formation of paper samples was de-
termined with Ambertec Beta Formation tester (Ambertec; 
Espoo, Finland) according to SCAN-P 92:09 (“Paper and board 
– Beta-radiation based grammage formation measurement – 
Point source method”).

The determination of Cobb60 was performed according to 
the standard method ISO 535:1991 (“Paper and board – Deter-
mination of water absorptiveness – Cobb method”). The Her-
cules size test (HST) was performed according to TAPPI T 530 
om-07 (“Size test for paper by ink resistance [Hercules-type 
method]”). The HST measurements were performed using a 
Hercules sizing tester (Hercules; Wilmington, DE, USA) with 
neutral green ink (naphtol green B, standard Fluka quality for 
microscopy and complexometry) and 85% reflectance. 

Atomic force microscope (AFM) images were captured of 

100/0 75/25 50/50 25/75 0/100

Unextracted 
pulp, %

100 75 50 25 0

Alkali-extracted 
pulp, %

0 25 50 75 100

II. Mixing ratios of unextracted and alkali-extracted pulp in pilot 
trial.

Additive Trade Name Added Amount, % Dosing Point

Cationic starch (wet end) Raisamyl 50021 0.4 Mixing chest outlet

Alkyl ketene dimer (AKD) EKA DR28HF 0.15 Level box outlet

Precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) On-site PCC 24
Between level box  

and fan pump

Cationic starch (retention) Raisamyl 50021 0.15
Fan pump inlet 

(short circulation)

Cationic polyacrylamide (C-PAM) Percol 47 0.015
After cyclone 

(short circulation)

Bentonite Hydrocol SH 0.15
Before headbox 

(short circulation)

III. Chemical additives used in pilot trial.
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freeze-dried fibers attached to a microscope glass plate using 
a Bruker Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope (Bruker; 
Billerica, MA, USA) operated in the tapping mode, using low 
spring constant silicon probes (k = 7.0 N/m, tip radius <10 
nm). The typical scanning frequency was 0.5 Hz.  

A light microscope was used for visual imaging of the 
pulps. Before the analysis, the samples were subjected to Si-
mons’ staining [17] where blue (Potamine sky blue) and or-
ange (Potamine fast orange 6 RN) dyes were used.

Chemical retention
The determination of the retention of alkyl ketene dimer 
(AKD) and of starch was based on their concentrations in the 
headbox pulp and in the wire water samples. Before the anal-
yses, the pulp and wire water samples were filtrated using a 
black ribbon filter paper (Whatman, Grade 40; GE Healthcare 
Life Sciences; Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). The fil-
ter papers were then dried together with the solids separated 
from the samples and analyzed for their AKD and starch con-
tent. Both determinations were based on the assumption that 
all of the substance to be analyzed was adsorbed in the solid 
fraction (i.e., no substance remained in the water phase).

The determination of AKD from filter cakes and paper 
samples was performed using solvent extraction and gas chro-
matography as described by Laitinen [18]. The determination 
of starch from filter cakes was performed according to TAPPI 
T 419 om-11 (“Starch in paper”).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pulp properties

Table IV shows some characteristics of the unextracted and 
alkali-extracted pulps refined to °SR 22. The alkaline extrac-
tion procedure used here yields pulp with increased fiber 
width, curl, and WRV; slightly decreased fiber length; and 
about 45% lower fines content compared to the unextracted 
pulp. Before refining, primary fines contents of 1.66% and 
0.38% were determined for the unextracted and alkali-extract-
ed pulps, respectively. Thus, in spite of the remarkably higher 

refining intensity required for alkali-extracted pulp, the 
amount of secondary fines formed during refining was fairly 
similar in both pulps (i.e., 1.04% in the unextracted pulp and 
1.12% in the alkali-extracted pulp). The decreased content of 
primary fines in the alkali-extracted pulp was caused by pulp 
washing applied after extraction [4]. 

The reduced content of fines and xylan in alkali-extracted 
pulp should generally cause the WRV to decrease [2,19], but 
exactly the opposite behavior was observed here. The present 
results are in agreement with our previous observations for 
alkali-extracted laboratory pulp and for unbeaten pilot scale 
pulp [4,16]. The most likely reason for the increased WRV and 
fiber width could be increased fiber swelling, probably caused 
by an exchange of counter ions at negatively charged sites 
from hydrogen form to sodium form. Ion exchange generates 
osmotic pressure within the fiber wall, causing entry of ad-
ditional water into the wall and the accompanying swelling 
and plasticization of the fiber wall [20]. This assumption is 
strongly supported by the microscopic images of beaten pulps 
after Simon’s staining (Fig. 1), showing the accessibility of 

Length-weighted  
Property

Unextracted Alkali-extracted

Fiber length, mm 0.96 (0.01) 0.93 (0.00)

Fiber width, µm 19.9 (0.00) 20.5 (0.00)

Fines content, % 2.7 (0.00) 1.5 (0.00)

Curl, % 11.2 (0.44) 14.6 (0.09)

Water retention  
value, g/g

1.69 (0.01) 1.85 (0.04)

IV.  Some characteristics of unextracted and alkali-extracted 
bleached birch kraft pulps at °SR 22. Fiber characteristics were 
determined as duplicates (standard deviation given in brackets).

1. Unextracted fibers (left) and alkali-extracted fibers (right) after Simons’ staining. 
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fibers to high molecular weight (orange) and low molecular 
weight (blue) dyes. 

According to Fig. 1, the alkali-extracted pulp has a higher 
accessibility to the high-molecular weight orange dye than the 
unextracted pulp. This is seen as a larger proportion of or-
ange-colored material in Fig. 1, and indicates a less compact 
fiber wall structure with increased porosity, probably because 
of swelling and dissolution of xylan from the cell wall and 
some mechanical damage induced by more intensive refining. 
Figure 1 also shows there is more orange-dyed fibrillar mate-
rial on the surfaces of the alkali-extracted fibers.

AFM measurements performed on unbeaten fibers before 
and after alkaline extraction revealed that the surface of the 
alkali-extracted pulp is rougher than that of the unextracted 
pulp. Table V shows the average roughness and root mean 
square roughness values obtained through analysis of sev-
eral samples. 

The roughness values in Table V have relatively high stan-
dard deviations and thus can only be taken as rough esti-
mates. A better insight into the differences in surface struc-
ture between the pulps can be obtained from Fig. 2, which 
reveals a structural change, particularly in the P layer. The 
dissolution of xylan seems to cause partial liberation of sur-
face fibrils and partial swelling of fibers, which increases the 
microroughness of the alkali-extracted pulp compared to the 
unextracted pulp. 

Based on the above and previously reported results, we 
assume that mainly the surface xylan has been removed in 
this case because of the relatively low alkali concentration. 
Kraft pulps typically have a high surface xylan content 
[21,22], and the amount of extractable xylan is determined 
chiefly by the alkali concentration. At most, about an 80% 
reduction in the pulp xylan content can be reached using a 
9% NaOH solution in extraction. On the other hand, the re-
maining 20% cannot be leached out from the cell wall, and 
is considered to be inaccessible xylan, probably bound to 
cellulose fibril aggregates [23,24].

Wet end chemistry results
Table VI shows the important characteristics of the paper-
making stocks with a varying mixing ratio of unextracted and 
alkali-extracted pulp. It is evident that, when the portion of 
alkali-extracted pulp in the furnish is increased, the zeta po-
tential of the headbox stock is shifted to less negative values, 

Sample
Average 

Roughness, nm
Root Mean Square 

Roughness, nm

Unextracted 40 (19) 51 (19)

Alkali-extracted 57 (24) 70 (23)

V.  Average roughness and root mean square roughness values 
for unextracted and alkali-extracted pulp (standard deviation 
given in brackets).

2. Atomic force microscope amplitude, phase, and topography images of unextracted (top panels) and alkali-extracted (bottom 
panels) fiber surfaces before refining (image area 2 µm × 2 µm). 
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and the cationic demand of the wire water samples approach-
es zero. At mixing ratios of 25/75 and 0/100, there is virtually 
no cationic demand left in the wire water samples (Table VI). 

The main reason behind the observed changes in zeta po-
tential and cationic demand with an increasing amount of al-
kali-extracted pulp in furnish is the reduced charge density of 
alkali-extracted pulp fines in particular [16]. The adsorption 
of starch onto fines and filler particles is favored over adsorp-
tion onto the fiber fraction, mainly because of the larger spe-
cific surface area and surface charge of fines [25,26]. Thus, 
when unextracted pulp is replaced by alkali-extracted pulp, 
the consumption of cationic starch and retention aid by the 
anionic material in the wire water will be decreased. Simulta-
neously, the adsorption of cationic starch and retention poly-
mer onto the fiber fraction is facilitated, causing the zeta po-
tential to become less negative. Furthermore, the adsorption 
of cationic additives on the fiber surface is probably favored by 
the rougher surface structure of the alkali-extracted pulp [27].

Table VI shows that wire water turbidity, solids content, 
and TOC content are decreased with an increasing proportion 
of alkali-extracted pulp. These results demonstrate that the 
amount of non-retained material in the wire water decreases 
when the proportion of alkali-extracted pulp in the furnish is 
increased. The reason for this seems to be the improved over-
all retention efficiency. 

Table VII shows machine data for first pass retention and 
filler retention, together with the retention values determined 
in the headbox for both cationic starch and AKD. With respect 
to chemical retention, the optimal mixing ratio of unextract-
ed and alkali-extracted pulp is 25/75. At this mixing ratio, the 
highest retention levels are obtained for all components (i.e., 
filler, starch, and AKD). Whenever a portion of alkali-extract-
ed pulp was included in the papermaking, filler retention in 
particular increased to a significantly higher level than when 
only unextracted birch kraft pulp was used. The increased 
filler retention was obvious in the first pass retention, but even 
more so in the retention of starch and AKD, both of which 
were increased by more than 10% units at a mixing ratio of 
25/75. The results are in accordance with findings that a major 

part of the cationic polyelectrolytes and a large proportion of 
PCC typically are adsorbed onto the fines fraction [25,28,29]. 
However, together with our previously published laboratory 
results [16], the present results strongly suggest that the less 
charged fines in alkali-extracted pulp consume less cationic 
additives, and adsorption onto the fiber fraction is simultane-
ously favored by the increased roughness of the fiber surfaces. 

Besides the amount and type of fines, the presence of a 
sufficient amount of anionic charge is equally important for 
the retention of cationic polyelectrolytes. The results in Table 
VII suggest that for a mixing ratio of 0/100, the cationic load 
in the system is likely to be too high because the filler reten-
tion is notably lower at a mixing ratio of 25/75. In other words, 
there are probably not enough anionic sites left for the effi-
cient attachment of cationic additives. Thus, the driving force 
for retention diminishes, and the originally negatively charged 
particles may ultimately obtain steric or positive electrostatic 
repulsion forces to dominate the particle interactions. Obvi-
ously, this must lead to decreased filler retention, which is in 
turn reflected in the retention of AKD and starch, because a 
significant portion of these is typically adsorbed onto the fill-
er surface [26,30]. 

Mixing  
Ratio,  
%/%

Machine Chest Headbox Wire Water

Water 
Retention 
Value, g/g

°SR pH
Consistency, 

g/L

ζ- 
Potential, 

mV

Turbidity, 
NTU

Consistency, 
mg/L

Total  
Organic 

Carbon, ppm

Cationic  
Demand,  
mekv/L

100/0 1.69 19.0 9.4 7.1 -22.3 1.62 0.53 22.8 -0.012

75/25 1.71 20.0 9.3 6.9 -21.9 0.78 0.40 17.8 - 0.006

50/50 1.76 19.0 9.2 6.9 -19.1 0.40 0.39 13.4 -0.003

25/75 1.79 18.5 9.1 6.8 -17.1 0.43 0.35 10.7 -0.001

0/100 1.81 19.0 9.0 6.7 -14.9 0.45 0.36 7.8 -0.001

VI.  Properties of the pulp and process water samples from machine chest, headbox stock, and wire section. Mixing ratio =  
% unextracted pulp/% alkali-extracted pulp. 

Mixing Ratio,  
%/%

First Pass 
Retention,  

%

Filler,  
%

Starch, 
%

AKD,  
%

100/0 92.5 76.3 79.8 75.8

75/25 94.1 81.2 85.7 84.9

50/50 94.2 81.0 89.3 85.1

25/75 94.7 87.8 90.7 86.8

0/100 94.6 82.1 88.6 86.5

VII.  First pass retention and retention of filler, starch and alkyl 
ketene dimer (AKD) for different mixing ratios of unextracted 
and alkali-extracted pulp. Retention values for starch and AKD 
are based on their concentrations in headbox stock and wire 
water. Mixing ratio = % unextracted pulp/% alkali-extracted 
pulp. 
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Another consequence that follows from the replacement 
of the unextracted pulp with alkali-extracted pulp is the in-
creased WRV of the machine chest furnish, which includes 
wet end starch. A steady increase from 1.69 g/g to 1.81 g/g 
can be seen as the proportion of alkali-extracted pulp in the 
papermaking furnish is raised (Table VI). This is to be expect-
ed because the corresponding WRVs of the pulps without any 
wet end starch dosing were 1.69 g/g and 1.85 g/g, respective-
ly. During the trial, no significant differences in steam con-
sumption at the drying section were observed, but the dry 
matter content determined after third press was slightly re-
duced, from 41.2% to 39.8%, when unextracted pulp was fully 
replaced by alkali-extracted pulp. 

Sizing performance
Figure 3 shows the effect of replacing some of the ordinary 
birch kraft fibers with alkali-extracted fibers on AKD sizing, 
evaluated by means of Cobb60 and HST sizing tests, and by the 
amount of AKD determined from paper samples. According 
to our results, the AKD content of paper is linearly increased 
when the proportion of alkali-extracted pulp is increased. 
When replacing all of the unextracted pulp with alkali-ex-
tracted pulp, the AKD content of paper was increased by 15%. 
However, in all of the paper samples, the AKD content seemed 
to be somewhat lower than could be expected based on the 
retention values determined in the headbox (Table VII). 

The water absorption capacity of paper (measured as the 

Mixing Ratio, %/% 100/0 75/25 50/50 25/75 0/100

Grammage, g/m2 77.9 76.5 75.5 77.6 76.1

Ash content, % 19.5 20.7 21.1 21.0 21.6

Thickness, µm 123 122 127 125 119

Density, kg/m³ 633 627 594 621 639

Bulk, cm³/g 1.58 1.59 1.68 1.61 1.56

Specific formation number, √g/m 0.41 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.45

Elongation, % 1.79  
(0.24)

1.92 
(0.19)

1.89  
(0.18)

2.38  
(0.19)

1.99  
(0.15)

Tensile index, Nm/g 27.99  
(1.68)

27.37  
(1.20)

27.95  
(1.10)

26.44  
(1.06)

24.78  
(0.77)

Tensile stiffness index, mNm/kg 4.35 
(0.15)

4.14 
(0.12)

4.18  
(0.14)

3.77  
(0.13)

3.80  
(0.10)

Elastic modulus, MPa 2757 
(97.98)

2597  
(77.46)

2480  
(80.62)

2340  
(77.46)

2427  
(63.25)

Fracture toughness index, kJ/kg 354 
(66.34)

373  
(56.91)

376  
(50.61)

459  
(57.38)

353  
(39.97)

Tear index, mNm2/g 4.91 
(0.19)

4.71 
(0.16)

5.31 
(0.16)

5.19 
(0.32)

4.95 
(0.58)

Bendtsen air permanence, µm/Pa s 32.29 
(2.39)

36.48 
(2.71)

34.80 
(1.61)

32.20 
(2.49)

38.75  
(3.04)

Bendtsen roughness, ml/min 778  
(71.1)

692 
(72.7)

896 
(75.9)

952 
(69.7)

675 
(45.9)

Scott bond,* J/m2 152 
(9.43)

160 
(10.13)

168  
(12.19)

184 
(11.65)

162 
(8.51)

Y-value, % 93.43 93.32 93.46 93.57 93.46

ISO brightness, % 88.68 88.71 88.99 89.26 89.21

Opacity, % 86.30 85.73 85.84 86.00 86.71

Light scattering coefficient, s, m2/kg 54.02 54.27 56.96 56.75 58.86

Light absorption coefficient, k, m2/kg 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14

* Top side.

VIII.  Properties of paper samples containing a varying amount of alkali-extracted pulp (standard deviation given in brackets).  
The strength properties are given as a geometric machine direction/cross direction mean. Mixing ratio = % unextracted pulp/ 
% alkali-extracted pulp.
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Cobb60 value) showed a fairly good agreement with the 
amount of AKD. However, for a mixing ratio of 0/100, there 
seemed to be the highest amount of AKD in paper (0.99 kg/
ton), but the Cobb sizing level was notably lower than for a 
mixing ratio of 50/50, for example. Cobb measurements were 
repeated after oven curing the sheets (105°C, 15 min), but cur-
ing did not improve the sizing efficiency. 

The HST size test measures the penetration of ink into the 
paper structure, and is even more sensitive to small-scale 
paper defects than the Cobb test. The results of the HST tests 
(Fig. 3) revealed a difference in the performance of AKD for 
mixing ratios of 25/75 and 0/100 more clearly than one would 
expect based solely on the Cobb60 measurements. HST shows 
nearly no resistance for neutral green ink for a mixing ratio of 
0/100, even though the amount of AKD in paper was the high-
est in this case.

The most probable reason for the observed sizing behavior 
is that the size is unevenly distributed in paper made of 100% 
alkali-extracted pulp, which in turn is most likely a conse-
quence of overloading the system with cationic additives. 
AKD particles are known to be retained by carboxyl groups, 
and if these are already blocked when AKD is applied, poor 
sizing performance can be expected [31]. Another plausible 
explanation for this behavior can be that a higher amount of 
AKD is adsorbed onto PCC filler surfaces when using only 
alkali-extracted pulp. The AKD adsorbed onto a filler surface 
is not able to form bonds with the cellulose hydroxyl groups, 
which may lead to a false orientation of the hydrophobic 
chains and cause a size reversion to take place [32,33].  

Physical properties
Table VIII shows the physical and optical properties of the 
paper samples. Our results indicate that the addition of alka-
li-extracted pulp in paper machine stock together with un-
extracted pulp has only a minor effect on the common fea-
tures of pulps with low hemicellulose content: a decreased 
tensile and tensile stiffness index together with an increased 

tear index [34-37]. Tensile strength and tensile stiffness index 
show a notable decrease only for 100% alkali-extracted pulp 
(Table VIII), while tear index remains practically at the orig-
inal level. This is likely a result of the reinforcing effect, a 
phenomenon that is known from mixtures of mechanical and 
chemical pulps [38,39]. It seems that, when a pulp mixture 
contains unextracted pulp, the unextracted fibers are able to 
form a continuous load-carrying network and therefore no 
decrease is seen in tensile properties. However, if the portion 
of alkali-extracted pulp is further increased close to 100%, 
the load-carrying network of unextracted fibers is lost. In ad-
dition, the different swelling properties of the two fiber types 
will have an effect on the activation of fibers during paper 
drying/consolidation, entailing additional effects on sheet 
bonding and strength properties with mixtures of alkali-ex-
tracted and unextracted pulps [40].

Unexpectedly, the Scott bond showed a considerable in-
crease for a mixing ratio of 25/75 (Table VIII), and therefore, 
it was plotted against sheet density. Figure 4 shows that for 
mixing ratios of 50/50 and 25/75 in particular, high bonding 
strength was obtained for a relatively low sheet density. This 
is interesting since the alkali-extracted pulp had a lower fines 
content than the unextracted pulp. Fines are known to con-
tribute positively to bonding strength. On the other hand, Fig. 
1 shows the presence of a higher amount of fibrils on the 
surface of the alkali-extracted fibers and it has been previ-
ously reported that alkaline extraction increases wet fiber 
flexibility [41]. According to the literature, both of these phe-
nomena increase the relative bonded area [42]. In general, an 
increase in fiber flexibility leads to an increase in the area of 
interfiber contact, thus having an effect on the number of 
interfiber bonds in the fiber network. 

The higher starch retention in papers containing alkali-
extracted pulp (Table VI) very probably contributes to the 
observed increase in internal bond strength. The addition of 
wet end starch improves paper strength through the forma-
tion of additional hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl 

3. Water absorption capacity (Cobb60), Hercules size test sizing 
response, and AKD content of paper samples containing a 
varying proportion of alkali-extracted pulp.

4. Scott bond strength vs. density of paper samples containing a 
varying amount of alkali-extracted pulp.
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groups in the cationic starch and fiber surface during drying. 
The limit of strength improvement obtained by addition of 
starch is reached when the bonds become stronger than the 
fibers themselves. 

The fact that the internal bond strength is increased by the 
addition of alkali-extracted pulp, while the tensile index re-
mains unchanged or is slightly decreased, indicates that the 
increased fiber wall porosity in alkali-extracted pulp does not 
favor the penetration of starch into the fiber wall. Several au-
thors have reported that the in-plane strength properties (i.e., 
tensile strength and strain at break) are affected most by starch 
that is able to penetrate into the fiber wall, while the z-direc-
tion strength is affected independently of the location of the 
adsorbed starch [43,44].

CONCLUSIONS
In this pilot scale study, alkali-extracted pulp with reduced 
xylan content was used to partially or fully replace bleached 
birch kraft pulp as the raw material in papermaking. Based 
on this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

•  Alkaline extraction of birch kraft pulp results in a rough-
er and more fibrillar fiber surface, which seems to be 
beneficial for the retention of cationic additives.

•  The electrostatic charge balance in the wet end is altered 
when the xylan content in the furnish varies, and the 
chemical dosing strategies need to be reconsidered to 
achieve efficient retention.

•  With respect to chemical retention, better results were 
obtained for mixtures of alkali-extracted and unextract-
ed pulp than for either of these pulps alone. Consequent-
ly, the performance of both AKD and wet end starch was 
improved. 

•  The paper strength properties can be maintained at their 
original level, providing that the proportion of alkali-ex-
tracted pulp is 50% or less.

•  The z-direction strength of the paper is increased by 
about 20% when 75% of the unextracted pulp is replaced 
by alkali-extracted pulp.

This study thus demonstrates that alkali-extracted birch 
pulp could be used in papermaking stock without losing the 
physical or mechanical properties of paper. Even a small ad-
dition of extracted pulp seems to favor the retention of chem-
icals by changing the electrostatic charge balance in the wet 
end. TJ
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Alkaline extraction of kraft pulp has previously been 
investigated to convert paper grade pulps to dissolv-
ing grade pulps. However, when extracting the fibers 
under lower alkaline conditions, the resulting fibers 
could be used as a functional fiber component in pa-
permaking furnishes. Therefore, we have chosen this 
topic to give new insights into the effects of alkaline 
extraction on fiber and paper properties.

In our previous study, we examined the effects of 
alkaline extraction of bleached birch kraft pulp on the 
resulting pulp properties as a function of extraction 
time. In the present study, we have continued this 
work by using extracted pulp as a raw material for pa-
permaking. The present work focused on the wet end 
chemistry of the paper machine. 

The interpretation of results was made more diffi-
cult by the fact that a considerable amount of primary 
fines was lost during washing of the alkali-extracted 
pulp. However, the conclusions of the present study 
are well supported by our previous study, which was 
made in laboratory conditions with comparable fines 
contents, and also by other results given in this study. 

It was surprising that even a small addition of alka-
li-extracted pulp changes the electrostatic charge bal-
ance in the wet end in a way that is beneficial for re-
tention. Another interesting finding was that some 
properties, such as internal bond strength, were sub-
stantially improved by the incorporation of alkali-ex-
tracted pulp into papermaking stock, which provides 
an opportunity for producing tailor-made pulps suit-
able for certain applications.

Based on our results, mills can predict what impli-
cations the varying pulp xylan content has in the pa-
permaking process. The next step in our research is 
to find alternative fiber modification routes and clarify 
the effects of the selected routes on pulp and paper 
properties.
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The ability and specificity of various monocomponent endo-1-4-β-
xylanases to release negatively charged species from never-dried, 
bleached, birch kraft pulp was studied. The effects of dissolution of these 
xylan-based components on pulp filtrate properties and the subsequent 
chemical retention were determined. The results revealed that the amount 
of charged species released depended on the xylanase and that the ratio 
of charged species released to dissolved xylan is not linear. Chemical 
retention tests showed that high levels of dissolved xylan interfere with the 
fixation of colloidal species, which was confirmed by removing the 
dissolved hemicelluloses. The roles of residual hemicellulose and the 
properties of modified fibers on chemical retention and the level of internal 
sizing are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

During recent decades, a strong interest in using enzymes more within the forest 

products industry has emerged, with a large number of research papers and patent 

applications in this field (Demuner et al. 2011). At the moment, enzymes are successfully 

being used in several operations in industrial kraft pulp fiber lines. The most well-

established enzyme applications include the use of xylanases in kraft pulp pre-bleaching 

and the use of both cellulases and xylanases to reduce the energy required for refining 

(Bajpai 1999; Kenealy and Jeffries 2003; Dhiman et al. 2008). Some potential future 

applications include the selective modification of bleached kraft pulps for papermaking 

purposes (Blomstedt et al. 2010); separating potential value-added side streams, such as 

xylo-oligosaccharides (Hakala et al. 2013; Metsämuuronen et al. 2013), from kraft pulp 

fiber lines with the aid of xylanases; and the use of endoglucanases to facilitate the 

fibrillation of cellulose during the production of nanoscale cellulose fibrils (Pääkkö et al. 

2007).  

The properties of xylanase-modified kraft pulps have been investigated by several 

groups (Oksanen et al. 1997; Roncero et al. 2005; Moss and Pere 2006; Blomstedt et al. 

2010; Saukkonen et al. 2014). In general, xylanase treatments are considered highly 

selective and primarily affect surface xylan. Improved dewatering properties, increased 

brightness, decreased swelling, and slightly reduced beatability, with minor changes in the 

physical properties of the paper, have been reported for xylanase-treated pulps.  

Although the effects of xylanase treatments on the basic properties of kraft pulps 

are quite well understood, the xylanase-induced effects on the furnish and papermaking 

colloidal chemistry have been explored less. However, since it is known that xylanases act 
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primarily on the surface of fibers, and because the surface charge of the fiber and the 

accessible surface are especially important for colloidal interactions and wet end chemistry, 

it is expected that xylanase treatment would change the retention behavior of the kraft pulp 

fiber suspension. In both softwood and hardwood, the fiber charge originates primarily 

from 4-O-methyl-α-D-glucopyranosyluronic acids bound to the xylan backbone (Sjöström 

1989), and any modification of the xylan fraction therefore influences the adsorption of 

polyelectrolytes and colloidal interactions.  

Only a few studies of the effects of xylanase treatments on fiber surface charge and 

the electrokinetic properties of bleached pulps can be found in the literature. Horvath and 

Lindström (2007) reported a slightly reduced fiber charge in fines-free, xylanase-treated, 

bleached softwood kraft pulp. Recently, it was reported that the treatment of birch kraft 

pulp with xylanase reduced the negative zeta potential charge of the fibers (Saukkonen et 

al. 2014). Moreover, Du et al. (2012) reported that the xylanase treatment of bleached 

softwood kraft pulp causes the zeta potential to increase and the cationic demand of the 

pulp to decrease, but it was not clear whether the cationic demand was determined in the 

pulp filtrates prior to or after washing. In addition, in studies by Saukkonen et al. (2014) 

and Du et al. (2012), the experimental conditions were not properly adjusted for 

electrokinetic determinations (i.e., the pH and electrolyte concentration), making it 

impossible to draw clear conclusions regarding the effects of xylanase treatment on the 

pulp’s charge characteristics and the colloidal behavior.  

There is a lack of understanding of the effect of the xylanase treatment of never-

dried kraft pulp fibers on the colloidal interactions, and particularly on the adsorption and 

retention behavior of modified kraft pulps. In the present study, the ability of three different 

xylanases to liberate anionic charged species from the fiber surface was determined. The 

resulting changes in zeta potential of the fibers, the amount of dissolved species present, 

and the cationic demands of the filtrates were determined in the absence and in the presence 

of various wet-end additives, and the subsequent effects on chemical retention were 

monitored.  

 

 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 

Comparison of Xylanases 
Three commercial xylanase enzymes were used: an endo-1,4-β-xylanase produced 

by Bacillus sp. (Pulpzyme HC, (PZ)); an endo-1,4-β-xylanase produced by Aspergillus 

oryzae, carrying the gene-encoding family 10 xylanase from A. aculeatus (Shearzyme 

500L (SZ)); and a thermo-stable endo-1,4-β-xylanase from Thermomyces lanuginosus, 

produced by genetically modified A. oryzae (Novozym 51024 (NZ)). 

The xylanase activities and endoglucanase side activities of the different enzyme 

products were determined against xylan from beech wood (Sigma) and hydroxyethyl 

cellulose (HEC), respectively. The xylanase activity assay was carried out at 50 °C in 100-

mM citrate-phosphate buffer at pH 7, while the endoglucanase activity assay was carried 

out at 50 °C in 50-mM Na-citrate buffer at pH 5. The reducing sugars from the hydrolyzates 

were determined using the DNS method (Miller et al. 1959). The determined and declared 

enzyme activities are given in Table 1.  

Never-dried, bleached birch kraft pulp was obtained from a local pulp mill. Prior to 

xylanase treatment, the pulp was refined to °SR 24.5 using a laboratory Hollander beater 

(Oy Lorentzen and Wettre Ab, Sweden). The enzyme treatments were done in a water bath 
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with pulp consistency 1.58 wt.%, pH 7, temperature 50 °C, and 0.01 M NaCl. Gentle 

mixing was applied during the enzymatic hydrolysis. After the set reaction time (1 h) had 

elapsed, the filtrate was separated from the pulp via Büchner filtration. To deactivate the 

enzymes, the filtrate was heated to 90 to 95 °C for 10 min and the pulp cake was washed 

three times using near-boiling water. The samples were then cooled and stored in a cold 

room until further use.  

 

Table 1. Xylanase and Endoglucanase Activities of the Endo-1-4-β-Xylanases 

Xylanase Declared Activity 
(FXU/g) 

Xylanase Activity 
(nkat/mL) 

Endoglucanase Activity 
(nkat/mL) 

PZ 360 116315 5 

SZ 650 37650 17 

NZ 650 142426 4 

Xylanase activity was determined against xylan from beech wood and endoglucanase activity 
against hydroxyethylcellulose (hec). FXU = fungal xylanase unit, nkat = nanokatal.  

 

The filtrate sample was analyzed for the dissolved carbohydrate residues after acid 

hydrolysis using the HPLC method described by Metsämuuronen et al. (2013). The 

cationic demand of the filtrate samples was determined using a Mütek PCD 02 particle 

charge detector (BTG, Switzerland) with 0.001 N poly-DADMAC as titrant. The pulp’s 

zeta potential was determined at 0.6 wt.% consistency in a solution of 0.01 M NaCl 

electrolyte using streaming potential equipment (Mütek SZP 06; BTG, Switzerland). The 

water retention value (WRV) and Schopper-Riegler (°SR) number were determined 

according to the ISO 23714 (2014) and SCAN-C 19:65 (1965) standards, respectively. The 

fiber dimensions and pulp fines contents were determined using an optical fiber analyzer 

(L&W FiberTester; Lorentzen & Wettre, Sweden). 

 

Up-Scaled Xylanase Treatment 
 Of the three tested xylanases, the hydrolytic efficiency of PZ was selected to be 

determined in a pilot-scale environment. This enzyme was able to dissolve more negatively 

charged species from the fiber wall than the other two xylanases. The pulp raw material 

used was industrial, never-dried, bleached birch kraft pulp, the same material used in the 

previous section of this work.  

The enzyme treatments were done in 5-m3 pilot-scale vessels with pulp consistency 

3.5 wt.%, temperature 50 °C, pH 7, and a treatment time of 90 min. The applied enzyme 

dose was 2 kg/t or 10 kg/t, corresponding to 217 or 1087 nkat/g of O.D. pulp, respectively.  

The enzyme treatments were done either after refining or together with refining. In the first 

case, the pulp was first slightly “over-refined” to °SR 21 using a pilot-scale disc refiner 

before the enzyme treatment. After the completed hydrolysis, the pulp temperature was 

raised to over 90 °C and maintained for approximately 30 min to deactivate the enzyme. 

In the second case, the pulp was refined during the enzyme treatment; refining was initiated 

after 60 min of hydrolysis and the hydrolysis was allowed to continue during refining. After 

90 min, the deactivation stage was initiated. In addition, one pulp batch was prepared 

without the enzyme deactivation step. A reference pulp was refined to °SR 16.5 and was 

also subjected to the deactivation stage. All pulps were refined at 50 °C. A fraction of the 

pulps were washed in a Büchner funnel immediately after sampling to remove dissolved 

material. 
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The filtrate and pulp properties from the up-scaled xylanase treatment were 

determined as described in the previous section. In addition, total organic carbon (TOC) in 

pulp filtrates was determined using a TOC analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5050A; Shimadzu 

Corp., Japan).  

 

Retention Chemical Performance 
A moving belt former (MBF) equipped with a commercial triple-layer SSB forming 

fabric was used to investigate the retention behavior of the unwashed and washed pulp 

samples. The pulp sheets were prepared according to a typical fine paper furnish, including 

PCC filler, AKD, cationic starch, a retention polymer, and bentonite.  The doses, dosing 

points, and delay times for the chemical additives are given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Chemical Additives and Dosing Points in the MBF Trials 

Additive Trade Name Added Amount 
(%) 

Dosing Point Delay Time 
(s) 

Cationic starch  
(wet-end) 

Raisamyl 50021 0.40 Thick stock 90 

Alkyl ketene dimer 
(AKD) 

EKA DR28HF 0.15 Thin stock 60 

Precipitated calcium 
carbonate (PCC) 

Optical HB 29 Thin stock 45 

Cationic starch 
(retention) 

Raisamyl 50021 0.15 To MBF 30 

Cationic 
polyacrylamide  
(C-PAM) 

Percol 47 0.015 To MBF 15 

Bentonite Hydrocol SH 0.15 To MBF 4 

Delay time is the time prior to sheet formation (i.e., when the vacuum was switched on in the MBF). 
The added amount (%) indicates the dry weight of the additive with respect to the dry weight of the 
formed paper product when assuming 100 % first pass retention.  

 

The formed sheets were drum-dried at 90 °C for 3 h, and their dry weight and ash 

content (at 525 °C) were determined. These data were used to calculate the total and filler 

retention during the sheet forming process. In addition, the Cobb60 sizing degree of the 

sheets was determined according to ISO 535 (1991) after the sheets had been stored for 12 

d. During storage, the sheets were protected from light. No additional curing was 

performed prior to the Cobb testing. 

 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Comparison of Xylanases 
 In the first part of this study, the abilities of the three xylanase enzymes to hydrolyse 

and dissolve xylo-oligosaccharides from bleached birch kraft pulp were compared, as 

shown in Fig. 1. The tests were done at various enzyme levels but with the treatment time 

and other conditions remaining constant. In the present study, the dissolved 

oligosaccharides were quantified as xylose after acid hydrolysis. However, it is known 

from previous work that the endoxylanase from Bacillus sp. (PZ) produces primarily 

xylotriose, while the main degradation products for the endoxylanases from A. aculeatus 
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(SZ) and Thermomyces lanuginosus (NZ) are xylobiose and xylose, respectively 

(Metsämuuronen et al. 2013).  

For all three xylanases, there was a relatively low concentration limit beyond which 

the further release of xylose did not occur. This shows that accessible xylan at the surface 

can be removed at roughly the same enzyme concentration, but that the selectivity and 

efficiency of different enzymes vary significantly. In particular, NZ released significantly 

lower amounts of xylose, although it exhibited the highest enzymatic activity toward xylan 

from beech wood.  

In all pulp filtrates, xylose was the only monosaccharide detected after acid 

hydrolysis, confirming the high selectivity of the xylanases applied, which is in agreement 

with previously published results concerning specificity in the treatment of bleached kraft 

pulps with monocomponent xylanases (Metsämuuronen et al. 2013). In a recent paper, it 

was also demonstrated that the treatment of refined, never-dried pulp with an endoxylanase 

resulted in rapid, highly selective hydrolysis of xylan from the outermost layers of the fiber 

wall (Saukkonen et al. 2014). The high selectivity of a purified xylanase preparation was 

also reported by Hakala et al. (2013) for a consistent pulp raw material. The common 

features of xylanases, including their high selectivity and poor accessibility within the fiber 

wall, have been exploited to study the presence of carbohydrate-lignin linkages in kraft 

pulps (Tenkanen et al. 1999; Karlsson et al. 2001) and the location of charged groups in 

the fiber wall (Laine et al. 1996), among other things. 

 
Fig. 1. The effect of xylanase treatment on the liberation of xylose from bleached kraft pulp fiber 
wall as determined from pulp filtrates after acid hydrolysis. The lines are included to illustrate the 
differences between the xylanases.  
 

According to the literature, the productivity of xylanases depends on the substrate 

pore structure and the molecular size of the xylanase (Maiti and Whitmire 1997). Törrönen 

et al. (1994) estimated that an endo-1-4-β-xylanase from T. reesei has a molecular weight 

of approximately 20 kDa and a diameter of 3 to 4 nm. Because most of the pores in 

bleached birch kraft pulp have been reported to have diameters greater than 10 nm, most 

should be accessible for enzyme action. However, because the hydrolytic action of 
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xylanases is, in practice, limited primarily to fibril surfaces (Teleman et al. 2001), it seems 

that no suitable xylan substrate may be present in these accessible pores, or that the 

penetration of xylanases into the pores is restricted (e.g., by electrostatic repulsion).  

Figure 2 shows the anionic charge, determined as the cationic demand of the pulp 

filtrates, plotted against the released xylose. The xylanases yielded hydrolyzed xylan 

residues with significantly different characteristics. The plot shows a strong correlation 

between the amount of released xylose and the cationic demand of the filtrate. The highest 

amount of negatively charged species was released during enzymatic hydrolysis of the 

sample treated with PZ, exhibiting increasing cationic demand with increasing amounts of 

degraded xylan. SZ, on the other hand, exhibited an initial increase in the cationic demand, 

after which the demand remained constant, although the amount of released xylose 

increased significantly. NZ seems incapable of liberating anionic material from the fiber 

wall because the cationic demand remained the same as that of the reference sample, 

despite the fact that some xylan degradation did occur. An attempt is made to explain this 

behavior in the following discussion.   

 

 
Fig. 2. The effect of xylan-based residues on the cationic demand of pulp filtrates. The pH of the 
filtrates fell slightly, from approximately 7 to approximately 6, for the samples treated with PZ. For 
the other two enzyme preparations, the pH reduction was negligible. The filtrates contained     
0.01 M NaCl as background salt. 

 

Figure 2 shows that the three enzymes exhibited different hydrolysis efficiencies. 

For SZ, there was an initial increase in the cationic demand that then levelled off; no further 

increase was observed, even though the amount of dissolved xylose increased. In the case 

of PZ, on the other hand, the cationic demand increased with increasing amount of 

dissolved xylose. The detected difference can probably be attributed to the physical 

characteristics of the enzymes; SZ contains family 10 endoxylanases, which typically have 

higher molar masses than family 11 endoxylanases such as PZ and NZ. Thus, because of 

its larger molecular size, the hydrolytic action of SZ on the fiber surfaces can be expected 

to be more limited than PZ or NZ. Because the outermost layers of bleached kraft fibers 

have a relatively low uronic acid content (Dahlman et al. 2003), the cationic demand of the 
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filtrate remains at a certain level, even though the amount of released xylose increases. 

However, SZ appears able to hydrolyze the lightly substituted xylan at the fiber surface, as 

indicated by the slight initial increase in cationic demand. Of the tested xylanases, PZ 

seems to have the highest accessibility toward substrate xylan, exhibiting the highest 

productivity of xylose and the largest amount of anionic species released.  

In contrast to SZ and PZ, NZ seems to have been very inefficient toward birch kraft 

xylan, in spite of the fact that its activity assayed against beechwood xylan was 

significantly higher than that of the other xylanases. It is suggested that this xylanase type 

is likely incapable of hydrolyzing a xylan substrate having a low frequency of side groups. 

The xylan from beechwood contains five to seven acetyl groups linked in the C-2 or C-3 

positions and one 4-O-methyl glucuronic acid residue per 10 xylose units (Fengel and 

Wegener 1989). The inefficiency of NZ toward bleached hardwood pulps has also been 

reported by Žnidaršič-Plazl et al. (2009), who related its inefficiency to its lower declared 

activity than that of some other xylanases. However, in light of the present results and 

activity data, it seems that the presence of side groups on the xylan substrate is more likely 

the key factor determining the hydrolytic efficiency of NZ.  

For selected pulp samples, the °SR value, WRV, zeta potential, and fiber 

dimensions were also determined, as shown in Table 3. An exact comparison of the action 

of different enzymes is somewhat difficult because the applied enzyme dosages were not 

initially fixed to similar nkat/g levels using a correct substrate. Nevertheless, the data 

presented in Table 3 show that the xylanase treatment reduced drainage resistance and 

water retention value, while the fiber length and width were only marginally reduced. In 

addition, the electrostatic charge of the fibers was reduced with a slight change in the zeta 

potential, which further confirms that negatively charged xylan is removed from the 

surface.  

 

Table 3. Effect of Low and High Xylanase Dosages on Pulp Properties 

Xylanase Xylanase 
Dose 

(nkat/g) 

°SR WRV  
(g/g) 

Zeta 
potential 

(mV) 

Length 
(mm)* 

Width 
(µm)* 

Fines 
(%)* 

No xylanase 0 24.5 1.99 -26.0 0.924 21.5 3.0 

PZ (low) 252 22.5 1.98 -24.0 0.916 21.4 3.2 

PZ (high) 2524 21.5 1.96 -22.4 0.896 21.3 3.1 

SZ (low) 45 22.0 1.91 -25.7 0.899 21.3 3.0 

SZ (high) 453 21.0 1.90 -22.4 0.897 21.3 2.9 

NZ (low) 185 24.0 1.96 -26.0 0.900 21.2 3.0 

NZ (high) 1859 23.0 1.90 -23.2 0.895 21.3 3.0 

* length-weighted properties 

Prior to analysis, the pulp samples were washed with hot deionized water to remove any dissolved 
material from the suspension. The zeta potential was measured at pH 7 with 0.01 M NaCl as 
background salt, yielding a sample conductivity of 1.2 mS/cm. 

 

The observed improvement in pulp dewatering properties is in agreement with the 

previously published data of Blomstedt et al. (2010), who suggested that, in addition to the 

partial removal of water-binding xylan from the fiber surface, the enzyme had an effect on 

the macropore structure of the fiber wall, reducing the amount of water carried in the fiber 

wall. In general, cellulosic fibers are known to exhibit swelling behavior typical of a 
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polyelectrolyte gel. Because xylan is the main source of ionic groups in bleached kraft 

pulps, its presence in the fiber cell wall can be expected to significantly contribute to fiber 

swelling or the water-binding properties of the fibers (Sjöström 1989; Wågberg and 

Annergren 1997). 

According to Table 3, the zeta potential of the pulp samples was changed from an 

initial -26.0 to -22.4 mV with higher doses of PZ and SZ. In addition, the zeta potential of 

the sample with a high NZ dose also had lower anionicity, despite the fact that there was 

no increase in the cationic demand of the corresponding pulp filtrate. Thus, this result may 

indicate that NZ is irreversibly adsorbed onto the fiber surface. Xylanases may carry a 

positive or a negative charge at a given pH, depending on their amino acid sequence. 

Typically, xylanases belonging to family 10, such as SZ, are characterized by high Mw and 

low isoelectric point (pI), while family 11 xylanases, such as PZ and NZ, are characterized 

by low Mw and high pI (Pastor et al. 2007). According to Tenkanen et al. (1995), there is 

electrostatic interaction between the xylanase and the substrate xylan when the pH is below 

the pI of the xylanase. Accordingly, the enzyme should be totally bound to the xylan 

substrate at a pH below its pI and primarily unbound at a pH above its pI (Tenkanen et al. 

1995). Thus, if NZ has a pI higher than 7, it might in principle be possible for it to be 

irreversibly adsorbed onto the fiber. In combination with the observation that NZ does not 

seem to have the capability to hydrolyze a slightly surface-substituted xylan, this could 

explain why the pulp’s zeta potential is shifted in the “less negative” direction even though 

no anionic species were present in the pulp filtrate. In the case of both PZ and SZ, it seems 

that the zeta potential is reduced mostly as a result of the removal of anionic xylan moieties 

from the fiber surface.  

 

Properties of Pulps from Up-Scaled Enzyme Treatment in the Absence and 
Presence of Additives 

Table 4 shows selected properties of the pulps after up-scaled xylanase treatment 

in the absence of and in the presence of wet-end additives. Interestingly, without any 

additives, the washed pulp samples (B) exhibited higher drainage resistance, determined 

as the °SR number, than the unwashed pulps (A). The target °SR level for unwashed pulp 

samples was 16.5; the °SR number of the pulp refined to °SR 21 was reduced to 16.5 with 

the treatment of the pulp with 10 kg/t PZ after refining. Because the °SR values of all the 

washed pulp samples were higher than those of the unwashed samples, the presence of 

dissolved xylan moieties in the liquid phase reduces the drainage resistance of the pulps. 

This can probably be ascribed to the ability of the dissolved anionic xylo-oligosaccharides 

to act as weak electrolytes. In general, while polyelectrolytes such as polymeric xylan on 

the fiber surface increase pulp swelling, the small-sized electrolytes present in the external 

solution are known to reduce pulp swelling by screening charges, increasing the dewatering 

rate (Lindström 1992). 

The water retention values of the washed pulp samples show that mild xylanase 

treatment (2 kg/t) after refining slightly increased the pulp’s WRV from 1.88 to 1.93 g/g 

(Table 4), but the WRV decreased under harsher treatment conditions (i.e., 10 kg/t during 

refining). The most significant reduction, from 1.88 to 1.38 g/g, occurred in the pulp treated 

with 10 kg/t xylanase during refining, without enzyme deactivation. This sample also 

suffered a reduction in fiber length, which was not observed in any other samples. 

However, the decrease in fiber length did not result in the expected increase in the amount 

of fines, so it may be that the prolonged action of xylanase in this sample especially targeted 

the fines fraction, causing some to disappear. The fines typically contain larger amounts of 
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charged groups than long fibers and are known to significantly contribute to swelling. The 

fines content in all enzyme-treated pulps was slightly lower than that of the reference.  

According to Table 4, the zeta potential changed from -26.5 to -20.9 mV when the 

refined pulp was treated with 10 kg/t xylanase. This change in zeta potential agrees well 

with the results given in the previous section of this paper, confirming that charged groups 

were released from the surface. When the refining was performed during the xylanase 

treatment, the zeta potential was reduced even more significantly, which  is related to the 

ability of simultaneous refining to continuously remove the dissolved and degraded xylan 

residues from the fiber surface and to expose new substrate area for xylanase action. The 

more efficient removal of xylan-based material from the fiber surface also increased the 

cationic demand and TOC of the pulp filtrates, both of which indicate that the highest levels 

of dissolved material were obtained from the sample prepared with 10 kg/t xylanase during 

refining and without enzyme deactivation.  

 

Table 4. Properties of Xylanase-Treated Pulps and Corresponding Papermaking 
Stocks Including All Wet-End Additives 

 
Reference  

(no enzyme 
treatment) 

2 kg/t after 
refining 

10 kg/t after 
refining 

10 kg/t during 
refining 

10 kg/t during 
refining, no 
deactivation 

Sample type A B A B A B A B A B 

Properties of pulps treated with PZ 

°SR 16.5 19.0 17.5 21.0 16.5 19.5 15.0 16.5 17.0 20.0 

WRV (g/g) - 1.88 - 1.93 - 1.90 - 1.83 - 1.38 

Fiber length 
(mm) 

0.944 - 0.941 - 0.949 - 0.946 - 0.931 - 

Fiber width 
(µm) 

20.7 - 21.1 - 20.9 - 20.7 - 20.8 - 

Fines (%) 2.6 - 2.4 - 2.5 - 2.2 - 2.1 - 

Zeta 
potential 
(mV) 

-26.5 - -24.4 - -20.9 - -20.7 - -19.5 - 

pH 7.0 - 7.0 - 6.5 - 6.9 - 6.7 - 

Cationic 
demand 
(µeq/g pulp) 

4.09 - 4.34 - 4.60 - 5.24 - 6.15 - 

TOC  
(mg/g pulp)* 

11.5 - 23.1 - 27.7 - 35.2 - 44.3 - 

Properties of colloid systems (pulp + all additives included) 

pH 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.6 8.2 8.3 8.3 8.6 8.4 8.5 

Conductivity 
(µs/cm)* 

169 157 169 152 169 153 177 151 152 151 

Cationic 
demand 
(µeq/L)** 

19 12 18 5.5 18 6.1 16 1.9 13 1.8 

Zeta 
potential 
(mV) 

-43.8 -19.3 -45.5 -20.8 -56.3 -20.1 -35.3 -7.4 -16.5 -44.0 

*determined from filtrate samples, represents dissolved charged species 
** determined from the fraction that passes 200 mesh wire, represents dissolved and colloidal 
fraction 

Zeta potential of pulps was determined at pH 7 in 0.01 M NaCl. A = unwashed pulp sample or pulp 
filtrate, B = washed pulp sample. The xylanase treatments were carried out on a pilot scale. 
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If the reference sample, without any contribution of enzyme on TOC value, is 

excluded, the TOC values were excellently linearly correlated (R2 > 0.99) with the cationic 

demands of the filtrates, which further confirms that the action of PZ is very selective 

toward xylan substrates containing anionic charged species.   

The cationic demands of the pulp filtrates given in Table 4 (expressed as µeq/g pulp 

to exclude the effect of pulp consistency) are significantly higher than the values shown in 

Fig. 2, even though the same enzyme and pulp raw material were used. The lowest cationic 

demand was around 4 µeq/g for the reference pulp, whereas the harshest xylanase treatment 

gave a value higher than 6 µeq/g. The surface charge of the bleached hardwood kraft pulps 

typically falls between 10 and 27 µeq/g, and with respect to these values, the values 

obtained seem reasonable (Laine and Stenius 1997). The fact that greater amounts of 

charged species were dissolved in up-scaled xylanase treatments than in the laboratory 

scale-treatments can probably be ascribed to differences in the treatment conditions. In the 

up-scaled treatment, the pulp consistency was higher and the deactivation stage (if any) 

had to be implemented in a different way than in the laboratory, causing the hydrolysis 

reaction to continue after the set treatment time because it took some time to heat the pulp 

from 50 °C to over 90 °C. According to the supplier, the PZ enzyme is active within the 

temperature range of 50 to 80 °C.  

 
Effect of Dissolved Xylan Residues on Retention Chemical Performance 
and Internal Sizing 

To investigate the effect of enzymatically degraded xylan residues on the 

performance of retention chemicals, laboratory sheets were prepared from (A) unwashed 

and (B) washed xylanase-treated pulp samples in the presence of wet-end additives 

typically used in fine paper production. A moving belt former (MBF) was used for sheet 

preparation because it better simulates the wet-end and fiber retention behavior than a 

conventional sheet mold because of its pulsating vacuum dewatering, higher pulp 

consistency, and the presence of substantially greater shear forces in the mixing of the 

additives (Strengell et al. 2004; Blomstedt et al. 2010). Because of the relatively harsh 

sheet forming conditions, the formation of a MBF sheet is typically quite poor and the 

MBF sheets were therefore only used for retention and water absorption (determined as the 

Cobb60 value) measurements; no basic paper properties were determined using the filled 

sheets. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the total retention and filler retention, respectively, based on 

the dry weights and the ash contents of the MBF sheets. Similar trends were observed for 

both total and filler retention, which was expected since the total retention is governed 

primarily by the fiber and fines retention and filler retention; the contribution of other 

papermaking additives on the total retention is minor because of their low dosages.  

According to the present results, the removal of dissolved substances from pulps 

by washing has a different effect on the retention behavior depending on the initial amount 

of negatively charged species present in the pulp filtrate. For the reference sample and the 

sample treated with 2 kg/t xylanase after refining, which had cationic demands of 4.09 and 

4.34 µeq/g, respectively, washing decreased or had no effect on the retention levels. 

However, when the cationic demand of the filtrates was significantly increased to 4.60 

µeq/g or more after treatment with higher xylanase doses and with a different application 

strategy, the washing of the pulps was found to make a positive contribution to the retention 

level, which confirms that there was an interaction between the dissolved xylan residues 

and cationic retention additives.  
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Fig. 3. The effect of xylanase treatment on total retention. Unwashed = pulp samples used as 
such, containing all the xylan-based material dissolved during the xylanase treatment. Washed = 
pulp samples washed prior to use, containing no significant amounts of dissolved substances 
 

 
Fig. 4. The effect of xylanase treatment on filler retention. Unwashed = pulp samples used as 
such, containing all the xylan-based material dissolved during the xylanase treatment. Washed = 
pulp samples washed prior to use, containing no significant amounts of dissolved substances 
 

In the case of the samples with the highest cationic demands, the retention could be 

expected to be lower if the pulp samples were used in the unwashed form. It is well known 

that dissolved anionic substances may consume cationic wet end additives such as starch, 

retention polymer, and sizing agent (Lindström 1992). However, because the opposite 

effect was observed for the reference sample, which initially contained a small amount of 

negatively charged species, the effect of pulp washing on the total and filler retention may 
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depend on the initial ratio of cationic demand to pulp zeta potential. If this ratio is low (i.e., 

a low cationic demand of the filtrate with a high zeta potential), pulp washing has a negative 

effect on the total retention, and vice versa. 

A comparison of the retention levels of the unwashed samples shows that the 

highest retention levels were obtained with pulps treated with xylanase after refining. The 

present results indicate that the cationic retention additives are able to bind the dissolved 

substances, to a certain extent, without losing their functionality. Below this level, the 

dissolved substances are retained in the paper web, causing the total retention to be higher. 

However, when this limit is exceeded, the retention drops because the retention additives 

lose some of their functionality because of the neutralization of their cationic sites by 

anionic dissolved material. In addition, pulps that were xylanase-treated after refining 

exhibited substantially higher retention values than the reference pulp, regardless of 

whether the pulps had been washed or not. 

Interestingly, the retention levels of the washed pulp samples show that with 

xylanase-treated pulps, higher retention was always obtained than with the reference pulp 

without enzyme treatment. This supports the earlier hypothesis that the action of xylanases 

especially targets pulp fines. The lower charge of the fines fraction has been shown to be 

beneficial for filler retention in the presence of a cationic retention polymer (Lyytikäinen 

et al. 2011). In addition, it is possible that there are differences in the conformation with 

which the retention polymers are adsorbed onto the fibers with different surface charges. 

According to Wågberg and Ödberg (1989), a more extended conformation of oppositely 

charged polymer molecules, which is believed to be beneficial for bridging flocculation, 

can be expected when there is increased competition for the fiber surface charges. The 

xylanase-treated fibers are expected to have lower surface charge content than the reference 

pulp, as indicated by the lower zeta potential of the pulps.  

Figure 5 shows the effect of xylanase treatment on the water absorption capacity of 

the MBF sheets, determined as the Cobb60 value.  
 

 
Fig. 5. The effect of xylanase treatment on sizing efficiency, determined as the Cobb60 value. 
Unwashed = pulp samples used as such, containing all the xylan-based material dissolved during 
the xylanase treatment. Washed = pulp samples washed prior to use, containing no significant 
amounts of dissolved substances 
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In general, the Cobb60 value cannot be used to directly indicate AKD retention, but 

rather provides information regarding the performance of AKD in the system. Interestingly, 

lower Cobb60 levels were obtained for the paper samples prepared in the presence of 

dissolved xylan residues, despite the fact that both the total and filler retention were poorer 

in this case. Typically, AKD retention is expected to be high when the filler retention is 

high because the cationic AKD particles are often adsorbed onto the filler and fines surfaces 

because of their higher specific surface area. 

By comparing the Cobb60 values with the cationic demands determined for the 

papermaking stock filtrates (Table 4), it can be seen that notably lower Cobb60 levels were 

obtained with cationic demands of 16 µeq/L or more than with cationic demands of 13 

µeq/L or less. Furthermore, the cationic AKD dispersion was dosed into the thin 

papermaking stock at the point where cationic wet-end starch (4 kg/t) was already applied 

to the pulp. As it is known that the anionic species present in process water may neutralize 

the cationic sites of papermaking additives, it can be assumed that with higher levels of 

dissolved anionic species, there should be fewer cationic sites left in the starch to adsorb 

onto the negative sites present on fiber surfaces, thus leaving a greater amount of negative 

sites on the fibers available for interaction with cationic AKD particles after starch 

adsorption. The lower or negligible amount of anionic charges present on the fiber surfaces, 

together with the fact that AKD was introduced into the thin stock, lowers the probability 

of AKD colliding with a potential retention site, causing the initial attachment of AKD 

particles to be very slow (Champ and Ettl 2004). In the present study, where the chemical 

dosing points were located quite near to the MBF headbox (i.e., the delay times prior to 

sheet formation were short), it is suggested that for the enzyme-treated, washed pulp 

samples with low cationic demand, the amount of cationic wet-end starch dosed prior to 

the AKD was too high, leaving only a few possible adsorption sites for AKD free.  

In general, any AKD that is not adsorbed onto the fiber surfaces at the filler dosing 

point is likely to be adsorbed onto the surface of the filler that, in this study, was dosed 15 

s after the AKD.  According to Novak and Rende (1993), the size located on the filler 

surface is not able to chemically bond, so that any adsorbed size becomes hydrolyzed with 

time. Therefore, for the washed pulp samples having a greater probability of AKD 

adsorbing onto the filler surfaces because of the lack of free adsorption sites on the fibers 

after starch adsorption, better sizing responses could probably have been obtained by 

reducing the amount of wet-end starch adsorption or by increasing the delay time between 

AKD and filler addition to leave more time for AKD particles to attach to anionic sites on 

the fibers. This likely also applies to the unwashed sample “10 kg/t during ref., no deact.,” 

which for some reason had a much lower cationic demand in the presence of wet-end 

additives than any other unwashed sample. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. The ability of the commercial xylanase enzymes to dissolve xylan from bleached birch 

kraft pulp varies significantly, and the ratio of dissolved anionic species to dissolved 

xylan was different for the three xylanases studied. 

2. The degradation of xylan can be intensified if enzymatic treatment is implemented 

simultaneously with refining. 
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3. Xylanase treatment increases the cationic demand of the pulp filtrate and reduces the 

anionic zeta potential of the fibers. Especially with harsher enzyme treatment 

conditions, the removal of large amounts of dissolved substances by washing is 

necessary to maximize the total and filler retention in subsequent papermaking 

processes. 

4. In the retention system studied, the efficiency of AKD as an internal sizing agent was 

significantly greater in the presence of dissolved xylan residues. This effect is related 

to the changed wet-end charge balance, requiring a modified dosing strategy for 

cationic wet-end additives. 
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Refining of birch kraft pulp before or during xylanase 
treatment – effect on carbohydrate release and retention 
behavior 
Katja Lyytikäinen and Kaj Backfolk 
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carbohydrates, Fiber surface, Wet-end chemistry 

SUMMARY: The effects on resulting pulp properties 
when refining never-dried bleached birch kraft pulp 
before or during treatment with a monocomponent endo-
1-4-β-xylanase were studied. Moreover, the subsequent 
effects on first pass, filler, alkyl ketene dimer (AKD), and 
starch retention were determined in a dynamic 
papermaking environment. When the pulp was refined 
during the final stage of enzymatic hydrolysis but before 
initiating the heat-deactivation step, a much larger 
amount of xylan-based carbohydrates was released into 
the pulp filtrates than after xylanase treatment of the 
refined pulp. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) operated 
in tapping mode revealed that refining during xylanase 
treatment resulted in a more homogeneous fiber surface 
with respect to the surface topography, fibril orientation 
and diameter of surface microfibril aggregates than the 
xylanase treatment of refined pulp. When used as a fiber 
source in papermaking, all the xylanase-treated pulps 
showed lower retention levels, the highest retention 
losses being recorded for the pulps showing the largest 
amounts of dissolved carbohydrates in their filtrates. The 
observed changes in retention levels showed linear 
correlations with the cationic demand of the pulp filtrates. 
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Interest in further increasing and developing the use of 
enzymes in pulp and paper applications, mainly driven by 
the strict energy and source reduction targets and 
environmental concerns in the industry, has been 
continuously growing during the last decades (Demuner 
et al. 2011; Skals 2008; Kenealy, Jeffries 2003). At the 
moment, enzymes are being successfully used in several 
operations in industrial kraft pulp fiber lines. The most 
common applications are the use of xylanases in pulp 
prebleaching and the use of both cellulases and xylanases 
to reduce the energy required for refining (Kenealy, 
Jeffries 2003; Dhiman et al. 2008; Bajpai 1999). For 
xylanase-treated kraft pulps, improved dewatering 
properties, increased brightness, reduced swelling, 
slightly reduced beatability, and increased fiber flexibility 
have been reported (Blomstedt et al. 2010; Oksanen et al. 
1997; Moss, Pere 2006; Saukkonen et al. 2014; Roncero 
et al. 2005). 

In addition to the well-known enzyme processes, 
various novel applications have been reported in the 
literature, including the modification of bleached kraft 

pulps for papermaking purposes (Blomstedt et al. 2010) 
and the production of xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) from 
bleached kraft pulps with the aid of xylanases 
(Metsämuuronen et al. 2013; Hakala et al. 2013). The 
treatment of hardwood kraft pulps with endoxylanases is 
known to be highly selective, leading to the release of 
XOS with different degrees of polymerization (DP) 
depending on the xylanase type, while the remaining 
cellulose fraction typically remains unchanged 
(Metsämuuronen et al. 2013). The high selectivity of 
xylanase treatment opens up possibilities to produce 
tailor-made fiber grades for specific applications and to 
produce pure fractions of specific oligosaccharides.  

In practice, the action of xylanases is mainly limited to 
fiber surfaces and fines, even though it has been 
estimated that the hydrodynamic diameter of the xylanase 
molecule is smaller than that of the majority of the pores 
present in bleached kraft pulps and should in theory allow 
its penetration into the cell wall (Viikari et al. 1994; 
Teleman et al. 2001; Törrönen et al. 1994; Blomstedt et 
al. 2010). The limited accessibility of the interior fiber 
structure to the xylanases can probably be ascribed to the 
pore geometry, i.e., the openings of the pores may, 
depending on the pore shape, be considerably smaller 
than the median pore size thus limiting the entrance of the 
xylanase molecules into the pores (Allan 1991; Suurnäkki 
et al. 1997; Wågberg, Annergren 1997). Furthermore, 
ionic interactions have been shown to be important for 
the binding of enzymes to the xylan substrate (Tenkanen 
et al. 1995). Therefore, the penetration of xylanases into 
the negatively charged fiber wall may be expected to be 
either favored or hindered by the charge interactions, 
depending on the prevailing pH conditions. The enzymes 
are known to show a positive overall charge below and a 
negative overall charge above their isoelectric point.  

The earlier studies on the modification of bleached birch 
kraft fiber surface properties by means of xylanases, 
where the endocellulase activity was either inhibited or 
the preparation was virtually free of cellulase activity, 
have shown external fibrillation and peeling of the outer 
cell wall layers, causing the microfibril strands in the 
inner layers to become more exposed (Mora et al. 1986; 
Saukkonen et al. 2014). Moreover, several studies 
relating to the use of cellulase free xylanases in 
prebleaching stages have revealed morphological 
changes, such as holes, cracks, flakes, and filaments on 
the fiber surface (Roncero et al. 2000; Torres et al. 2000) 
whereas others report no observable changes in the 
surfaces of unbleached and bleached birch kraft fibers 
after xylanase treatment (Moss, Pere 2006). However, it 
has also been recognized that the extent and type of the 
morphological changes may vary according to the 
xylanase used (Valls et al. 2011) and the placement of 
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enzyme treatment relative to other process steps, e.g. 
oxygen delignification (Roncero et al. 2005). 

While the effects on fiber and paper properties of 
xylanase treatments are quite well understood, the 
colloidal interaction behavior of xylanase-treated pulps 
and hydrolyzed components with wet-end additives has 
been much less explored. In a recent laboratory study, it 
was shown that the xylanase treatment of bleached kraft 
pulp releases anionic xylan-based compounds in the pulp 
filtrates and that the released compounds are able to 
interact with the cationic wet-end additives. With lower 
negative zeta potential of the pulp, the increase in 
cationic demand of the process water was found to reduce 
the resulting retention levels in the system under study. It 
was suggested that the change in wet-end charge balance 
shows the importance of sufficient delay times in order 
for the cationic additives to maintain their functionalities 
(Lyytikäinen, Backfolk 2015).  

The first aim of the present study was to assess the 
effect of the xylanase dosing strategy relative to a 
refining operation on the release of xylan-based 
carbohydrates into the filtrates and on the properties of 
bleached birch kraft pulps. The second aim was to 
evaluate the colloidal interactions of xylanase-treated 
pulps with wet-end additives in a dynamic papermaking 
environment. The changes in first pass, filler, AKD, and 
starch retention were determined from the headbox stock, 
white water, and paper samples while monitoring the 
chemical state of the wet end, primarily based on the zeta 
potential of the headbox stock and the cationic demand of 
the white water. In addition, complementary xylanase 
treatments were carried out under laboratory conditions 
to confirm the qualitative effects of xylanase treatment on 
the physical state of the fiber surface as determined by 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

Materials and Methods  
Up-scaled xylanase treatment  
Elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleached never-dried birch 
kraft pulp was obtained from a Finnish pulp mill. The 
pulp was treated with a commercial monocomponent 
endo-1-4-β-xylanase virtually free from cellulase activity, 
produced from Bacillus sp. (Pulpzyme HC: Novozymes, 
Denmark). The pulp refining was carried out before the 
enzymatic treatment step or during the final stage of the 
enzymatic hydrolysis using a pilot-scale disc refiner. 
Exactly the same pulp batches were used in a previous 
laboratory-scale study and a more detailed description of 
the used xylanase and the conditions of xylanase 
treatments can be found there (Lyytikäinen, Backfolk 
2015). In the pulp refining, the primary target was to 
reach similar SR level for each pulp batch. The applied 
refining energies with the resulting SR levels are listed in 
Table 1. 

The fiber properties and pulp fines content were 
determined using a FiberLab optical fiber analyzer 
(Metso, Finland). In addition, a light microscope was 
used for visual imaging of the fibers. Prior to imaging, 
the fibers were dyed using Simons’ procedure (Yu et al. 
1995) with blue (Potamine sky blue) and orange 
(Potamine fast orange 6 RN) dyes. The dissolved  

Table 1 - Preparation of enzyme-treated pulps. The SR number 
given in brackets (pulps B and C) indicates the SR level prior to 
enzyme treatment. 

Pulp Xylanase treatment °SR 
Refining 
energy 
(kWH/t) 

A No enzyme 17 14 

B 
Refined pulp treated with 2 
kg/t xylanase 

18 (21) 27 

C 
Refined pulp treated with 10 
kg/t xylanase 17 (21) 30 

D 
10 kg/t xylanase dosed before 
refining, refined during the 
xylanase treatment step 

15 14 

E 

10 kg/t xylanase dosed before 
refining, refined during the 
xylanase treatment step, no 
deactivation 

17 14 

 
carbohydrates in the pulp filtrates were determined after 
acid hydrolysis using the high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) method described by 
Metsämuuronen et al. (2013). The SR value of the pulp 
was determined according to SCAN-C 19:65. 

Pilot paper machine trial 
A pilot paper machine trial was conducted at Stora Enso 
Research Centre in Imatra, Finland. The pilot machine 
has a dilution-controlled headbox and a Fourdrinier-type 
wire section. The temperature of the headbox was 
adjusted to 45°C. Table 2 lists the chemical doses and 
dosing points. The production rate was 60 m/min and the 
target grammage was 75 g/m2. The paper was dried to a 
final moisture content of 6%, reeled, and finally cut into 
sheets.  

An on-site-precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) filler 
was obtained from a Finnish paper mill. It had a slightly 
anionic charge, scalenohedral crystal form and an average 
particle size of around 2 µm, as determined using a laser 
diffraction particle size analyzer (LS 13 320: Beckman 
Coulter Inc., USA).  

The zeta potential of the papermaking stocks was 
determined using a streaming potential device (Mütek 
SZP 06: BTG, Switzerland). The cationic demand of the 
white water samples was determined with a particle 
charge analyzer (Mütek PCD 02: BTG, Switzerland) 
using cationic poly-DADMAC (Mw = 107,000 g/mol; 
BTG, Switzerland) as a titrant, and the turbidity of the 
white water samples was determined with a Hach 2100P 
Turbidimeter (Hach, USA). 

The total filler level in paper samples was determined 
based on the ash content after combustion at 525°C 
according to Tappi standard T211. The level of internal 
sizing was determined according to the standard Cobb60 
method (ISO 535:1991) and the Hercules Size Test (HST; 
Tappi T 530 om-07). The HST measurements were 
carried out using a Hercules Sizing Tester (Hercules Inc., 
USA) with neutral green ink (Naphthol Green B, standard 
Fluka quality for microscopy and complexometry) and 
85% reflectance.  
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Table 2 - Chemical additives used in pilot trial. CS = cationic 
starch, AKD = alkyl ketene dimer, C-PAM = cationic 
polyacrylamide. Weight percentages are based on dry matter.  

Additive 
Trade 
name 

Added 
amount, 

wt.% 
Dosing point 

CS        
(wet end) 

Raisamyl 
50021 

0.40 Mixing chest outlet 

AKD Hydrores 
573 

0.15 Level box outlet 

PCC on-site 
PCC 

24  
Between level box 

and fan pump 

CS 
(retention) 

Raisamyl 
50021 0.15 

Fan pump inlet 
(short circulation) 

C-PAM 
Percol 47 0.015 

After cyclone  
(short circulation) 

bentonite Hydrocol 
SH 

0.15 Before headbox 
(short circulation) 

 

AKD and starch retention 
The determination of both AKD and starch retention was 
based on their concentrations in the headbox pulp and in 
the white water samples, respectively. Before the 
analyses, the pulp and white water samples were filtered 
using black ribbon filter paper (Whatman, Grade 40: GE 
Healthcare Life Sciences, UK). The filter papers were 
then dried together with the solids separated from the 
samples and analyzed with respect to their AKD and 
starch contents. The analyses were based on the 
assumption that all of the determined substance was 
adsorbed in the solid fraction, i.e., the concentration of 
the substance remaining in the water phase after filtration 
was zero. 

The determination of AKD from filter cakes and paper 
samples was performed using solvent extraction and gas 
chromatography, as described by Laitinen (2007). The 
determination of starch from filter cakes and paper 
samples was performed according to Tappi T 419 om-11.  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
In order to further clarify the qualitative effects of 
xylanase treatment on the fiber surface structure, 
complementary enzyme treatments were carried out 
under laboratory conditions. Never-dried bleached birch 
kraft pulp was refined before or during the xylanase 
treatment carried out using enzyme dosages and 
treatment conditions corresponding to those of the pilot-
scale treatments. The pulps were refined using a TwinFlo 
double-disk refiner (Voith LR 40 laboratory scale refiner: 
Voith GmbH, Germany). The xylanase dose was 10 kg/t, 
corresponding to 1087 nkat/g of o.d. pulp. The xylanase-
treated pulps were washed on a Büchner funnel to 
remove dissolved xylan residues. Laboratory sheets (60 
g/m2) were prepared using a British handsheet mold and 
then gently wet pressed to an approximate dry matter 
content of 25% and further subjected to rapid freezing 
(cryofixation) in liquid nitrogen (N2), followed by freeze-
drying (Saukkonen et al. 2014).  

The AFM measurements (Bruker Multimode 8: Bruker, 
USA) were conducted in the tapping mode using NCHV-
A probes. The nominal probe parameters were: a tip 
radius of ~ 10 nm, spring constant of ~ 42 N/m, and 
resonance frequency of ~ 337 kHz. The measurement 
parameters were: scan size 2x2 µm, scan rate 0.25 Hz and 
image resolution 512x256 points. The force of interaction 
between probe and sample surface was consistent for all 
three samples. The AFM images were processed using 
Nanoscope Analysis software with the same algorithm, 
using a plane fit of 1st order and a line fit with a zero-
order line correction to remove the artifacts of AFM 
measurements resulting from surface roughness without 
losing any viable data concerning the surface features. 
The root mean square (RQ) and average roughness (RA) 
were calculated for several images of scan size 2x2 µm 
on 8-15 different areas to collect statistics of surface 
roughness. The average diameter of microfibril 
aggregates was calculated based on analyzing 100 surface 
fibrils in each sample.  

Results 
Fiber properties and carbohydrate release  
The fiber dimensions, curl, pulp fines content, and 
dissolved carbohydrates in the filtrates of pulps obtained 
from up-scaled xylanase treatments were determined in 
order to clarify the effect of the enzyme dosing strategy 
on the carbohydrate release and on the resulting pulp 
properties: A = no enzyme treatment, B = refined pulp 
treated with 2 kg/t xylanase, C = refined pulp treated with 
10 kg/t xylanase, D = pulp refined during treatment with 
10 kg/t xylanase, and E = pulp refined during treatment 
with 10 kg/t xylanase, no deactivation (Table 3). The 
dissolved carbohydrates were quantified as 
monosaccharides after acid hydrolysis of the pulp 
filtrates. 

Table 3 shows that when the amount of xylanase 
enzyme added to the refined pulp was increased from 2 
kg/t to 10 kg/t, the amount of xylose in the pulp filtrate 
increased from 31 kg/t to 38 kg/t. The corresponding 
refining and heat treatment of the pulp, i.e., the thermal 
treatment used to deactivate the enzyme, released 16 kg/t 
of xylose without any added xylanase. However, when 
the xylanase dosing strategy was changed and the pulp 
was subjected to refining during the enzymatic hydrolysis 
(pulp D), the efficiency of the xylanase was clearly 
enhanced, as the amount of released xylose increased to 
46 kg/t. A further increase in released xylose to 69 kg/t 
was observed when the xylanase-treated pulp was not 
exposed to the thermal deactivation step. 

The enzymatic hydrolysis had an insignificant effect on 
the mean fiber length, irrespective of the dosing strategy, 
as shown in Table 3. Together with the fact that the 
amount of fines was not simultaneously increased, this 
shows that the fibers were not cut as a result of enzymatic 
hydrolysis and refining steps. It was further observed that 
only xylose and small amounts of mannose were detected 
in all the filtrate samples after acid hydrolysis, and no 
glucose, showing that the cellulose fraction was not 
degraded as a result of the enzymatic hydrolysis.  

The enzymatic hydrolysis of xylan from the fiber led to 
an increase in the mean fiber width, cross-sectional area 
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(CSA), and volume index by up to 3.4%, 9.1%, and 
7.1%, respectively. The greatest changes were recorded 
for pulp B with the lowest amount of xylose released in 
its filtrates. The photomicrographs of the pulps after 
Simons´ staining (Fig 1) showed that all the xylanase-
treated pulps (B-E) contained some balloon-like fiber 
areas that were absent in the refined reference sample 
(A). These ‘ballooned’ fiber sections in particular were 
effectively dyed with the high-molecular-weight orange 
dye, confirming a loosened fiber wall structure and 
increased accessibility as a result of the xylanase 
treatment. The presence of these ballooned fiber areas in  
the xylanase-treated pulps can be expected to cause the 
observed increase in fiber width. Furthermore, the greater 
fiber width determined for pulps B and C is partially 

explained by the fact that these pulps were initially 
refined at higher intensity than pulp A. However, it is still 
interesting to note that the lower xylanase dose applied to 
refined pulp (B) led to a greater increase in fiber width, 
CSA and volume index than the treatment using 
approximately the same refining intensity but with a 
higher xylanase dose (pulp C).  

AFM investigation on nanoscale surface features 
In order to gain a better understanding related to the 
effect of the enzyme dosing strategy on the nanoscale 
fiber surface structure, corresponding laboratory made 
pulp samples were imaged by AFM after freeze-drying.  
 

 
Table 3 -  Pulp properties and dissolved carbohydrates quantified as monosaccharides after acid hydrolysis. The determined fiber 
dimensions are given as length-weighted average values. The standard deviation for parallel measurements is given in brackets. 
Pulp A B C D E 
Enzyme level, kg/t 0 2 10 10 10 
Pulp refining relative to xylanase 
treatment step 

- before before 
during 

during 

Thermal deactivation yes yes yes yes no 
Fiber length, mm 0.94 (0.00) 0.92 (0.00) 0.93 (0.00) 0.94 (0.01) 0.93 (0.00) 
Fiber width, µm 20.7 (0.04) 21.4 (0.04) 21.3 (0.00) 20.9 (0.01) 21.1 (0.05) 
Fines, % 1.86 (0.04) 1.84 (0.01) 1.63 (0.10) 1.63 (0.06) 1.72 (0.01) 
Coarseness, mg/m 0.090 (0.001) 0.092 (0.001) 0.090 (0.001) 0.090 (0.001) 0.088 (0.000) 
Cell wall thickness, µm 6.2 (0.03) 6.4 (0.08) 6.2 (0.01) 6.2 (0.01) 6.1 (0.05) 
Cross-sectional area, µm2 256.2 (3.39) 279.6 (2.62) 267.1 (1.56) 262.1 (4.74) 263.4 (4.53) 
Fiber volume index, 106µm3 0.196 (0.002) 0.210 (0.006) 0.204 (0.002) 0.197 (0.004) 0.199 (0.001) 
Curl, % 15.6 (0.42) 17.5 (0.14) 17.2 (0.07) 17.8 (0.42) 16.9 (0.14) 
Xylose, kg/t 16 (0.2) 31 (0.5) 38 (0.0) 46 (0.2) 69 (0.2) 
Mannose, kg/t 2.0 (0.2) 3.3 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 2.9 (0.2) 
 
 
 

   

  

 

Fig 1 - Photomicrographs of pulps stained with Simons’ stain. A = no xylanase, B = 2 kg/t xylanase after refining, C = 10 kg/t xylanase 
after refining, D = 10 kg/t xylanase dosed before refining and E = 10 kg/t xylanase dosed before refining, no enzyme deactivation. 
 

A B C 

D E 
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Fig 2 shows the AFM topography, amplitude, and phase 
images in 2D of the never-dried bleached birch kraft pulp 
(a) and the same pulp refined before treatment with 10 
kg/t xylanase (b) and refined during treatment with 10 
kg/t xylanase (c). 

The pulps show very different surface features, 
depending on how they were treated. Whereas the 
reference pulp (a), which had been subjected only to the 

 
 

refining and thermal deactivation steps in the absence of 
xylanase, shows a relatively rough surface with no 
ordered fibril orientation, both the xylanase-treated pulp 
samples show a fairly ordered arrangement of outer 
surface fibrils. The nanoscale microfibril structures are 
best visualized in the phase mode (Fig 2, bottom), 
revealing a decrease in diameter of outer microfibril 
aggregates as a result of both xylanase treatments. An  
 
 
  

 
 
Fig 2 - 2D topography (top), amplitude (middle), and phase (bottom) AFM images of fibers (scan size 2 µm x 2 µm) of birch kraft 
pulps after different xylanase treatments: a) no xylanase b) xylanase treatment after refining, and c) refining during xylanase 
treatment. 
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Table 4 - Properties of the pulp and white water samples collected from the machine chest, headbox stock, and wire section. 
 Machine chest Headbox White water 

Pulp 
WRV 
(g/g) 

°SR pH Consistency 
(g/l) 

ζ-
potential 

(mV) 

Consistency 
(g/l) 

Turbidity 
(NTU) 

Cationic 
demand 
(µeq/l) 

A 1.89 16.5 9.6 7.1 -29.5 0.69 3.97 -52 
B 1.96 18.0 9.4 7.0 -30.4 0.72 7.31 -45 
C 1.96 17.5 9.4 7.5 -32.6 1.07 5.41 -53 
D 1.86 16.0 9.4 9.8 -38.0 3.11 16.8 -83 
E 1.95 17.5 9.5 12.0 -39.9 6.00 509 -115 

 
 

average diameter of 15 ± 2 nm was obtained for reference 
pulp (a) whereas the xylanase treated pulps (b) and (c) 
had average fibril diameters of 13 ± 2 nm and 12 ± 1 nm. 
Thus, according to this data, the surface of pulp (c) 
refined during xylanase treatment is most homogeneous 
with respect to the diameter of surface fibrils.  

In Fig 2, the average (RA) and root mean square (RQ) 
roughness values of the pulp samples are also presented. 
Accordingly, it can be concluded that, irrespective of the 
xylanase dosing strategy, xylanase treatment reduces the 
nanoscale roughness of the fiber surface, which is in 
agreement with the determined surface topography. 

Colloidal chemistry and retention behavior 
Table 4 shows the properties of the papermaking furnish 
and white water samples collected during the pilot PM 
trial. The results show that when xylanase treatment was 
applied after refining (pulps B and C), there were only 
moderate changes in the zeta potential of the headbox 
stock and in the consistency, turbidity, and cationic 
demand of the white water. However, when the pulp was 
refined during xylanase treatment, the zeta potential 
changed from -29.5 mV to -38.0 mV (pulp D) and further 
to -39.9 mV when the enzyme was not deactivated (pulp 
E). The white water consistency, turbidity, and cationic 
demand were all significantly affected by the enzyme 
dosing strategy. A significantly increased level of 
turbidity, indicating a greater amount of non-retained 
dissolved and colloidal substances, was seen, in particular 
for the sample refined during the enzymatic hydrolysis 
without the following deactivation step.  

The data for the first pass and filler retention, as well as 
the retention levels of AKD and starch, determined from 
their concentrations in the headbox stock and white water 
samples (Table 5), show that the mildest xylanase 
treatment (2 kg/t, pulp B) led to negligible changes in the 
first pass and chemical retention levels, as expected 
considering the practically unchanged stock zeta potential 
and cationic demand of the white water given in Table 4. 
However, with the higher doses of xylanase (10 kg/t; 
pulps C-E), significant retention losses occurred, 
especially when the pulps were refined simultaneously 
with the xylanase treatment. According to Table 5, there 
is a good correlation between the first pass retention 
(FPR) and filler retention, showing a linear coefficient of 
determination (R2) of 0.99. This suggests that the 
reduction in FPR is due mainly to the reduced filler 
retention rather than to the reduced retention of fines. In 
addition, the change in filler retention is effectively  
 

Table 5 - First pass retention (FPR) and the retention of filler, 
starch, and alkyl ketene dimer (AKD) for enzyme-treated pulps. 
Retention values of AKD and starch are based on their 
concentrations in headbox stock and white water. 

Pulp 
FPR 
(%) 

Filler 
(%) 

AKD (%) 
Starch 

(%) 

A 90.3 71.2 83.3 84.6 

B 89.7 70.8 83.3 79.4 

C 85.7 61.1 68.1 61.6 

D 68.1 26.2 38.4 31.4 

E 53.7 8.5 0.0 15.0 

 
 

reflected in the retention of both AKD and starch, 
showing R2 values of 0.97 and 0.98 with filler retention, 
respectively. It is well recognized that a significant 
portion of these additives is typically adsorbed onto the 
filler and fines fractions due to the greater available 
surface area that they possess than the fiber fraction. 

Strong correlations are evident (Fig 3) when the 
retention levels given in Table 5 are plotted against the 
cationic demand of the corresponding pulp filtrates 
determined in the absence of any additives (data given in 
Lyytikäinen, Backfolk 2015). This indicates that the 
negatively charged xylan-based substances released 
interact with and disturb the function of cationic 
papermaking additives.  

The ash, starch, and filler contents determined for the 
resulting paper products are given in Table 6. The water 
absorption capacity (Cobb60) and HST values are also 
included to present the changes in AKD sizing efficiency. 
When the data given in Tables 5 and 6 are compared, it 
can be seen that the reduced retention levels of filler, 
AKD, and starch were reflected in the composition of the 
papers based on pulps D and E, which were refined 
during xylanase treatment. The Cobb60 value also showed 
a good linear correlation with the AKD content of the 
paper samples (R2 = 0.96). Although the Cobb values 
indicate some minor differences in the sizing degree 
among pulps A-C, the HST values, which are expected to 
be more sensitive to size distribution between filler and 
fiber, reveal that the sizing effect was reduced by even 
the mildest xylanase treatment. 
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Fig 3 - The relation between first pass (FPR), filler, starch and 
AKD retention and the cationic demand of pulp filtrates. 
(Cationic demands of pure pulp filtrates are given in 
Lyytikäinen, Backfolk, 2015). 
 

For pulps D and E, the target filler content (24%) could 
not be reached even though the filler feed was increased 
considerably during the trial, and the resulting paper 
products showed a considerable variation in their ash 
content. For this reason, the value of presenting the 
physical properties of these papers was considered to be 
low, and the data are not included here. 

Discussion 
Effect of xylanase dosing strategy on carbohydrate 
release 
Several studies on the greater efficiency of enzymatic 
hydrolysis after a mechanical pretreatment have recently 
been published (Jones et al. 2013; Miao et al. 2015; Liu 
et al. 2016) but no studies have been found where the 
hydrolysis has been allowed to continue during the kraft 
pulp refining. The present results reveal that the release 
of xylan from a bleached birch kraft pulp can be greatly 
increased if the pulp refining is carried out before the 
xylanase hydrolysis is terminated in the deactivation step 
as rather than treating the refined pulp with xylanase. The 
productivity of the xylanase was further increased when it 
was not deactivated after the set hydrolysis time, 
resulting the release of at the most 69 kg/t of xylose after 
acid hydrolysis. This corresponds to 6.7 wt.% of the 
initial pulp and 28 wt.% of the total pulp xylan content, 
agreeing fairly well with existing knowledge, according 
to which, about one third of the xylan in a bleached birch 
kraft pulp is accessible to enzymatic digestion (Teleman 
et al. 2001).  

Typically, the outermost fiber surface, fines and 
accessible pores have been considered as the main 
locations where the hydrolytic effect of xylanases take 
place. However, since the release of xylan into the pulp 
filtrates was significantly enhanced when refining the 
pulp during the final stage of enzymatic hydrolysis step, 
it might be possible that the applied endo-xylanase is not 
hydrolyzing only the xylan fraction located on the outer 
fiber surfaces but might also be able to weaken the xylan 
located below the fiber surface. When then subjected for  

Table 6 - Ash, starch, and AKD contents and sizing 
characteristics of paper products obtained from the pilot PM. 

 
Ash 
(%) 

Starch, 
kg/t 

AKD, 
kg/t 

Cobb60 

(g/m2) 
HST 
(sec) 

A 24.3 4.7 0.84 30.2 181 
B 24.9 4.6 0.86 30.4 47 
C 25.1 4.4 0.76 35.3 41 
D 19.5 3.2 0.35 119.5 0 
E 11.1 2.1 0.10 129.4 0 

 
mechanical action, such as refining, this weakened xylan 
fraction would probably be released into the pulp 
filtrates.  

Another explanation for the significantly enhanced 
hydrolysis when refining the pulp during the xylanase 
treatment step could be that the mechanical action peels 
hydrolyzed xylan residues away from the fiber surface, 
exposing a new substrate surface for the xylanase to 
attach to and act upon. The GH 11 xylanase applied in the 
present study is known to release mainly xylotriose and 
xylobiose from bleached birch kraft pulp 
(Metsämuuronen et al. 2013). The xylo-oligosaccharides 
formed, particularly xylotriose, are known inhibitors for 
endo-1-4-β-xylanases (Dekker, Richards 1976) and can 
be expected to hinder hydrolysis if they remain on the 
fiber surface. 

Effect of xylanase treatment on fiber structure 
No clear correlation was found between the amount of 
xylan hydrolyzed and the subsequent pulp properties. 
However, all the xylanase-treated pulps showed minor 
increases in fiber width, CSA, and volume index, the 
greatest changes being obtained when a low xylanase 
dose was applied after refining (pulp B). These changes 
can be partially ascribed to a ‘ballooning’ effect and to a 
loosened fiber wall structure, which is clearly visible in 
the photomicrographs taken after Simons’ staining. It has 
previously been shown by Ander (2002) that xylanase 
treatment of spruce kraft fibers results in the delamination 
of the fiber wall from the dislocation regions that can be 
expected to be formed during refining, resulting in the 
formation of balloon-like sections along the fiber axis. 

Water retention values of 1.88 g/g, 1.93 g/g, 1.90 g/g, 
1.83 g/g, and 1.38 g/g were previously determined for 
pulps A, B, C, D, and E after washing, respectively 
(Lyytikäinen, Backfolk 2015). Therefore, it appears that 
the xylanase treatment carried out after refining favors 
internal fibrillation and swelling of the fibers whereas the 
refining of pulp during xylanase treatment reduces 
swelling and is likely to primarily peel xylan from the 
fiber surface. The different swelling behavior of the pulps 
refined before or during the enzymatic hydrolysis 
supports the above given hypothesis related to the 
weakening of the xylan structures located below the 
surface. The hydrolysis and release of considerable 
amounts of xylan, containing the majority of the anionic 
substituent groups in birch kraft pulps, from fiber wall 
can be expected to reduce the counterion concentration in 
the cell wall and thus lower the driving force for swelling 
(Wågberg, Annergren 1997). However, if the anionic 
species are associated with the weakened xylan structures 
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and remain below the fiber surface, an increased swelling 
would be expected.  

The complementary studies with AFM revealed nearly 
perpendicular surface fibril angle with respect to the fiber 
axis for both enzyme treated samples b and c irrespective 
of the enzyme dosing strategy, which according to the 
literature should be indicative of S1 layer (Brändström et 
al. 2003; Fahlén 2005). However, since it is known that P 
and S1 layers are typically peeled away early in the 
refining process it is proposed that the rather 
homogeneous and smooth surfaces of enzyme treated 
samples b and c are consisted mainly from S2 layer 
whereas reference sample a still has some loose 
fibrillated remnants of P and S1 layers present on the 
surface, introducing the considerable surface roughness 
clearly visible in AFM height image (upper left corner, 
Fig 2). The reduction in the RA and RQ roughness of 
xylanase-treated hardwood kraft pulps have previously 
been reported by Medeiros et al. (2007) and Saukkonen et 
al. (2014), whereas the adsorption or precipitation of 
xylans onto bleached kraft fibers has been shown to 
increase the surface roughness (Silva et al. 2011). 

The observed decrease in the diameter of outer 
microfibril aggregates can probably be ascribed to the 
removal of xylan from accessible fibril surfaces. 
According to the generally accepted early model 
presented by Fengel (1970), the cellulose microfibrils are 
surrounded by hemicelluloses in the wood cell wall. 
Therefore, since the average diameter of the microfibril 
aggregates on fiber surface was reduced from 15 nm to 
13 nm and 12 nm when refining the pulp before xylanase 
treatment or during the xylanase treatment, respectively, 
it seems that the xylan becomes more effectively and 
evenly peeled away from around the surface fibrils when 
pulp is refined during the xylanase hydrolysis step. A 
type of “peeling” action, which reduces the diameter of 
microfibrils without cutting the fibril length, has 
previously been reported for the endoglucanase treatment 
of bleached reed kraft pulp (Liu et al. 2009). 

Effect of released xylan residues on wet-end 
interactions 
The decrease in the first pass, filler, AKD, and starch 
retention showed a good linear correlation with the 
increasing cationic demand of the pulp filtrates 
determined in the absence of any additives, as illustrated 
in Fig 3. Therefore, it seems that the retention losses are 
mainly a result of the competing charge interactions 
between the dissolved xylan degradation products and the 
cationic papermaking additives. Even a partial 
neutralization of cationic sites in starch, AKD and 
retention polymer by the anionic xylan-based components 
would be expected to diminish the electrostatic 
interaction which is the driving force for the adsorption 
of cationic additives onto the negatively charged fibers, 
and the retention would then decrease. The poor function 
of the retention polymer is also effectively reflected in 
the retention of PCC and bentonite, since these are 
retained mainly through a polymer-bridging mechanism.  

Another factor to consider is that the removal of xylan 
from accessible fiber surfaces reduces the fiber charge 
(Lyytikäinen et al. 2011; Lyytikäinen, Backfolk 2015), 

i.e., the frequency of anionic retention sites in pulps 
becomes lower. In the present trial, most of the cationic 
starch was introduced into the process at the mixing chest 
outlet prior to the addition of AKD and PCC. It can 
therefore be assumed that the wet end starch is first 
adsorbed onto the fibers and fines, further reducing the 
amount of free retention sites in the pulp. After the 
adsorption of starch, the frequency of potential retention 
sites for other cationic additives is thus obviously lower, 
the lower the initial amount of anionic sites in the pulps, 
i.e., the more severe the xylanase treatment. It therefore 
follows that when the cationic AKD particles, and later 
the cationic retention polymer, are introduced into the 
process stream, the probability of collision with an 
anionic retention site is significantly reduced, which 
causes the initial attachment of these additives onto the 
fiber surface to become very slow (Champ, Ettl 2004). 

Compared to the previous retention experiments 
conducted under laboratory conditions (Lyytikäinen, 
Backfolk 2015), a somewhat different retention behavior 
was observed in the present pilot-scale papermaking trial. 
However, in a dynamic environment, the papermaking 
time scale is much shorter than under the semi-static 
conditions employed in the previous work. In addition, 
the mixing of larger volume streams can be expected to 
be much less efficient than the batch mixing of small 
volumes under laboratory conditions. Both these factors 
can be expected to affect the retention kinetics of 
xylanase-modified pulps and thus the charge 
characteristics in both fiber and filtrate phases.  

On the basis of the present work, it is recommended that 
when xylanase-treated pulps are used for papermaking, 
the dissolved hydrolysis products should be removed by 
washing in order to minimize the neutralization of the 
cationic groups in the functional additives. Moreover, the 
retention is expected to be improved if the dosing points 
of cationic additives allow sufficient time for adsorption 
and if more efficient mixing systems can be employed in 
the paper machine. It might also be beneficial to use 
lower doses of more highly charged wet-end starch in 
order to avoid saturation of the fiber surface with starch 
and to increase the tolerance of the starch to dissolved 
xylan-based residues.  

Conclusions 
The simultaneous application of mechanical refining, 
especially with a prolonged hydrolysis time, was found to 
substantially enhance the release of xylan from never-
dried bleached kraft pulp by a commercial 
monocomponent endo-1-4-β-xylanase, but the size of the 
xylanase dose was much less important. The release of 
xylan from the fiber wall had a minor effect on 
dimensional properties of pulps but significant changes in 
nanoscale fiber surface structure were observed. These 
changes were mainly attributed to the loss of P and S1 
layers from fiber surface as a result of xylanase treatment 
and refining steps, causing the initially rough surface to 
become highly homogeneous with respect to the surface 
topography, fibril orientation and diameter of surface 
microfibril aggregates. When the released xylan residues 
were fed into the process waters of a pilot paper machine 
together with the treated pulps, the retention levels were 
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significantly affected. The first pass retention and the 
retention of filler, AKD, and starch were all strongly 
negatively correlated with the cationic demand of the 
pulp filtrates, further confirming the colloidal interaction 
between the cationic additives and the dissolved xylan-
based residues. On the basis of the present study, it is 
suggested that the retention system and chemical addition 
points should be carefully optimized when using 
xylanase-treated pulps in papermaking. 
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